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TAXTRETMENT OF CAPITAL GAINS
AND LOSSES

THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 1997

U.S. SENATE,
COMM1TTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in

room SD-2 15, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Grassley, Hatch, Mack, Moynihan,
Breaux, Graham, and Moseley-Braun.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WIELLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FI-
NANCE
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order. Before we

begin today, I would like to respond to a comment one of my House
colleagues made the other day about the possibility of delaying the
tax cuts. My answer is, read my lips: no delay.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Now, what does that mean, however? The
last time we heard that-
.The CIIAmumm. Time will tell. Anyway, I believe the American

people deserve a tax cut now.
So now to the subject of our hearing. Let me begin by welcoming

you, Mr. Chairman, to this hearing on capital gains. We have. a
number of distinguished witnesses who will be testifying, and I
look forward to hearing from them.

Last week, Deputy Trasur Secretary Lawrence Summers and
other witnesses told the Finance Committee that expanding IRAs
will encourage more savings and investment, and increasing Amer-
ica's rate of savings is critical to a healthy economy. According to
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, our Nation's low rate
of savings is the single most important economic challenge we face
today.

The problem is that our current tax system does little to promote
savings and investment. The capital gains tax is a prime example.
This tax now stands at 28 percent for individuals and 35 percent
for corporations. Many people say these high rates discourage sav-
ings and investment. Futermore, capital gains are not adjuted
for inflation, forcing investors to pay tax on gains attributable
solely to inflation.

Senators fr-om both sides of the aisle have introduced legislation
that would reduce the tax burden on capital gains, and there seems



to be movement in the Administration on capital gains and this is
encouraging.*

Today, however, we look forward to hearing what our panelists'
have to say about capital gains. I am very p leased that Jack Kemp
and Paul Volcker are among our witnesses for today.

I might say-that b6th of these witnesses have commitments in
other cities today, so I will ask Senator Moynihan to share his
op0 remarks with us, then we will proceed to you, Chairman
Volcker, as I understand your flight is scheduled to leave quite

early.
Pat.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNEIAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, I want to welcome our friends and dis-
tinguished witnesses. I would hope that Chairman Volcker and

JackKempwould speak to the question of the deficit in our budget
right now, as well as'the question of tax reduction, and I look for-
ward to their testimony.

The CH IRmAN. Thank you, Pat.
As I mentioned, our first witness will be Chairman Paul Volcker.

It is always a pleasure , to welcome you. I think I can say that few
individuals have left such a positive and lasting legacy when it
comes to our Nation's economy. Those who followed your activities
as chairman of the Federal Reserve know that this country owes
you a debt of gratitude for the work you did to bring down infla-
tion. -

Chairman Volcker.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL A. VOLOKER, FORMER CHAIRMAN
OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE .iYSTEM, NEW YORM NY

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Sen-
ators, I particularly appreciate your courtesy in permitting me to
go first here and to be able to make the airplane. I was looking for-
ward to being here with Mr. Kemp.

The CHAIRMAN. Do not take him too literally.
Mr. KEMP. It is an honor to be with you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, nice to have you here. We may not agree on

everything.
I am staring at something that says, "Please limit your testimony

today to 5 minutes," so I wI try to make a few simple points at
the beginning here to kind of summarize my written statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Which will be included as part of the record.
Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you.
Let me say, first of all, I do not think this is an area where dog-

matism is justified. There is little or no accepted truth in this area,
empirical or theoretical, and there are a lot of important equity and
administrative considerations that cut across what might otherwise
look conceptually right.

But I do thin it is very important that we keep things in per-
spective. The U.S. economy has been doing very well. It is doing

*For further information on this subject, see also, Joint Committee on Taxation Committee
Print "JCS-4-97-Tax Treatment of Capital Game and Losea.



better than any other major industrialized country, has been for
some time. As part of that, financial markets, I think, have been
alive in many respects. They are certainly the envy of the world.

Venture capital is in good supply. There is a lot of innovation in
our economy. It is interesting to put that success of the American
economy against the fact that our capital gains taxes are probably
the highest of any advanced country, and have been for some time.

As I say in the statement, I am not going to argue cause and ef-
fect, that the high capital gains taxes actually caused a good econ-
omy , but it is very hard to argue, I think, that a reduction in cap-
ital gains taxes is vt1al to economic activity. Certainly we do not
need any additional stimulus to the economy at this point, cer-
tainily not fiscal stimulus.

I think we are dealing here with what is in the long-run interest
in terms of growth an d productivity. There is no short-term case,
frankly, for capital gains tax reduction that I can see under current
circumstances.

In part, that comes down to the question of savings that you em-
phasized. You quoted Chairman Greenspan, and I certainly agree,
that savings is our No. 1 problem. We need more savings to get
more investment over time.

If there is anything that is linked with productivity improvement
over time, it is the effort to get more investment. Our investment
is not particularly high for all of the other glories of what is going
on, so let us look at savings and look at its impact on productivity.

The best thing you can do for savings is deal with the budget.
I do not think there is any question about that. If you want to im-
prove the savings situation in this country, this is something that
is directly under your control. Move as fast as you can to balance
the budget.

I would say, beyond that, move to a surplus. We should be oper-
ating in this country at a surplus to build up a capital stock to take
care of all of those problems that arise as people age, and all the
rest. So do not let anything divert yotur attention from moving, it
seems to me, on the budget.

But there is a question of the structure of taxes. Let me just say,
in general, that the most important thing you could do in the struc-
ture of taxes, and I do not think you could do it immediately, is
rgiove toward more consumption tax and less reliance on the income
tax. You have got to do that in a big way, I think, to have a real
impact on savings, and thus, investment. You are not going to get
it, I think, by tinkering around the edges.

Now, where does capital gains tax fit into all this? I think you
have to make a case, if you are going to reduce the capital gains
tax, that it does stimulate risk-taking. And not just risk-taking, but
risk-taking to the pont that it is going to remain productive and
have a payoff. We doi not want simply to stimulate a gambling ca-
sino that has no payoff.

Will the capital gains tax reduction do that? Well, I think you
can make some kind of common sense case that when it comes to
venture capital, risk-taking, innovation, a lower capital gains tax
can make a contribution.

Is it the most efficient way to do it? There is no shortage of ven-
ture capital today. More and more venture capital suppliers are



non-taxable these days so they are not affected by the capital gains
tax one way or the other. So you do not want to give up, I would
think, much revenue in order to get a marginal gain here.I

If you have general reduction in capital gins taxes, you may
get some revenue in the short-run. You probably will, if you unlock
things in the short run. In the long run, it is very hard to assume
-that you are going to get increased revenues; you will make the
budget problem worse.

So that leads to a kind of thought that maybe we just ought to
target theXcaital gains tax reduction at risk-takingi at venture
capital . Souns nice. I think it is very hard to do. And, as a politi-
c mattr, if you begin targeting, will you target it there at ven-
ture capital or will you target it at areas that have more political
support? I think there is a real danger in that.

Now, the greatest conceptual case for capital gains tax reduction
I think that can be made, the easiest conceptual case, is the infla-
tion case. We do not want to tax illusory gains. If yoiA have infla-
tion, you have illusory gains.

Now, the problem with that is, again, it sounds good, but I think
it is very hard to administer. You will get very complicated situa-
tions-you will get an unreasonable, and I think unmanageable,
situation-if you exempt capital gains but you do not do anything
about interest, for instance, if you do not do anything about bor-
rowing.

You will give an artificial incentive to borrow to get an asset that
will then create a gain, and you get protection on the inflation on
the gains side and you do not get any costs from the inflation on
the loss side. In fact, you should only tax real interest if you are
going to only tax real gains. I think that just leads you to a morass.

So that leads me, frankly, to a conclusion that there is nothing
very pressing here in the general gamut of tax reform. Do not do
anything that loses sight of the importance of dealing with the
budgetary situation here and now.

One area of the capital gains tax that I would like to see debated
is whether you graduate the scale down for a longer term holding.
I would just throw out arbitrarily here 5 years: whether we could
not have another notch lower at 5 years to encourage patient cap-
ital and deal, to some extent; with the lock-in effect. I do not set
that out as a matter that I think should be a big priority for the
committee, but I would like to see it explored a little further.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Volcker appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHRMAN. Let me ask you this, Chairman Volcker. Chair-
man Greenspan has indicated that growth above 2.5 percent may
be harmful to the economy. Do you agree with that?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well,. I would hate to put it in a precise number
that I do not know, but I would say the economy, in my judgment,
has been growing as fast as it can reasonably manage if you want
to sustain the growth. I think it is terribly important that it gets
sustained. We have had a very encouraging economic picture,
where we have had 6 years of growth.

While it has not been at breakneck speed, the fact it has not
been at breakneck speed may have made it possible to have this
6 years of growth. We have not got strong inflationary pressures.



We have got good indications that the growth cani continue. To tr
to force growth at this point at a greater rate of speed I think
would be a mistake, because it may bring the whole thing to an
end.

The CHAIRmN. You do not think that greater savings on the
part of the American people would make it possible to have an in-
crease in productivity?.

Mr. VOLCKER., I very much agree with that. But you are talking
about 5 years from now, and 10 years from now. You need that in-
crease in savings to build up capital and build up productivity that
will have a payoff over a long period of time. But there is; nothing
you can do this year to increase productivity next year. I mean, it's
just too short a period of time. These trends are very long-term.

The CHAIRMAN. But if we are going to do anything down the road
5 years from now, don't we have to start now?

Mr. VOLCKER. By all means. Deal with that budget situation.
That is the urgency of the budget situation. 2002-1 do not know
how that number got in there, except- it is beyond a Presidential
term or two. But I do not see any reason to wait that long to bal-
ance the budget. By 2002, we should be comfortably in surplus.

The CHIRMAN. Well, it looks a little more difficult from up here.
Mr. VOLCKER. I understand. I can imagine it looks a more -dif-

ficult from up there. But you can't dodge it. Your opening state-
ment and Senator Moynihan's opening statement both pointed to
that conclusion.

The -CHAIRMAN. And we, of course, passed a balanced budget in
1995.

Let me ask you this question, because I admire and respect both
you and Chairman Greens pan, your successor, as a matter of fact,
as the Chairman of the Federal Reserve. Chairman Greenspan says
that the appropriate capital gains tax rate should be zero. He said
the tax is a poor means of raising revenue and it does not really
serve any other purpose. What is your comment?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I am afraid we have some disagreement on
that, it seems to me.

The CHAIRmA. How can I respect both of you?
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, by convincing him that I am right. [Laugh-

ter.]
I do not see how you can make this distinction between one form

of income and another. Maybe I have now been in the investment
banking business longer than he has, and there are a lot of high-
priced people in New York who are experts at converting current
income into capital gains, or vice versa, depending upon what in-
centives they have in the tax law.

Obviously, if you do not tax capital gains, there is going to be a
whole industry created of people who are going to tell you how you
can forego what is called current income in the Tax Code and turn
it into capital gains.

The CiIARmAN. Chairman Volcker, you say that capping the cap-
ital gains tax rate so that it is lower than the top rate on other
income makes sense. At the same time, you say that our capital
gains tax rate is high by world standards.

What are the ramifications of that, does that seriously handicap
us?
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Mr. VOLCKER. Well, the point is, I think there is no'evidence that
it does in terms of our hiher rate relative to others'. We, I think,
without question, have the most vibrant, flexible, productive, risk-
taking, supporting, capital markets in the world. At the same time,
we do have the highest capital gains tax. So I think at least within
parameters of what we have been taxing, it has not been damag-
in made the comment I did-I am glad the cap was kept when

magnal rates were raised-because I think at some point obvi-
osya very high capital gains tax would be damaging. I do not
tnkwe have demonstrably reached that point. Empirically, ap-

parently, we have not.
But I would not like to see the capital gains tax at a highlymr

ginal rate. When you get into New Yrk State and New York City,
the marginal income tax rate comes close to 50 -percent. I am not
advocating that we go along with that kind of capital gains tax-
ation. So,' there is kind of a pragmatic compromise here.

Right through, what, 50 years, I suppose, the long-term capital
gains tax in te United States has been between 20, and now at
the present, 28 percent. It has been in that band. It seems to be
consistent with an effective capital market.

The CHA~m N. My time is almost up, but let me ask one final
question. In your statement you discussed the effect of a capital
gains tax cut on savings and you refer to other tax proposals that
might stimulate.

Now, we understand and agre with you as to the importance of
balancing the budget. Beyond that, I think your testimony states,
in part, "Moreover, as a matter of relative priority, any effect of a

caital gans tax cut should be gained in the light of other tax ben-
efits afforded retirement savings and changes that might be made
in that area."
.Are there any other changes that we could make that you think

would be positive?
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, actually my view on this is quite radical. I

think there are changes you can make, but they take a rather fun-
damental revision of the Tax Code. I would like to see you go in
that direction. Congress and the country is going in that direction
only around the edges, with IRAs and other things.

MY reading of the evidence is that an approach really is not pow-
erful enough to change things. It changes the direction of savings.
People will obviously put savings in IF X accounts rather than in
some other form if they are tax-favored. There is little or no chnage
in the total amount of savings.

I think that some people think that is an open question, but
there is not much evidence that it has. If 'you went powerfully to-
ward a consumption tax, then I think it would make a difference.
Of course, that is not something you can do this year. But I would
certainly advocate that that is what this committee look at and
study very carefully. If you want fundamental tax reform, I think
that is the way to go.

The CHAm~&AN. Well, it is my intent for this committee to have
hearings on the question of tax reform. When that situation arises,
which I hope is not too long in the future, we would welcome your
coming back to discuss that matter.



Senator Moynihan.
Senator _MoYNIHAN. Thank you. Just conscious of the Chairman's
time.pressure, I would just ask two questions. First, just to check

out that syllogism you made. The United States ha~s the highest
capital gain tax rates in the -' ord, and the United States has the
Most Vibrant capital markets in the world. Therefore, it must fol-
low that the capital gains tax rate is conducive to the capital mar-
ket's success.

Mr. VOLCKER. I did not draw that conclusion.
Senator MOYNnAN. No, you backed away from that. But it is

there as a possibility, and we do not have to pursue it further.
Could I just ask, sir, if you wanted to increase savings, would

y ou nt a-1 think you do, you said so-that what we have to
have is aal~anced budget and a surplus?

Mr. VOLCKER. Yes.
Senator MoYtmfHAN. A surplus in our sixth year-of economic ex-

pansion. It is time for a surplus. That surplus immediately trans-
lates the pure inverse into increase in savings.

Mr. VOLCKER. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is the one thing we can do.
Mr. VOLCKER. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. As against, influencing the behavior of 140

million people who have IRAs.
Mr. VOLCKER. Correct.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. VOLCKER. No, I feel very strongly. Of course, we have been

preaching that for a long time. But I think, nonetheless, it remains
true even though we have been preaching it for a-long time.

If you want to do something that has a direct effect on national
savings and within your control, go to a budgetary surplus.

Senator MoyNiHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to
spend the morning with you, but you cannot with us. There are
other Senators who want to talk to you-.

Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAux. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being

late. I take it, Jack, you have already made your comments. You
have not? All right. Well, I am sorry, Mr. Volcker, that I did not
hear your comments. I respect your thoughts and the good work
that you have done.

I take it, and I do not want to put words in your mouth, that
your concern is that a capital gains reduction would result in less
revenues and increase the size of the deficit.

Mr. VOLCKER. That is one concern, yes.
Senator BREAUX. One concern. I had suggested years ago, be-

cause of this argument about whether it increases revenues or
loses revenues and there is a split among economists as to what
would happen, something which I guess you could call a -capital
gains tax cut with a safety net.

.My suggestion was, let us put a capital gains tax in place, a re-
duction in p lace. If it, in fact, results in increased revenues and
~eater productivity and growth, well, then we all are winners. If,

however, it results in lost revenues and the threat of an increased
deficit, that we would have a standby tax increase by increasing



the top rate to cover the amount of revenues that a capital gains
tax lost.

I said to all my friend who supported a capital gains tax cut and
said it would increase revenues, you should not be worried because
obviously you think it is going to increase revenues, so we are all
winners.

Mr. VOLCKER. Right.
Senator BREAux. So you should not object to an automatic stand-

by increase in, the-t~ip rate if, in fact, it does not produce more reve-
nues. I got a lot of umm, ugh, well, I do not know about that re-
sponse rom a lot of people who would be affected by the increase
in the top rate.

Mr. VOLCKER. Right.
Senator BREALJx. Do you have any comments just about that

thought?
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I had not thought about it before. I am sorry.

I had not focused on that and had not heard about it. It is an inter-
esting challenge to put to these people who are so convinced it may
raise -revenues in the long run.

Now, a capital gains tax reduction quite easily could raise reve-
nues in the short run. I do not think anybody contests that. We are
really talking about what it does in the long run. It will be very
hard to tell what it does for productivity, because so many other
things are affecting that. So, I do not know how you could put that
in the test.

When you said you would look and see what it did to revenues
and then make a change, 1 thought you were going to say, put the
capital gains tax back up, which, of course, would be self-defeating.

But you have a different and more interesting twist on that. I do
not know. It may be an interesting challenge to see how it gets an-
swered. if you did reduce the capital gains tax. I guess you can
measure rather specifically the receipts you get from that, certainly
the direct receipts.

I think most of the people who argue that it might increase reve-
nues--maybe Mr. Kemp would argue this-that the increase in
revenues will not show up in the capital gains line, it will show up
in improved economic growth and, therefore, it is diffused over all
revenues. That then depends and comes back to the question of
what it does for real growth, which is going to be very hard to dis-
tinguish. I ' think it is probably not enough to be identifiable.

Senator BREAux. The only point that I would make is that-
Mr. VOLCKER. I am not that pressed for time. A
Senator BREAUX [continuing]. It is difficult for us to accurately

gauge whether it is going to increase revenues or lose revenues be-
fore we do it. So I just suggested that after we do it, somebody
ought to be able to tell us whether it increased revenues or lost
revenues. Then let us decide at that point if, in fact, that lost reve-
nues would have some type of a mechanism to increase revenues
in another area.

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, again, I think the difficulty is, you may not
be able to measure the revenue effect purely by looking at the cap-
ital gains tax line. I think you have to make extremely strained as-
sumptions to assume that a capital gains tax reduction will in-



crease capital gains tax revenues as reported on the budget over
time. It will in the short run, but- not over time.

So you have to argue that it is increasing economic growth and,
therefore, indirectly increasing revenues tat appear in another
line. But identifying' that in practice becomes very difficult. I am
sure you will get an argument. If -productivity does not increase at
all, people would say, oh, but it would have gone down if we had
not 9a the -reduction in the capital gains tax. So I think, in prac-
tice, it is an interesting idea, but it is probably a statistical morass.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mack.
Senator MACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Volcker, I would like to go back to the discussion that the

Chairman began on the issue of growth at 2.5 percent. I just want
to get a sense about where you are with respect to what level of
gowth do you think is attainable, not in the short run, but in the

logrun?
Chairman Greenspan, I think, always reminds us that when he

talks about growth he generally uses the term "the potential
growth rate of the country." So I would throw into this question
also, in essence, what can we do over the long run to increase the
potential growth rate of the country?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, what you can do, again, is increase savings.
I think you just cannot avoid that.

Senator MACK All right. I got that one. I was just wondering
whether there were others.

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, that is so overwhelmingly the important one
that you at least can control, I have to keep repeating it. Now, you
can argue, obviously, it will -make an impact. To improve the edu-
cational system in the country, to improve the ability of many dis-
advantaged people to hold a more skilled job. Obviously important.
very hard to measure, but very important.

Now, what we are talking about this morning is, can we further
stimulate a particularly crucial sector of the economy, risk-taking,
entrepreneurship, venture capital.

I think maybe, but that is not the area that appears to me any
way to be under the most pressure. Now, that is not where we are
suffering, very obviously, anyway. I also think it is true and not in-
significant that an awful lot of this is now financed by non-taxable
money.

So you are operating not just on the whole framework of venture
capital when you change taxes, you are operating on that fraction
of it that remains with taxable money.

The institutionalization of savings through mutual funds and so
forth changes this too, because mutual funds, you tend to pay the
capital gains tax as you go along. It does not affect the investment
decisions the same way as it does, I think observably, for an indi-
vidual.

Mutual funds, unless they are dedicated tax-sensitive mutual
funds, which there are not many of, are not affected by tax policy
and capital gains tax in the same way as an individual is.

Senator MACK. Is overall tax reform?
Mr. VOLCKER. I think overall tax reform I would put in after you

get the budget surplus. Moving toward much more reliance on con-
sumnption taxes and away from the personal income tax that ad-



versely affects corporate, and particularly individual behavior, I'
think is important.

Senator MACK. Are you suggesting that we should not be con-
cerned with the effect of a conlsumption tax on the economy?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, it would be positive over time.
Senator MACK. To tax consumption?
Mr. VOLCKER. To more heavily tax consumption. The present sys-

tem is very hard on savings, investment, -double taxation of divi-
dends. In a general sense it is a double taxation on savings and in-
vestment. You get taxed when you earn the money and you get
taxed again after you invest it on the earnings from the invest-
ment.

So, to the extent you move away from that-at the extreme, if
you move to a purer consumption tax a la' the Domenici-Nunn
ideas-then you do not have to worry about capital gains taxation,
you are not taxing investment income at all. If you want a motive
for savings and investment, I think that provides it. You can argue
about how much, but it certainly would seem to move in that direc-
tion.

Senator MACK. Again, back to the original question or point.
When I was taking my basic economics courses years ago, there
was a sense that the economy could grow in the neighborhood of
4 percent.

Mr. VOLCKER. Right.
Senator MACK. Is that impossible today? I should know. Let me

rephrase that.
Mr. VOLCKER. Oh, yes. I think it is impossible to sustain that

growth rate today.
Senator MACK. I want to change that. Is it impossible for the

United States to get back into a situation where its growth is at
4 percent?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I forget what the labor force is growing at
when you project 10 or 15 years ahead. It is not as rapid as it was
in the early post-war period, which is one factor that would make
it very hard to get to 4 percent.

It takes a very big increase in savings and investment by most
calculations to raise the productivity rate, which is what is central
here, by as much as 1 percent. I could throw out some numbers if
I remembered them, but I do not remember them precisely. But
they are big.

So I think they are beyond anything that, realistically, people are
talking about in terms of the budget. You are not going to get there
by balancing the budget. I mean, it is going to require a great big
surplus in the budget, I think.

Given all the evidence about how good we are at consuming and
how poor we are at savings-I am talking about the public-at-large
now, as well as the Government-I do not see anything coming
along to radically change that. As a matter of American birthright,
we like to spend, like to -consume. The tax system helps it.

If you run a bigr surplus and move toward consumption taxation,
I think you could make a sizable change. But getting to 4 percent
growth, you are going to have to have a 3 percent, more or less,
increase in productivity per year, per man hour. That is pretty



tough. We have never had it that big, at least for any sustained
period.

Senator MACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMAN. Let me just ask one question on the basis of

what Senator Breaux asked you. If the capital gains did not have
the beneficial results, the suggestion was made that you raise the
marginal rate, or at least the top marginal rate. Would that not be
counterproductive as far as savings is concerned?

Mr. VOLCKER. Yes. I am not prepared to tell you how much, but
certd~nly the top bracket people are savers. And it would have a
counter-effect, but I cannot balance it out for you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley.
Senator GR-ASSLEY. I have a couple of questions of Mr. Volcker.

But before I do that, I would like to point out to my colleagues on
the committee, as it relates to capital gains and as it relates to the
$3,000 limit on capital loss. That is a barrier to the Freedom to
Farm bill working the way we wanted it to out of the Agriculture
Committee.

During the years of government control of production there was
some steady, reasonable bounds within which prices went up or
down. Now with the market making these decisions rather than
government, we are going to have more volatility in prices.

One of the things that we are trying to do through Freedom to
Farm is to promote each individual farmer doing risk management.
That can be done on crops by the crop insurance we have. But on
the other hand of price, that can be done by using futures in the
options market to protect yourself from the volatility of the prices.
In other words, use that as a tool to manage your own risk.

Well, now with this $3,000 limit, this is going to very much limit
the farmers managing their own risk. So if we want the Freedom
to Farm bill to work and encourage farmers relying upon their own
management skills rather than the management skills of the. bu-
reaucracy in Washington, we are going to have to take a look at
that $3,000 limit or it is not going to benefit the Freedom to Farm
bill. Options and futures as a tool is not going to benefit agriculture
as much as we intend, and consequently, they are going to be ham-
strung on managing their risk.

Aside from that, Mr. Volcker, and also related to agriculture-I
hope you do not feel uncomfortable answering some questions di-
recte d toward agriculture-Iowa State University found that in the
next 5 years-they have annual surveys of this, so they can kind
of keep up. One of the questions asked each year is the percentage
of farmers that plan to retire in a certain period of time in the near
future, and it is 21 percent.

We think of this in regard to passing on the family farm within
the family rather than outside interests coming in. The real seed
corn of our next generation of agriculture, is not people coming
from the city to farm, but people that are already in agriculture
continuing to farm if we are going to keep our food production up
the way it is.

Do you feel, or have you found, that these farms will be all
locked in ownership by the present capital gains tax, and that by
reducing the capital gains tax it would help to some extent, passing
on what unlocking the assets will save for another generation?



Mr. VOLICKER. Well, this is one of the -reasons why I throw out
this idea for your exploration. I know it has got complications, so
I am not saying I am here as a hard advocate.

But 1 would think it is interesting to explore whether for people
that really have held an asset over a considerable period of time,
which would certainly be a farmer, that he does not have to wait
until he dies before he escapes capital gains tax.

I. am not suggesting you reduce the rate to zero, but there cer-
tainly is a case for looking at it as to whether a progressive reduc-
tion in the capital gains ta o elyln-emholding, which
also partly goes to this inflation question, would not be a useful -ad-
dition to the Code.

I know there are counter arguments about the arbitrariness and
the distorting effects of that, but I think it is something you ought
to have a debate about. For all of its disadvantages, I do think it
would obviously help your problem.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right. Well, unrelated just to farming, are
you an advocate for the position that a high capital gains does tend
to lock up assets?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I don't think there's any question that in
many circumstances it will lock up assets. The same thing will be
true for the local drug store, for instance, or the local small busi-
ness, or the not-so-local business, as you suggest for farmers.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. VOLICKER. They get a big tax break at death, of course. The

final unlock-up, I guess.
Senator GRAssLEY. Yes. In the case of farming, if you were 60

now and you started farming at 25, so 35 years ago you bought
farmland, you could have paid an average price in my State of
maybe $300 an acre, and you could have that be $2,000 an acre
today.

Mr. VOLCKER. Right.
Senator GRASSLEY. There is just a tremendous penalty for pass-

ing that on to another generation.
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, you will get, of course, into estate tax prob-

lems when you are takng about your own family. There is not a
capital gains problem at death.

Senator GRASSLEY. It is a capital gains problem, though, if he
wants to sell it while he is alive.

Mr. VOL~CKER. That is correct. That is correct.
Senator GRUASSLEY. Yes. One last thing, then the lighitis on. That

is in regard to, where do you come out on the capital gains costing
or benefiting the Treasury over the period of time like 5 or 7 years
that we Qn this committee has to use as scoring things for revenue
neutrality?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, one of your problems is, I do not think there
are good estimates of this. It is inherently very difficult. But I
think the common sense of it is, with certain cuts anyway, if you
unlock things in the short run, you will get revenues for a year or
two.

But I tikyou have to, as I said, make very strained assump-
tions to think you are going to get gains moving out into the future;

y ou are going to get a loss. How that balances out within a p articu-
1ar 3- or 4-year period, or even a 5-year period, is-very difficult. If



you wanted to maximize the gains, you do something really foolish
for the long run.

You would say, I will reduce the capital gains tax for 3 years,
then increase it again. But that, of course,gdefeats the economic
purpose of doing iin the first place, and you would get no eco-
nomic benefit, but you might br revenues you would otherwise
get later brought forward. But tat is a game. That is not impor-
tant.

Senator Gii~ssLEY. Yes. I am done asking questions. But if I
could ask Mr. Kemp, I am not going to be able to be here-

Mr. KEMP. Yes.
Senator GRASSLEY [continuing]. If you could maybe answer my

same questions for the record, I would appreciate your response..
Mr. KEMP. Yes, I will.
The CHAIRMAN. Paul, we appreciate your being here today.
Senator MACK. Mr. Chairman, can I just raise one additional

question?
The CHAIRmAN. Sure. Please.
Senator MACK. I just wanted to get your sense Aout indexing.

If you do not support a lower rate, what is your attitude about in-
dexing?

Mr. VOLCKER. My attitude about indexing is, it sounds logical,
but you cannot do it effectively for particular sectors of the econ-
omy without getting in trouble. Particularly in this area, if you
index the asset side, you ought to index the liability side, which is
very cQmplicated and very few people are suggesting.

The way to deal with indexing is to have price stability. We have
moved a long ways in that direction. I think what the Congress and
everybody else can do is to support the general efforts of the Fed-
eral Reserve, and otherwise through your budget actions, to
maintain price stability, which is certainly one of the factors, a
very important factor, counting for the longevity of this expansion
an d the continuation of this expansion.

If you achieve reasonable price stability, which has been char-
acteristic of this country most of the time except in war time and
except in the 1970's and 1980's, this is not an important arguent.

Senator MACK. I certainly agree with you with respect to price
stability. But, again, that does not help the people who, let us say,
at age 40 or so in the 1970's who are now facing retirement or edu-
cation costs and so forth.

Mr. VOLCKER. I agree that people who were stuck in, effect, the
1970's and the first year or two of the 1980's lost. Now, the capital
gains tax is a preferential tax, or it was during some of this period
anyway, to start with. But, again, that is another reason why I
think you ought to look at it.

Again, at this point I may turn out to be a great advocate, but
if you reduce the tax further, let us say after 5 years just to take
a number, it is arbitrary, but it goes a long way toward takn care
of any kind of gradual inflation problem because you would have
a substantially preferential rate which, in a kind of arbitrary way,
would offset the problem you are concerned about.

The CHAIRmA. Again, thank you very much for being here
today, Paul. We look forward to having you return when we have
the general discussion on tax reform.



Mr. VOLCKER. Well, thank you. I appreciate your courtesy again
in permitting me to get off to my other appointment. Thank you
for delaig I am sorry I cannot stay.

Mr. K:MI'. And hear my rebuttal.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We will keep notes and we will tell you what

he said about what you said.
Mr. KEMPo. He knows already.
Mr. VOLCKER. Can I have a surrebuttal?
Mr. KEMP. Right.
The CHAiMAN. It is a pleasure to welcome my old friend and taxt

cutter, Jack Kemp, who continues to play such a leadership role in
matters of taxation in the economy.

Senator MoyNIHA. That is the bill we call Roth-Kemp, is that
not right?

The CHAMmAN. That is correct, Senator Moynihan. I am glad you
got that right.

Mr. KEMP. Reagan-Roth-Kemp.
The CHAIwm. We will put your full statement in the record.

Please proceed.
Mr. KEMP. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JACK KEMP, CO-DIRECTOR OF EM-
POWER AMERICA, FORMER SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. K.EMP. I usually like to start these appearances, Mr. Chair-

man, by quoting a Chinese proverb, which says that there is a
great deal of wisdom in the world, but unfortunately it was all di-
vided up among people. I am just here to share my little slice of
that pie of wisdom tat is spread among the people of the world,
and offer my perspective.

I am very grateful for your leadership in holding these hearings
at this propitious time when the debate between the budget and
cutting tax rates seems to be a replay of the debate through which
you and I lived back in the late 1970's and early 1980's.

I can remember, Mr. Chairman, you and I, among other radical
tax rate cutters, quoting President Kennedy. I never thought I
would have to say it again, but I want to repeat it. I wish Paul
Volcker were here, because I have great respect for Chairman
Volcker, as we all do, and equally profound respect for Chairman
Greenspan, who says that there is a solution to all of these prob-
lems. fie says the appropriate capital gains tax rate is zero. It is
a stupid tax. It is a tax on the creation of wealth.

However, John F. Kennedy in 1962 said, "Our choice is not be-
tween a balanced budget and cutting tax rates. That is not the
choice that we are presented with." He said, "It is not between tax
reduction on one hand, or the avoidance of a deficit on the other."
He said, "An economy hampered by restrictive tax rates cannot
produce enough revenue to balance the budget." That is the issue,
how do you balance the budget through growing the economy, be-

cause it should be an a priori self-evident fact that you get more
revenue from a bigger economy than you do from a smaller econ-
omy. That ought to be the debate.

With all due respect to the Chairman's statement about bal-
ancing the budget as the single greatest thing we can do to in-



crease savings, how can it be said that balancing a budget at high
tax rates to improve savings, if high interest rates crowd out sav-
ings and large spending crowds out savings, so do tax rates crowd
out savings. We never hear about the crowding out theory applied
to taxes because we never talk about the behavior.

That is where I would depart from my fellow budget balancers.
I think the budget should be put in balance, but I think it should
be done at a high level of growth, a much higher rate of employ-
ment, and a much greater access to capital because, in my opinion,
Mr. Chairman- and I say this not from the left or the right be-
cause I think both sides probably would disagree, but there are
those who would afreethis economy is distorted. It is doing very
-well for those who have, it is not doing well for those who have not.
The have-nots in our society do not have access to properly owner-

NoIwn to make the point that I wish Chuck Grassl 7y were
here, because he raised something that has to be addressed. That
is, what happens to a farmer who buys a piece of property for $300
in the 1970's and sells an acre of farmland in Iowa or New York-
I was up there last night, Senator, and saw many of your friends
in western New York-and sells that property for $2,000 or $3,000
in 1997, but the value of the property, the value of the asset is
mostly inflated value.

So there is a locking in effect because people can borrow against
the asset, write off the interest on their taxes. But if they sell, they
pay a capital gains tax, an estate tax, an alternative minimum tax,
and the locking-in effect is absolutely, in my opinion, keeping cap-
ital in the hands of those who have and keeping it out of the hands
of those who do not have capital. Without capital, capitalism can-
not work.

I was not going to read anything, but you gave me a chance to
introduce my testimony, so I will tell you that I got a letter the
other day from a friend of mine who is a financial service planner.
He had a great example of this whole problem.

He said, I have a client whose mother lives in a one-bedroom
apartment in a large midwestern city. Her sole and meager income
comes from Social Security and her deceased's husband s pension,
but she has 32,000 shares of blue chip stock in the company where
her husband worked, and it pays no dividends.

She will not part with the stock-it is worth $2.5 million-be-
cause in so doing she would pay $800,000 of capital gain tax. She
told him that her needs are simple. "I do not need the money. She
knows that when she dies, they will inherit her stock free of capital
gains, and neither I nor her children can convince her to sell." So
instead of collecting $800,000 in capital gain taxes, the government
collects nothing, zip, nada, zero. Worse, she is not enjoying her
money, neither are her kids or her grandkids. The money is tied
up in stock in a company that does not need it. That is another
story But others do need it.

Thre is a plethora of young companies, young men and women,
without any capital or access to the venture capital, that invest-
ment capital that Chairman Volcker said is plentiful. It is plentiful
if olu have got access to capital, it is not plentiful if ou caitl
is ifocked up in a system that punishes the sale of an asset. I favr



eliminating it, but we are not going to do that. I would suggest, cut
it. Cut it across the board. Do not play any games with the Tax
Code. Index it.

And, with all due respect to Chairman Volcker, I do not know
why I am s pending all my time answering the Chairman, but in-
dexing has been accomplished in Great Britain, both prospectively
and retrospectively. I know I have got to stop. But it can be done.

And I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, one last point in postscript.
Capital gains is not ordinary income, it is extraordinarincome, in
other words. It is income from taking your income atrit has al-
ready been taxed and putting it to work in a risky farm business,

widget factory, to create jobs, create the wealth.
Al of the wealth of our society does not come ipso facto just from

savings, it comes from the reward for taking risk. If you remove
the reward for taking risk you get less of it, -then you get an econ-
omy in my opinion, that will be hampered by high tax rates and
will reduce revenues and ultimately put pressure on the Fed to try
to spur the economy by pumping up the money.

That was what happened, in my opinion, in 1969 when Richard
Nixon balanced the budget off the backs of higher income taxes and
higher capital gains taxes, he put pressure on the Federal Reserve
Board to spur the economy when it should have been cutting tax
rates, as was done by Ronald Reagan in 1981, Thank you. I will
be glad to respond to any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kemp appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Jack. You say that if the capital

gains tax cannot be eliminated, then Congress should cut the cap-
ital gains rate in half and, I believe, allow a 2-year period where
the assets would be indexed for all inflation.

I believe you stated this would unlock an estimated $5 trillion in
capital gains during the 2-year period. What short-term effects do
you think your proposal would have? For example, with all of this
selling activity, what would be the short-term effect on stock prices
and on the economy in general?

Mr. KiEMP. Well, I am certainly not an econometrician, so this is
all coming from belief in the behavioral response of men and
women in a free society who are willing to take a risk in the great-
est capital market in the world. I certainly agree with the Chair-
man, I think we are entering a golden age. I am irrationally exu-
berant, Mr. Chairman. Do not tell Alan Greenspan.

The CHAIRMAN. I share that optimism.
Mr. K.EMP. But our dollar is strong, our interest rates have come

down, the Congress has done a good job of managing the budget
notwithstanding the heat you take. The budget deficit is 1.5 per-
cent or less of gross national product.

With all due respect, get it to zero, but do not do it by raising
taxes on working men and women and families and the risk-takers
of America who create wealth and those that want access to
wealth. So I think the economy would grow a lot better than 2.3
percent, Mr. Chairman. I think we should target 4 percent growth
and 4 percent unemployment. I think that will cause a lot of heart-
burn in a lot of places.

But no one has to worry, I have absolutely no impact upon the
decision by the Republican leadership in the House to put off cut-



ting taxes this year and waiting until next year. I hope that is not
true, and I am glad you said read your lips. We are goingr to get
it, and I think you will see a market response. I think markets re-
spond to information.

I made teonearlier, and I think this is why I favor indexing
SO strongly. C' index bonds. Everybody said that could not be
done. We index income tax rates, thanks to you, Mr. Chairman and
a lot of other people, including Bob Dole, Jim Buckley, and Pat
Moynihan. I think, Pat, you were involved in the indexing of in-
come tax rates.

Indexing the capital gains rate p respectively and retrospectively
would unlock the $5-6 trillion of estimated assets now held in
farmland, ranch land property, home ownership, small businesses,
and it is not being sold because people forget the capital gains is
a voluntary tax. You do not pay it if you do not sell. You can bor-
row against it.

Our Tax Code, as I said, is encouraging borrowing ~and consump-
tion, as it were, and punishing equity, and owners hip, and invest-
ment an~d risk-taking. I think that should be changed with fun-
damental tax reform, as the Chairman pointed out, and you are
workingdiligently on it, Mr. Chairman.

But ol suggest that, byr indexing, we would unlock trillions
of dollars of assets, remove tha ax liability that hangs over the
farmland of Iowa and the farmland of Western New York, or Lou-
isiana, Florida, or wherever, or Utah, Illinois. Did I get everybody
in?

The CHAIRMA. Almost.
Mr. KEMP. People'would be able to sell and not be punished. It

is fundamentally unfair, Mr. Chairman, to tax someone on the in-
flated value of their assets. I do not think that is right or left. I
think Democrats and Republicans agree that it is fundamentally
unfair to tax a man or a woman on the inflated value of the asset,
and we should do something about it, hopefully -retrospectively, but
at least prospectively if we are going to cut the'rates.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this. How do you answer the crit-
ics who say a capital gains tax cut is for the wealthy?

Mr. KEMP. The wealthy are already wealthy. They are going to
get wealthy almost under any tax system. It is the poor who get
hut by not getting access to capital. I have quoted Jesse Jackson.
It makes him very upset with me. I do it in a ver friendly way
and I say publicly that I am one of the few Republicans that can
quote him. I will probably get a letter or a call from him this after-
noon.

But he said one time that. "Capitalism without capital is nothing
but an ism." It is an abstraction. If you live in Chicago and you do
not have access to capital and you are John Johnson, you will
never start "Negro Digest" in 1945. He had $400 in 1944 or 1945
and started "Negro Divest." Today he is a very wealthy man. It is
now "Ebony" and "Jet.' Bless his heart. The problem is, not enough
low-income people can get access to capital so they can bring their
dreams to fruition.

That is neglected, in my opinion, in those who look at the econ-
omy in a static, Keynesian model where we are all a bunch of num-
bers and digits, and whether the factories are operating at 83.2



percent of capacity, or 82.9 percent of capacity, and oh, we had bet-
ter watch out, if the economy goes above 2.3 that is inflationary,
and if the stock market goes over 7,000.

What a stupid comment, that the stock market at 7,000 is some-
how prima facia evidence of inflation, Mr. Chairman. In real terms,
the stock market is lower than it was under John F. Kennedy in
1963.

In real terms, in dollar-denominated terms, adjusted for inflation
when the stock market reached 1,000 under John F. Kennedy's eco-
nomic poicies, at least, that would be the equivalent of close to
10,000 ITw-Jones today.

Now, the Dow-Jones is doing pretty good, but look at the Russell-
2000. Look at NASDAC. Look at, small cap s. They are not doing as
well, they have not risen as much. I would aeapiafcacs
that we are over-taxidng the risk-takers of our society. We are not
punishing the rich, we are hurting the poor who want to get access
to that capital so they can launch their version of the American
dream.

The CHAHIn . Senator Moynihan.
Senator 'MOYNIHAN. Wow. Can I just say it was refreshing and

nostalgic to hear someone speak of a 4 percent unemployment rate.
President Kennedy, in his 1963 economic report, proposed a 4 per-
cent rate as our National goal.

The Labor Department thought that was outrageously high, and
we managed to get the text adjusted to say an interim goa of 4
percent. Although we now find ourselves thinking that unemploy-
ment below 5.5 percent is inflationary, which is a new thing. You
do not think that?

Mr. KEMP. How can too many people going to work be inflation-
ary? How is it possible that we can get inflation from too many
people? Are they going to go out and get higher wages? Yes. But,
as Corne Mack has pointed out, if the wage is based upon the pro-
ductivity of the worker, i.e., the amount of capital investment per
worker makes him or her more productive, then it is non-inflation-
ary economic growth. If it is just pumping up the money supply
and throwing money out there or asking people to go out and spend
it, that is, ipso facto, inflationary. So it is how you get to 4 percent
unemployment, I guess, that is more important than just the raw
figure.

But John F. Kennedy got the unemployment rate to 3.5 percent.
The Democratic platform of 1960-I am an expert on Democratic
economic policies from the 1960's-the growth rate targeted by
John F. Kennedy, the Presidential candidate, was 6 percent
growth, 4 percent unemployment, and keeping the dollar as good
as gold.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. I worked on that platform.
Mr. KEMP. You did a good job.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I did not believe a word of it. [Laughter.]
Mr. KEMP. I did. There ought to be one American who believed

him.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I just point out that you surely would

agree that the most valuable way to deal with the problem of tax-
ation of capital is to maintain price stability, it is the inflation that
really is robbing people.



Mr. KEMP~. That is one element. A vezr important element. It is
not the only element. You could have price stability and very high
tax rates-

Senator MOYNiAN. Right.
Mr. KEMP (continuing]. And end up with a slow-growth economy

and no inflation.
Senator MOYNuiHA. But if you have price stability, the rest of the

problem is a lot easier.
Mr. KEMP. Yes, sir. Absolutely.
Senator MoyNIHAN. Dale Jorgenson at Harvard, whom I think

thinks of himself as a Democrat, shares your view that there
should be no tax on capital gains. But he estimates that the effect
rate now is only about 5 percent.

Mr. KEMP. Effective?
Senator MoyNIHAN. That with all the ways to avoid taxes, capital

gains really ends up at about 5 percent.
Mr. -KEMP. Oh, I see. That is an interesting point. I had not

thought about it, Senator. That is a very interesting view, that it
is effectively five, because that is how we-I do not know, what is
the total revenue from the capital gain tax?

Senator MOYNiHAN. About $40 billion.
Mr. KEMP. Forty billion dollars.
Senator MoyNIHAN. Yes. That is a book of Jorgenson and Lan-

dau, Tax Reform and the Cost of Capital: An International Corn-
parison,- Brookings, 1993. You do not have to read it. Call him up
and hie will tell you.

Mr. KEMP. He testified before our committee. Very interesting
testimony.

Senator MoYNIHAN. Yes. Yes. You make a powerful case, or you
make your case powerfully. I do not know which way I would put
it. [Laughter.]

Mr. KEMP. At least loudly.
Senator MoYNIHAN. But I want to thank you very much, good

friend.
Mr. KEMP. Thank you. Yes. You have been a great friend. Thank

you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Thank you. Jack, President Clinton proposed an

exclusion from capital gains for home sales under certain cir-
cumstances. Do you see any economic growth resulting from that
proposal?

Mr. KEMP. It would have to be at the margins. I do not oppose
it because I believe that home ownership is at the heart of the
American dream. Being an old HUD Secretary, I would like to see
everyone in America own his or her own home, ergo, I would sup-
port it.

But it does not make any sense to distort the Tax Code only for
home sellers. What is wrong with holding a home which is the pri-
mnary asset of a family, but also being able to invest in real estate,
sts or bonds?

Senator HATCH. Most people do it for pension programs and oth-
erwise.

Mr. KEMP. Absolutely.
Senator HATCH. So I dQ not see that.
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Mr. KEM~P. It is a weird view, though, that if it is; good for home
building, why would it not be good for-you know what was said
by one of the Administration, and I am not picking on them.

Senator HATCH. Go ahead.
Mr. KEMP. I may have to sometime. [Laughter.]
Somepeople think I should have done more of it. They said, well,

the stock market is already high enough. I think it was Franklin
Reines, a very nice guy, 0MB Director. He said, you only cut tax'
rates to influence stock behavior. That is not why you cut the tax
rate on capital gains. The stock market is a manifestation of peo-
ple's future expectations of earnings. We have a healthy stock mar-
ket, but that is not why you do it.

You increase the amount of capital invested per capita, and the
greater degree of capital investment per working man and woman
in America the greater the output, the greater the output, the high-
er the wage in a competitive wage market. That is why we do it.
That is how to get wages rising in America. We cannot get wages
rising in America unless we invest more capital.

Senator HATCH. Well, as you know, along with Senator Breaux,
Senator Grassley, and others, Senator Lieberman and myself, we
have been the authors of the basic capital gains bill that would ba-
sically cut the rates in half, at least down to 19 plus percent, and
14 percent for those in the middle class.

As you have indicated, there is about $8 trillion locked up in cap-
ital assets in this society. So if we cut these rates in accordance
with the Hatch-Lieberman-Breaux-Grassley bill, what will that do?

Mr. KEMP. I would strongly support it,, with you, Joe, and other
members of the Senate. I think it should be eliminated in the inner
cities, I will tell you, if you really want to draw capital back into
Shytown or Motown or Washington, DC.

Eleanor Holmes Norton wants to eliminate it. She said the only
way to attract capital is to put in an incentive, a carrot. She wants
to eliminate it in this city. I strongly favor that. If you cut it to 19,
I, would like to see it indexed, as I have mentioned repeatedly, and
cut it to 14 or lower for lower income people.

To eliminate it in the inner city, that would be a darn good start.
But you have got to do something about the alternative minimum
tax too, because the AMT and the capital gains tax and then the
estate tax are causing the problems alluded to earlier by Senator
Grassley of Iowa.

Senator HATCH. Let us say we cut the rates in accordance with
this bill that we are talking about. How much of those $8 trillion
do you think would be unleashed?

Mr. KEMP. Oh, gosh. You have got so many better experts than
1.

Senator HATCH. Well, let us say it was 5 percent or 10 percent.
Mr. KEMP. I would just have a rough estimate.
Senator HATCH. Five percent would be $400 billion a year.
Mr. KEMP. I would hesitate to even offer, Orrin, because it would

just be out of the wild. I would say this. If we indexed, I think you
would get more of an unlocking ee4t Now, everybody says it can-
not be done. Chairman Volcker said licould not be done.

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher indexed retrospectively the
capital gains rates in the United Kingdom and it unlocked a lot of



capital assets. Your estimate of $8 trillion locked up npyia s
sets in the United States, there is a tax liability ofcoe to $2 tril-
lion on that. As we have been talking about, it is a voluntary tax.

So I think if people were willing to go through that tax gate and
it were indexed and it was cut, as you want to do, I think there
would be $ 150-180 billion of revenue coming into the government
that would more than bring our budget into equilibrium and also
payfor the IRAs and pay for middle class tax cuts, as it were.

Senator HATCH. Well, some people have suggested, as Mr.
Volcker has suggested, that if you are going to have a capital gains
rate reduction you should have a longer holding period before you
can trigger the reduction as a tradeoff for the reduction in the cap-
ital gains tax rates. I personally think that is bunk. If you are
going to have it, you ought to face it straight up.

If you look back over the last 30 years, the one time we really
cut capital gains rates we had a dramatic increase in revenues. The
one time we increased them, we had a dramatic decrease in reve-
nues.

Now, I suppose nobody really knows what is going to happen if
we say pass a bill like we have been discussing, but I personally
believe that you will have an increase in revenues, as you have
been stating here today. But would you tradeoff to get the capital
gains rate reductions a longer holding period?

Mr. KEMP. No. What do we have, a 2-year holding period now?
What is the holding period?

Senator HATCH. Well, it does not make any difference right now.
Mr. KEMP. In Germany, the holding period is 6 months.
Senator HATCH. That is what it used to be in this country.
Mr. KE~MP. They have very high income tax rates and that is why

their economy is really being hurt. Is it not interesting, of all the
countries in Asia, there is no capital gains in Asia. None in HongKong, Taiwan, Japan. China. Red China. Everybody is worried
about China. Deng Xiao Peng said, 'To get rich is glorious in
China." They do not tax capital gains.

From Shanghai to Quanjong, no tax on capital gains. Hong Kong.
They are not going to mess with the Hong Kong tax code. No tax
on capital gains. Total expensing of investment in plant, machin-
ery, equipment and technology. Twenty-seven years of budgets in
balance. The only answer I have ever heard is, oh, they are Chi-
nese. How is that for a great answer? They are Chinese.

Senator HATCH. I think that kind of sums it up. We are Ameri-
cans and do not seem to understand these principles.

Mr. KE~MP. Yes.
Senator HATCH. I agree with you. I think we have got to move

this way. I am happy to see the Chairman moving. I know that our
distinguished leader from New York is going to give some consider-
ation to this as well. I just know it. I feel it in my bones.

Mr. KEmP. I do, too. Especially when Chairman Volcker said New
York has a capital gain tax, New York City has a capital gains.
You total the New York State and New York Cityincome and cap-'
ital gains tax on top of the Federal income tax, all of which are un-
indexed, the effective capital gain tax rate on any asset held longer
than 5 or 6 years in the city of New York, I would venture to guess,
is over 80 percent.



Senator HATCH. My time is up, Mr. Chairman.
The CHA4,dA. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thanks, Jack, for

being back with us. In 1991, the Republican staff of the House
Committee on the Budget, which was under the direction at that
time of our colleague, Congressman Bill Gradison, issued the Budg-
et Committee's report.

They tried to analyze in that report the relationship between tax
incentives, including the capital gains tax cut and also the IRA ex-
pansion in savings and investment. I want to read to you what
they said.

They said, "Whether aimed at increasing efficiency or growth,
many growth enhancements backfire. This is due to two factors.
First, few incentives are very powerful. They simply do not result
in huge increases in output. Second, they typical y lose revenues,
increasing government borrowing as a consequence.

Sadly, most evidence suggests that saving is unresponsive to any
tax incentives designed to increase it, and capital gains tax cuts
and IRAs only affect a very small part of saving. Even the most
optimistic estimates of the responsiveness of savings to taxes are
too low to support the argument that such incentives significantly
boost savings and growth.'

That is from the Republican Budget Committee and it pretty
much nails the concept of a capital gains reduction, and the IRA
bill, for that matter. 'Why were they wrong?

Mr. KEMP. I guess that is a fairly conventional view, John. That
is all I can say. It is in your party, it is in my party. Then there
are those like John F. Kennedy and Pat Moynihan who did not
agree with that, including Roth and Kemp. I do not have any
macro or micro. All I' can say is, I think what that report leaves
out is the behavioral response of people as measured not by statis-
tics, but by risk-taking and putting their capital at risk.

I would just ask you the question, if you earn $1 of income and
you spend it, you only pay one tax on income. But if you save it,
you pay two. If you invest it, you pay three. If they tax for cor-
porate profit, that is four. If it is unindexe d, that is five. When you
die, they tax it again. That is six.

At some point, we have got to come to the conclusion that there
ought to be some form of simplification matched with a single tax
rate system on income but once and stop this nonsense and mind-
less velvet tyranny that DeToqueville talked about in which the
government does not confiscate our, estates, it just manages our es-
tates and leaves us with the people leaving $22 million-you see
this story in the New York Times, Senator, where Annie Schieber
left $22 million to Yeshiva University.

She put $4,000 in 1945 as a waitress into Merck, Coca Cola and
IBM, and she did not sell, according to the Wall Street Journal.
She has left it to Yeshiva, which is a very admirable thing to do.
but she said she did not sell it because of the capital gain tax.

Now for all these years that money has been locked up and ends
up-4 as 22 million. It is split 28 times. Think of the number of men,
women, and poor people who are going in America without access
to capital. I am saying the system is not working, and it cannot
when we overtax.
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Senator BREAUTX. One of the problems that we face a~s a commit-
tee and as Members of the Congress is the differences of opinions.

Imean, I just read you the Republican Budge Cmitesoinion
on this issue. We have some economists who say it will lose reve-
nues, others say, no, it will increase revenues. They fight over
whether it is gong to be dynamic scori ng or static scoring.

So I said, look, and threw up my hands. I do not know which one
is right. We have got this real problem here. What about us? The
question I asked Mr. Volcker I would ask you. What about going
ahead and reducing the capital gains rate and admit up front that
no one really knows what the result will be, but that after it has
been in effect for a period of time, 5 years or whatever, we will
know because we will have actual information.

Did it increase growth, did it increase revenues, or did it stymie
growth and lose revenues? Have some typeF of a safety net, i.e., a
tax proposal, that says if, in fact, it increases revenues like .we be-
lieve, well, everybody is a winner and we just keep on moving in
that direction.

If, however, we were wrong, that they would be an automatic tax
increase in the top rate or in some rate in order to cover the loss,
we would then have the real data on the results of it. When I have
asked the people who support it, they are very sure it is going to
increase revenues and it would never result in a tax increase.
When I ask them whether they support it, they hem and haw and
do a soft shoe around it saying, well, I mean, I do not know.

Mr. KEMP. Right.
Seitator BREAUX. So the question is, is that something that is

reasonable to pursue or not?.
Mr. KEMP. Well, I agree with Chairman Volcker. I think it would

be very difficult to measure the response to the actual cut.
Senator BREAUX. But if we cannot measure it before we cut

it-
Mr. KEMP. Well, I am using John Johnson because I know Carol

is a friend, and it is a beautiful story. What would be the response
to an entrepreneur to think that his or her investment 5 years
down the road would be taxed at a higher level, would he or she
go into a long-term investment? Is that not what we are trying to
do, encourage long-term investment?

If they know that a tax rate increase is coming or think it is
going to come or it is going to be taken away, would that not influ-
ence behavior? I do not know, John, what would happen. I would
be willing, probably, to try it because I do have the confidence, as
I think you do knowing your strong beliefs in some of these things
that it would work.

But I hate to be gimmicky when I just feel intuitively if we look
at our competitors in the world economy the countries that are
doing the best have the lowest tax rate and the soundest money,
and the countries that are doing the worst have the highest tax
rates and the weakest currency.

So I have come to the conclusion empirically that hard money,
sound money, stable prces, as Pat Moynihan talked about, cou led
with low tax rates andiless regulation, we can get more out otgte
American people, the American economy, and the American system
of entrepreneur capitalism than we can reversing that. So I do not



favor devaluations, and I am glad Bob Rubin does not either.-
praise him for that. I thank his support for Alan Greenspan, and
yours, Connie, have been just spectacular. Pat Moynihan is right,
keeping price stability-and I believe we are at price stability.

I do not see any inflation out there. What is he talking about?
What is he talking about? Commodity prices are up, price of oil is
from 26 down to 20, futures markets and commodities are stable.
The dollar is strong. It has risen against the yen, the Deutsche
mark so much that Detroit is complaining. The chairman of the
Fed sees inflation? I do not. Not Paul Volcker, but Alan Greenspan.
I do not see it.

I do not think stock prices are measures of inflation, I think they
are a measure of the confidence that the world has in the U.S.
economy and this golden age into which I think we are moving.
How is that for a rational, exuberant statement? Thank you, John.
I would be willing to try it, I would say to my friend from Louisi-
ana.

Senator HATCH. Senator Mack.
Senator MACK. I do, John, hear people say that they do not know

exactly what would happen. They are worried, if the rats is cut,
that there will be a loss in revenue. I go back to at least my recol-
lection of the last time that we had a debate at this level, of this
significance, which I think was 1978 or 1979.

Secretary Blumenthal-maybe it was before this committee, I am
not sure-testified that if we cut the capital gains tax rate from
roughly 48 or 49 percent, I think to 28 percent, he testified that
the loss of revenue to the Federal Government would be 25 percent.
I think that is close. I do not think that there was any year since
1978 that there was a reduction in the capital gains tax collection.

My point is, I think that the evidence indicates that, in fact, if
you lower capital gains taxes, that you get more revenue. The sec-
ond point that I would make--Jack has used it already-I have
said many times that capital gains is one of the relatively few vol-.
untary taxes.

I mean, our job ought to be trying to figure out, at what rate do
you maximize the collection of the tax from capital gains and at the
same time encourage investing and a willingness of people to sell
an asset? I think 28 percent is too high.

It seems to me, I would say a 50 percent reduction, but some
rated lower than where we are today will, in fact, increase reve-
nues to the Federal Government, increase savings and investment,
and allow for a greater mobility of capital in our country.

Now, the reason that I thin it is so important today is because
we are in a period of time that we have never seen before in the
history of this Nation with respect to technology. We held a hear-
ing yesterday and several before in the area of medical research,
biotechnology. I mean, there is an explosion that is taking place.
What we have experienced now with this higher capital gains tax
rate, we have locked up investments in old technologies.

So it seems to me one of the things we ought to be doing, I look
at it in the sense that this high rate is like a wall that has been
built around the old investment, and the wall is so high that very
little capital gets out into the new technologies., Our objective, our
job, again, ought to be to bring that wall down and to all the cap-



ital, to flow into the new technologies which are going to create the
jobs for the future.

I would support a zero capital gains, but frankly it would have
to be done, I believe, in the context of overall tax reform. But, in
the meantime, our job ought to be to find the rate that, in fact, cre-
ates an increase in income or revenue flow to the Federal Govern-
ment and at the same time encourages savings and investment and
creates the mobility.

Maybe I misinterpreted the 1978 data. I think most people who
have gone back and looked at that, Blumenthal was just fundamen-
tally wrong. It is the same argument that is; being used today. It
is fundamentally wrong. So people who want to find some kind of
guidance about what happens with a lower rate, go back to 1978.

Mr. KEMP. Yes.
Senator MACK:. You want to ho p in on any of that?
Mr. KEMP. Well, I fundamentally agree with what you have said.

I think it protects old wealth and punishes new wealth. It rewards
maturity and punishes entrepreneurial risk-taking in this society
and fining the level of rate at which you can maximize your reve-
nue. I should put to bed once and for all that we want to deny reve-
nue to the Government.

I do not want to cut tax rates to lose revenue, I want to cut the
tax rate at the margin where it will do the most good in creating
jobs and access to capital so we can get more revenue. I think there
is historical, and empirical, objective, analytical evidence that at a
lower rate of tax on income and capital gains we will get more rev-
enue from a bigger economy than we will get from an economy
growing at 2.3 percent and keeping our budget out of balance, out
of whack, out of equilibrium.-

Senator MACK. I would suspect, if Chairman Volcker were here,
he probably would challenge the data from 1978. 1 suspect what he

mihtsy is that if we had maintained the old rate, that we would
have had more revenues collected.

Mr. KEMP. He did say that was too high, though, remember? He
said that he would not take capital gains rates up, they were high-
er. Before Bill Steiger cut the tax rates in 1978, the top rate was
49 percent. Forty-nine percent. It went up under Richard Nixon in
1969.

Senator MACK. What was the top marginal. tax rate on income?
Mr. KEMP. Seventy.
Senator MACK. Yes.
Mr. KEMP. Seventy. So the people who make the argument that

you cannot cut tax rates and increase revenue have to tell us that
70 percent rates and 49 percent capital gain revenues raised more
revenue. It did not. It demonstrably did not. That is the myth of
the whole 1980's. And I think that is something that sounds self-
serving, but I think there is enough to support it.

Senator MACK Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. K.EMP. Thank you, Mr. Mack.
Senator MACK. Oh. I am the Chairman. Boy, what a promotion.

[Laughter.]
I thought it was a pretty good presentation myself.
Mr. KEMP. A sitting ovation.
Senator MACK. Senator Moseley-Braun.



Senator MOSELEY-BRAuN. Thank you very much.
Jack, when I go out and speak to people about the T~ Code and

issues of tax reform, the single loudest voice and the m st consist-
ent cornlan that I hear is that people want the taxe~ and Tax
Code to be simpler, that it is too complicated, it is too co iplex. You
have to hire a battery of lawyers to get through it. They are terri-
fied that if they make a mistake they will have a problem with the
IRS.

The complication, the complexity issue of our Code as is, is really
a huge issue, going even to compliance. We are beginning to see
some impacts and falling compliance rates because people find the
Tax Code to be so complicated.

At the same time, when I go out into certain circles there is dis-
cussion about the capital gains reduction almost as an article of
faith. We need to reduce capital gains, we can target it for you,
hold on for a particular time. You do not want to have art work,
and all of those debates, which obviously this discussion was about
this morning.

So taking those two things together, I am concerned, as Chair-
man Volcker raised in his testimony, that targeted indexing would
require not only an accurate measure regarding rates of inflation
and economic performance, but also, if you will, truth in advertis-
ing regarding the targets.

Now, we have been spending a good deal of time looking at the
CPI and talking to the academics and the experts about what goes
into providing us with an accurate measure of the consumer price
index. The trouble that we are having with the CPI just as a fun-
damental measurement, how would you respond to the notion or to
the issue that these proposals not only have the distorting effect
that Chairman Volcker spoke of, but that they will also have the
effect of creating what he called an administrative nightmare-I
would suggest it may be worse than a nightmare-in terms of mak-
ing the Code so much more complex, making compliance so much
more difficult, making it so much more impossible to wend the way
through our Tax Code, which not only has an impact on domestic
performance in terms of economic performance, but the way the
rest of the world sees investment in our country.

Mr. KEMP. Right. Well, that is a very important question, Carol,
and certainly well-put, because it is an issue around which this de-
bate, as you said, is centered. We index bonds. This Administra-
tion, Bob Rubin, Secretary of Treasury, indexed bonds. We tell
bond holders we are not going to take away the value of the bond
that is only measured a nominal asset, we are going to only tax the
real value of that bond.

I would make a point that if you bought a piece of property in
any district in this country for, say $100,000 back in 1980 and you
sell it for $160,000 in 1997, the 60000 is all inflation. One hun-
dred sixty thousand dollars today will buy one hundred thousand
1980 dollars. But the capital gain on that $60,000 nominal profit
is $17,000, roughly.

So it is not a tax on the capital gain, it is a tax on the inflated
value of the asset that is fundamentally unfair. My point is, Carol,
that people are not selling for that reason. They-are locking up that



capital and they are keeping it out of the hands of your poorest
constituents and the people that we care about.

So, I do not think it would complicate the Tax Code to index it.
we index income tax rates. We index the bonds. We should index
estates, we should index capital gains, in my opinion.

*'And you are right about the complication of the Code. It is stu-
pid. It is 7.5 million words long. It is 83 years old. It was a product
of a hot war/cold war. It should be eliminated and we ought to
start over, tabula rosa, with a sheet of paper and have a single rate
system that only taxes income once.

We can argue between, I do not know, 20, 25, or 30, but I make
a case that in peace time there should be no tax above 25 percent,
just as a rough estimate. Keynes said that. Maynard Keynes said
it in peace time, no tax higher than 25 percent. We are at peace.
We won the cold war. Tell the warriors -on the left and the right
we won. Now get the rates down to normal levels and you will have
the simplification, Carol, that both you and I, Democrat and Re-
publican, want to bring to this country so that low-income folks can
get access to property, equity, ownership, capital, credit, jobs, edu-
cation, and lif themselves into the American dream.

Senator MOSELEY-BRAuN. Well, Jack, I think we do not disagree
in terms of principle, in terms of the direction that we want to
head. Obviously we want to stimulate investment and savings and
those kinds of productive uses of capital. But I fear that the con-
tradiction here really is in the details, or the expression, the devil
is in the details.

Mr. KEMP. What is the contradiction, though? I would like to
know, just for my own-

Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. The devil being in the details goes to
the question of, how d6 we measure these things?

Mr. KEMP. The same way we do bonds.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAuN. How do we get truth in determining

both the indexing as well as the targeting aspect of the proposal.
Mr. KEMP. Well, for lack of a better one right now I would use

the CPI. I know that is a big debate, but I would use the CPI. We
do it on income taxes and bonds. Let the argument rage about CPI,
but that would be at least a measure of the nominal value of an
asset as opposed to the real value of the asset.

Connie Mack said the tax on capital gains is 28 percent. The ef-
fective capital gain tax on any asset held longer than 6 years in
the United States of America today is 65 percent, because it is
taxed on the inflated value of the asset. That is unfair and it is
hurting the poor.

Senator MACK. Senator Grassley asked me to ask one question
for him. I am going to read the question. I am not sure I totally
understand it, though. "What is the level of risk that reducing the
capital gains tax rate could increase non-farm investment and farm.
animals held for draft, dairy, and breeding purposes? If there is an
appreciable risk, what can be done to minimize it?"

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes or no. [Laughter.].
Mr. KEMP. Maybe. Can I submit it in writing? I would like to get

somebody to-that is probably the reason why the rates should
come down across the board and why I would support indexing, be-
cause it would then tend to level the playing field for investment



in real physical property or financial assets. I do not think we
should distort the Code anymore. It is too distorted right now and
people are looking for circuitous ways of getting around it.

I do not favor tax shelters at all, I favor making the system fair,
simple, low, flat as possible, leaving in certain deductions for char-
ities and mortgage interest, and then letting the American market
work. Then, as Felix Rioritan said in his article April 11 in the
Wall Street Journal, do not use the Tax Code to redistribute
wealth, use spending. You can measure spending.

We can argue about how much it should be, but build a safety
net under the poor, the aged and the infirm with spending. But do
not use the Tax Code to redistribute wealth, because you do not
end up redistributing wealth. You hamper and smother the cre-
ation of wealth, and that hurts everyone.

Senator MACK. Jack, thank you very much. We appreciate your
being here.

On the third panel, we are joined by three distinguished panel-
ists with extensive knowledge on the tax treatment of capital gains.
I would like to welcome Professor Alan Auerbach, Mr. Mark BlOM-
field, and Dr. Allen Sinai.

I understand that Dr. Sinai has a scheduling difficulty here, so
why do we not then let you go first.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN SINAI, PH.D., CHIEF GLOBAL ECONO-
MIST, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
PRIMARK DECISION ECONOMICS, INC., NEW YORK,4 NY
Dr. SiNAi. Thank you, Senator. I very much appreciate the

change in the order, and I apologize to my colleagues here for the
fact that I have someplace I have to be not too long from now.

After 6 years of an extraordinary business upturn and now an
economy near full employment, extending and preserving the ex-
pansion without accelerating price inflation has become the major
challenge for economic policy.

Against this backdrop, changes in tax policies that increase sav-
ing, induce productive investment and capital formation, raise pro-
ductivity growth, increase the labor force and jobs, and raise poten-
tial output should be considered.

Given the need to balance the Federal budget and eventually rum
a surplus in times of prosperity, any new tax reductions must be
balanced against the costs and lost revenues and of offsetting re-
ductions and outlays with the best tax reductions. Those have pro-
duced the biggest bang for the buck in supply side potential with
the lowest cost.

Once again, this year capital gains tax reduction has become cen-
tral in this debate over tax policy. Most studies of capital gains tax
reduction have been microeconomic in nature, with few performed
on the full scale of macroeconomic effects.

Only a few have tried to assess the overall macro effects of cap-
ital gains tax reduction, although the intuition and framework of
many would suggest that lower capital gains taxes should stimu-
late the economy, jobs, capital formation, new ventures, and raise
the maximum sustainable rate of economic growth.

Let me talk briefly about the macroeconomic effects of caital
gains tax reduction. Currently, ongoing research is being under-



taken in my organization to examine the macroeconomic effects of
current capital gains tax proposals, including reductions in effec-
tive capitalgains tax rates for individuals and corporations, the in-
dexation of capital gains for inflation, and more specific targeted
capital gains tax reduction proposals.

By and large, work with a full system, large-scale econometric
model of the United States which includes numerous channels by
which capital gains taxes affect financial markets, the cost of cap-
ital, economic activity, entrepreneurship, supply side potential and
feedback on tax receipts from changes in activity in the stock mar-
ket qualitatively produces the following. a

Capital gains tax reduction increases savings, capital spending,
and capital formation, economic growth, jobs, productivity, anud po-
tential output. The increase is relative to what might have hap-
pened otherwise are definitely significant, but small to modest in
magnitudes in comparison with the size of the economy, which is
quite massive now.

The cost of the capital gains tax reduction in terms of lost reve-
nues vary depending on whether the calculations are static or in-
clude the macroeconomic feedback on tax receipts at all levels of
government, whether they include realizations as a consequence of
changes in economic activity, the stock market, and new capital
gains or take account of unlocking previously unrealized capital
gains.

Capital gains tax reduction is unique among tax policies in its fi-
nancial market effects and generation of capital gains, which in
turn can provide additional tax receipts at the new lower capital
gains rate, along with additional funds from unlocking to be spent
or saved.

All taxes that stimulate economic activity produce additional tax
receipts in response, none can induce additional tax receipts from
higher economic activity alone that will fully pay for the original
tax cut.

However, because of the direct effects on equity market prices
and new tax receipts from the unlocking of realized capital gains,
capital gains tax reduction is unique. It has the greatest chance of
minimizing the loss of tax receipts from a tax reduction and, de-
pending on unlocking, could actually produce a net revenue gain.

Now, in the testimony are some preliminary estimates based on
examination in our model of a program of a 50-percent exclusion
of long-term capital gains for individuals, and a 25-percent capital
gains tax rate on the long-term capital gains of corporations. These
are preliminary and the numbers could change, but they will give
you an idea of the general thrust of research over the years that
I have done on this topic.

The simulation shows that real gross domestic product, compared
with a baseline, rises significantly, eight-tenths of a percentage
point from the baseline at its peak, and that real GDP grows a
tenth of a percentage point a year.

There is a long-run decline in the unemployment rate of 0.2 nr
centage points. The increase of jobs peaks at nearly half a mil *on
3 to 4 years after the tax change before diminishing somewhat to
a permanent approximate 250,000 level.

55-257 99-2



In the statement there is an explanation on page 3 of how it
works. I am not going to read that because you would be -able to
read that yourself, and time is short.

National savings rise with a capital gains tax reduction. That is
a consequence of increased personal and business savings and arise
in the personal savings rate. In part, the greater savings is gen-
erated by the increased income of a stronger economy in response
to the reduction in the capital gains tax, but also is due to the in-
creased flows of funds from higher capital gains realizations, espe-
cially at the individual level, some of whieh go back to the govern-
ment at the new lower capital gains tax rate, but most of which
are available for spending or saving by individuals and for corpora-
tions on new investment or in cash-flow.

The additional savings generated by increased realizations, both
unlocked and because of a higher equity market, are assumed to
be mostly saved rather than spent in a pattern different from the
consumption and saving out of current disposable income because
of the income distribution nature of those who take realizations
and the notion that gains that are somewhat windfall in nature
will have a lower, what we call, marginal propensity to consume
and a higher marginal propensity to save.

Depending on the unlocking that occurs at the new lower capital
gains tax rates and the increased realizations that generate new
tax receipts at the lower capital gains tax rate, the full exposed
cost of the capital gains tax reduction could be very small, even
positive, and there are some numbers presented on that in Table
3.

More than any other tax policy, capital gains tax reduction has
the best chance at minimizing the loss in tax receipts net relative
to the gains in economic activity, entrepreneurship, productivity,
and potential output.

Just a couple of brief comments on the - questions, Chairman
Roth, that were put in the letter. More targeted capital gains tax
relief, for example, the capital gains allowed on home sales or a
change in the rule requiring the purchase of higher priced homes
within 18 months on the sale of an existing home can stimulate
economic activity some, but not nearly in the magnitudes of the
broad-based capital gains tax reductions.

Certainly there would be increased housing activity on this kind
of incentive and perhaps higher home prices, but much less benefit
to savings in general and capital formation, productivity, and the
maximal sustainable rate of economic growth. It is a subsidy to
owners if done, and if one wants to do that, one would be in favor
of it. I would favor broad-based capital gains tax relief.

The sliding capital gains tax rate, lower as the holding period of
the asset lengthens, is an interesting idea, but I think it would not
do very much at all in terms of the overall impact on the economy.

Indexing capital gains for inflation is desirable in any situation,
I believe, because of the stimulative effect of it on the economy and
enhanced economic performance, but also to remove a distortion in
relative prices of equity and debt, along with the higher cost of sav-
ing and capital formation because of the indexing for inflation.
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The distortion that it creates in the system, removing that, I do
not think it is administratively that difficult on the inflation index-
ing issue, is something that I definitely favor.

To conclude, it is time. It is long overdue. Broad-based capital
gains tax reduction should be undertaken now in the context of this

Ka',budget and in the context of a credible plan to balance the
udget by 2002.

The CIHAnwAN. Thank you, Dr. Sinai.
[The-prepared statement of Dr. Sinai appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRmA. Dr. Auerbach.

STATEMENT OF ALAN J. AUERBACH, PH.D., ROBERT D. BURCH,
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AND LAW AND DIRECTOR OF
THE BURCH CENTER FOR TAX POLICY AND PUBLIC FI-
NANCE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CA
Dr. AuERBACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the short time I

have, I will just try to summarize the comments in my testimony.
First, let me start by commending you and the committee for

looking for ways to encourage capital formation and growth. The
United States has a very low saving rate. I believe that is a very
serious problem. It has contributed to our low rate of productivity
growth over the last several years.

That said, and I think it is important to say that first, I must
say that I am not at all impDressed by a general retroactive capital
gains tax cut as a method-of spurring saving and growth. There are
several reasons for this. Perhaps the most important is that capital
gains were already tax-favored in three ways: first, through the de-
ferral of the taxation of gains; second, through a lower maximum.
rate, that is, 28 percent; third, through the step-up in basis of
gains at death.

These three provisions mean that the effective capital gains tax
rate is much lower than the rate of tax on ordinary income, so that
any reductions in the capital gains tax rate would also be attenu-
ated in their effects.

The second point is that if one starts from this relatively low im-
pact of a reduction in the capital gains tax rate on the incentive
to save and adds to it the fact that a retroactive capital gains tax
cut also brings with it a very large windfall that encourages people
to consume, this will certainly reduce the additional saving being
encouraged and may well increase consumption. That is, a broad-
based, retroactive capital gains tax cut, while perhaps intended to
be an encouragement to saving, might well encourage consumption
instead.

My next point is that indexing is a good idea. I will leave to oth-
ers, the issue of complexity becauseI ntfeththaism
greatest area of expertise.

But I mention in my testimony and I will second what Chairman
Volcker said in his comments, at indexingf should not be targeted
exclusively at capital gains. Other forms of capital income are also
taxed in nominal, rather than real, terms.

To the extent that capital gains already receive favorable tax-
ation, the bite of inflation is greater for other types of income, such
as ordinary interest income, than it is for capital gains.



So indexing may be a laudable objective, but indexing capital
gains only, taking account in addition-to issues of tax arbitrage
that it might encourage because of borrowing not being indexed, is
not- necessarily the first place to go.

As to targeted capital gains, there are two types of proposals
under consideration now. One has to do with venture capital and
small business. Here the issue is whether the provisions that were
introduced in 1993 to provide a 50 percent exclusion for qualifying
new equity in smaller businesses is appropriate, whether it is
enough, whether it has worked well. I would want to see the evi-
dence on how well that provision has worked before expanding it
or changing it.

As far as home sales go, very few capital gains on home sales are
taxed now, through the rollover provision, the $125,000 exclusion,
and the step-up on basis of death. I do not favor giving additional
incentives to home ownership, given that owner-occupied housing
already receives favorable treatment.

On the other hand, this is a terrible provision as it stands now,
where we require people to keep records throughout their lives
each time they sell a home, and then tell them that maybe they
will have to pay taxes and maybe they will not, but they have got
to keep all the records anyway. Evidence suggests that many of
them do not because it is so difficult to comply with this provision.

If we are not collecting very much revenue from it and it is a
very complicated provision, then maybe, not as a good tax policy
but simply a's a technical correction, we should undertake such a
change. It is hard to get excited about, but it might be the right
thing to do.

Finally, in thinking about capital formation and the need to en-
courage more saving, we should remember that capital gains tax
cuts are not the only, and certainly not the best, way of approach-
ing that. Moving to a consumption-based tax has been mentioned
earlier. I have testified before this committee in recent years on
one such proposal, the flat tax.

While I am not a wholehearted, unqualified supporter of moving
to a flat tax beo-ause I think the transition issues are very com-
plicated, I certainly think that a consumption-based tax would be
a far better way of encouraging saving and decreasing consumption
than a capital gains tax cut 'would.

Do not be confused by language. A capital gains tax cut does not
represent a move toward consumption taxation. It has some char-
acteristics in common with a move toward consumption taxation,
but in other respects, particularly the delivering of windfall to ex-
isting assets, it is very different from a consumption tax and, there-
fore, might encourage consumption rather than encouraging saving
at all. Thank you.

The CHAiRmAN. Thank you, Dr. Auerbach.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Auerbach appears in the Appen-

dix.]
The CHAHRMAN. Mr. Bloomfield.



STATEMENT OF MARK A. BLOOMFIELD, PRESIDENT, AMER
ICAN COUNCIL FOR CAPITAL FORMATION, WASHINGTON,
DC; ACCOMPANIED BY MAR00 THORNING, PH.D., SENIOR
VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF ECONOMIST, AMERICAN COUN-
CIL FOR CAPITAL FORMATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. BLOomFIE. Mr. Chairman, for the record, my name is

Mark Bloomfield. I am president of the American Council for Cap-
ital Formation, and I am accompanied by Dr. Margo Thorning, our
senior vice p resident and chief economist. Mr. Chairman, we are
very grateful for the opportunity to present testimony before this
committee today.

I would like to-make three basic points today. First, let me set
the predicate for a well-crafted capital gains tax cut. No. 1, trends
in U.S. capital formation are not encouraging. Slow growth in the
United States over the past two decades can be partially attributed
to low levels of investment.

A recent international comparison by the World Bank suggests
that countries with high levels of investment grow faster than
countries with relatively low levels of investment. The United
States, for example, was in the bottom quarter of these 16 coun-
tries surveyed in both the levels of investment and average real
GNP growth.

No. 2, tax policy h'as an important impact on capital formation
and economic growth. To those who would like to encourage indi-
viduals and businesses to save and invest, stimulate economic
g growth, and create new and better jobs, capital gains and other
forms of savings should not be taxed at all.

This view was held by top economists in the past and by many
mainstream economists today. That is why I share Chairman
Volcker's call for moving toward a consumption tax. Capital gains
tax cuts are an important short-term step toward that long-term
goal. That is whyv my sense, reading Ala Auerbach's testimony, is
that he woula so lie to reduce the taxes on saving and invest-
ment.

Second, let me briefly respond to the committee's four questions
that you asked of us today. No. 1, the macroeconomic impact of
capital gains tax reductions. According to authoritative economic
studies, substantial reductions in capital gains taxes for individuals
and corporations would increase jobs and economic growth, encour-
age entrepreneurship, promote U.S . saving and investment, and
raise Federal tax receipts.

No. 2, indexing capital assets for inflation. Indexing would pro-
vide an exact adjustment for the effects of inflation, provide an in-
centive for entrepreneurship , help protect small investors and
home owners, and reduce the cost of capital. However, it would
make the current tax system more complex.

Sliding scale capital gains reduction, "the -third question. A sliding
scale for capital gains would help increase the after-tax rate of re-
turn on investment, reduce the cost of capital somewhat, and help
offset the impact of inflation on capital gains. However, it would
have a smaller impact on capital costs than would a single rate for
capitalg gins

NO.4, broad-based versus targeted capital gains reductions. A
broad-based capital gains tax reduction would have a more power-



ful impact. on the cost of capital and on the efficiency with which
capital Markets operate than would a targeted approach.

Third, Mr. Chairman, let me conclude with a case for a soundly
structured, broad-based capital gains tax cut. No. 1, by reducing
the cost of capital it would promote the type of productive business
investment that fosters growth in output in high-paying jobs. I
think this is illustrated by Dr. Sinai's analysis today.

No. 2, by increasing the mobility of capital it would help assure
that scarce saving is used in the most productive manner. No. 3,
by raising capital values it would help support values in capital
asset markets in general, and the stock market in particular.

No. 4, by increasing the availability in lowering the cost of cap-
ital it would aid entrepreneurs, as Jack Kemp says so well, in their
vital efforts to keep the United States ahead in technological ad-
vances and translate those advances into products and services
that pole need and want. And by reducing taxes on saving it
would treat fairly those thrif~y Americans who must bear a heavier
tax burden than the profligate.

Finally, because of the combined impacts of a lock-in, Senator
Mack, and the macroeconomic impact, a broad-based capital gains
tax cut is likely to increase Federal revenues over the long run.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to be with you here today.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bloomfield appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHmiR1AN. Well, gentlemen, thank you for your testimony.

You all agreed that we need to do more to increase this country's
savings rate. The disagreement is whether a capital gains cut
would accomplish that.

Let me ask you, instead of a capital gains rate, what are your
thoughts about allowing taxpayers to move money from one invest-
ment to another without paying tax? Tax would be collected when
the investor fails to roll it over into another investment. I would
like to ask each one of you what your reaction is. Any one volun-
teer as a first? Dr. Auerbach.

Dr. AuERBACH. I guess I just volunteered. Well, if this provision
would apply to any capital asset my first reaction is you would not
collect a lot of capital gains tax.

One problem I would be concerned with, I guess I am concerned
with already, is the tax arbitrage aspects of capital gains taxation,
the fact that people #re already seeking to engage in short sales
on their transactions not to pay capital gains taxes.

I would have to think through all of the implications of that. It
sounds like a plausible argument, something that might be a way
of reducing consumption. But I would like to give it more thought
before I give you a definitive answer.

The CHAnmm. If you do examine it further, I would appreciate
your advice.

Dr. AuERBACH. Yes, I will. I will do that.
The CHAnmm~. Mr. Bloomfield.
Mr. Bwoimm~u Senator Roth, in Alan Auerbach's 1995 testi-

mony, one of the criticisms he made about a capital gains tax re-
duction is that people would consume that money as opposed to in-
vesting it. I think in the broader context of fundamental tax re-



form, obviously, hich you have spoken about and legislated for
yer, Kavrfn'damental tax reform.

In the context of a capital 'gains tax cut, I would prefer a rate
reduction to a rollover. I think it would be more efficient. I also do
not think that most of that revenue that is generated would be con-
sumed. I think most of it would very likely be reinvested.

The CHAxImAN.'Thank you.
Dr. S'nai
Dr. SINAI. If we really want to enhance saving we would have to

go to a different system of taxation which would involve-some
people would call-radical tax reform, which appears to me to be
more than we are set to deal with at this stage in the political cli-
mate. So, second to that, capital gains tax reduction looks very
good at this time.

This particular notion, I do not really see how that would raise
the savings rate. Those who roll over assets are -high savers any-
way, since higher income families hold the vast proportion of thie
assets that would be in that category. I do not see tht we would
really provide an incentive to raise savings through that kind of
plan.

Also, I cannot see that there would be any significant macro-
economic effect of that, whereas with capital gains tax reduction it
is very clear to me that there are significant effects on the economy
which, in turn, induce a lot of other effects, including some addi-
tional savings across all income groups. So it has a better chance
of raising the savings rate than my very quick reaction to that no'-
tion that you expressed.

The CHAIRMAN. Indexing. I would ask the panel again, according
to Joint Taxation, a person who invested in the stock market in
1989 and sold the stock for a gain in 1994 had about 50 percent
of his gain consist of inflation. So this person is paying a 56 per-
cent tax rate, or twice the actual capital gains rate as his real eco-
nomic gain.

I think that is unfair. I also understand how indexing leads to
complexity. Do any of you have any suggestions on how we could
make an indexing proposal less complicated?

Dr. SINAI. If I might react to that. In this day and age with so
much availability of data, computers that do calculations, it would
seem to me we could do something like choose a price index for
each asset, whether it be real estate, art, stocks, a reasonable price
index, and use that in indexing. It would be a fairly mechanical
kind of operation as opposed to involving a lot of people dealing
with it in a hand-generated way.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Mr. Chairman, can I make two comments in
response to your question. The situation is even worse than that.
When CBO looked at capital gains receipts in 1995, they were in
the range of $47 billion. That is nominal. When you adjusted for
inflation according to CBO; you ended up paying capital gains on
a substantial loss. So it really is an unfair tax and does not make
economic sense.

The next qestion, of course, is why do we not just address cap-
ital gains oXl with indexing. Of the four economic arguments for
capital gains, capital costs, the mobility of capital, inflationary
gains, and entrepreneurship, it obviously addresses one., So, I



would, favor indexing in conjunction with something else. With re-
gfard to the technical problems, I think my co-panelists have -ad-
drssed that.

Dr. AUERBACH. I have not heard from anyone the justification for
indexing capital gains specifically rather than all capital assets,
and I would be interested in hearing it because I do not think there
is a really good argument for it.

There may be arguments for lowering capital gains taxes. I am
not enthusiastic about them, but I understand that they exist. But
why one would choose to index one particular type of capital in-
come and leave all other types of capital income which are even
more subject to the ravages of inflation alone, I do not understand.

Dr. SINAI. I think we actually all favor that, in principle. The dif-
ficulty is, if you try to do all of what you say, nothing will get done.

Dr. AUERBACH. But you are choosing the asset which is least sub--
ject to the extra tax caused by inflation to index first.

Dr. SINAI. Sure, because the benefits of doing that are quite high.
The question is what you can do in the real world as opposed to
what you might want to do in a theoretical world.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAux. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank the panel

members for being with us again.
One of the frustrating things, I guess, is the fact that there is

no unanimous recommendation on what the effect of a capital gains
tax cut would do to the economy. We have the static and dynamic
scoring arguments. We have some economists at the point that it
would lose revenues, others tell us that, no, it is going to increase
revenues.

So it is pretty clear that we are not going to definitely, once and
for all, come to a conclusion that is unanimous as to what a capital
gains tax reduction would do in the next 5 years or in Q& future.
There is disagreement across the board.

I hear today that it may be even difficult to tell what a capital
g ains tax cut has done to the economy after the fact. So we cannot
determine what it would do before we enact it, then we are not

able to determine what the effect was after we enact it.
I mean, how are we ever going to be able to determine whether

it was good public policy or not? Is it that difficult for economists
to look after the fact, after we have had a capital gains reduction,
say, in half after 5 years, to say, all right, here was the effect of
this capital gains tax cut?

I ask that question because of my sort of trigger mechanism that
I have been talking about. I mean, let us go ahead and enact it.
We do not kow what it is going to do, but let us enact it with a
safeguard that says, if it costs the economy money we will have an
automatic triggered in increase in the top rate, for instance, to pay
for the loss of revenues to the country.

But then I am told, well, we may not even be able to figure it
out then. So, I mean, how lacking in economic analysis are we that
we cannot even tell what it would do in the future, nor can we tell
what it did after the fact.

Dr. AuERBACH. Here is the problem. A capital gains tax cut, even
a large capital gains tax cut,' is going to have a small effect on the
economy relative to other things that are going on at the same



time. Look at the fluctuations in long-term interest rates over the
last few years. Look at changes in the unemployment rate, changes
in GDP growth. These are huge by comparison to the small
changes that we are talking about here. No one suggests that they
are associated with or caused by the changes in tax policy that we
have had over the last few years.

The problem is separating the effects. We can look at individuals
studies of behavior with respect to capital gains. We can sa1y -this
is how individuals behave. We can add it up and get a prediction
of how the economy would respond to a change.

But, in terms of actually validating that or contradicting it using
aggregate evidence, we would need to have such a long time series
of data that none of us would be here when we finally had an an-
swer. That is just the sad fact of econometric methodology and
there is absolutely nothing that can be done about it.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Senator Breaux, to steal from one of Senator
Moynihan's earlier books, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding,
there is certainly a lot about this subject. But people make judg
ments. Thank goodness we do not run U.S. economic models only
through econometric models. It seems to me that you have a lot of
evidence before you on which you can make a judgment. First, let
me respond specifically to your proposal. As you recall, we have
discussed it several times in the past.

There are technical problems, but obviously one can address
technical problems. How large a tax increase would this require?
Estimates on capital gains tax receipts, they are there. It is not
only capital gains tax receipts, but as Allen Sinai and David Weiss
at DRI indicates, the impact of capital gains is through a larger
GNP, which does not only result in increased capital gains tax re-
ceipts.

But there are some judgments that you can make on the eco-
nomic impact and on the revenue impact. The revenue impact, as
Mr. Kies has explained so many times, has four elements. One is
easy, which is the rate reduction. That loses money. The second
thing is also not that complicated, although there are different dis-
agreements about the amount, and that is the unlocking, which
raises you some money.

The third part, which was alluded to earlier, is the reclassifica-
tion of income from capital gains into ordinary income. That can
be estimated, too. But, quite frankly, I would suggest that Dr.
Auerbach and others who would disagree with the evidence on cap-
ital gains go head to head with Allen Sinai, who has looked at the
two positive elements, and that is the increase in asset values.

If you reduce the capital gaivs; tax, the pre-tax rate of return be-
comes a lot greater after tax with lower capital gains taxes that in-
crease asset value, and obviously can result in higher tax rates.

Then finally, something on which I would suggest that opponents
go head-on-head, is what the impact is on GNP.

Senator MoymAN Higher tax revenues.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD. I am talking about the four elements of tax

revenue. Those are elements that can be discussed. You make judg-
ments about it. Separately you make judgments about the economic

impact.Senator BREAux. Dr. Sinai.



Dr. SINAi. Well, I think the econometric work can actually give
you a message on history. I think our work and the work of DRI
would say that, historically, the effects have been of the nature
that I described. There might be some quarrel about the mag-
nitudes.

It is difficult for these futuristic kinds of investments to be made
with econometric models because the structure of the economy can
change during that period and there is a lot of uncertainty about
that. But you can, in terms of your question, rely that you get some
good approximations of history. The message, I-think, is very clear.
As to your particular suggestion/proposal, I think it is a creative
and positive idea.

Of course, I am fr-om the private sector, but it is the same kind
of a reaction I have on the indexing side, that the way computers
and data are these days, that as hard as things look in terms of
measurement, I am very skeptical that they are very good people-
and they are very good people who work in goverrnment-cannot
deal with that measurement and give you a running tlRly on the
capital gains side as to how we are doing.

Then the next question is, do you raise taxes on upper income
people to deal with it if you are running a loss, or do you cut some
spending, in the context of making sure the budget is balanced,
which is very, very important.

The CI1m~mA. Senator Moseley-Braun.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Bloom-

field, it is good to see you again. Dr. Sinai, Dr. Auerbach.
My mantra in all of this discussion is: Simplify the Tax Code. Let

me say it again: Simplify the Tax Code. We absolutely, positively
have to do something about tax simplification. The Code right now
is this Rube Goldberg, and everybody knows it.

I do not know. I think it was you, Senator Moynihan, who had
a quote I wish I could find again, about some of the best minds in
the law now are finding themselves wending their way through the
intricacies of the Tax Code. Someone said it at one of these hear-
ings, but it is certainly true and it just is a waste, that the Code
is so complex.

In regard to this proposal, again, taking for a moment the con-
sensus that there seems to be, or kind of consensus, around the
capital gains issue, I am very much concerned about the transition
issues, about the complexity issues, and about whether or not com-
pliance will be impaired in any way by virtue of such shift as these
proposals suggest.

Now, inasmuch as we are, as a friend of mine once -said, the
CDLS-that is, the Committee To Draw the Line Somewhere-that
is our job, to draw the line somewhere. Have you any guidance for
us regarding the transition issues and whether or not we can avoid
adding even more complexity to the Tax Code by virtue of this ini-
tiative?

Dr. SINAi. If I could, because I think this is the last thing I can
say to you today. But with the main goal that you have, which as
a taxpayer I certainly share, and looking at all taxpayers, the prob-
lem is, how do you get it done? To try to do what you say could
take 2 or 3 years, and then nothing else gets done. So part of poli-



tics is something needs to be done, what can we do now. I would
offer that on capital gains tax reduction.

The on] other *ude on transition and the complexity, the only
answer I have is & e onelIhave said before. Irealy do not believe
it is as difficult as people make it out to be in this day and age
of computers and very, very bright staff people, and I would sug-
gest using price indices, coming to an agrement on a price index

ort, or real estate, for farmland.Thraesuhtigot
there.

The CPI, I guess, I would not like because it is- biased up in
terms of what to use for capital gains tax reduction. But I think
you can get a collective judgment from technical experts on it as
to which index to use in which category, and then turn the comput-
ers on and let them do the work.-Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. Dr. Auerbach.

Dr. AUERBACH Well, I do not know how to make your life easy,
but I think one way to do it would be to not try to have separate
price indices for every asset. The purpose of indexing is to keep
people from paying taxes on increases in asset values that do not
represent increases in purchasing power.

Purchasing power is measuired by the CPI or some other overall
index, and really should not have anything to do with what has
been happening to prices in the art market or the real estate mar-
ket.

So to start with, you would went to index using the single price
index, or perhaps a price index based on people in different cir-
cumstances, but certainly not relating to the assets that they pur-
chased. I do not think that is a particular problem, choosing the
price index.

Other transition issues, and for that matter longer-run issues of
complexity such as the tax arbitrage that is encouraged when cap-
ital gan are taxed at a very different rate than other income, are
Problems. They are not transition problems, they are permanent
problems, but they are problems worth thinking about as you
change the capital gains tax.

The CHAutMAN. Dr. Sinai, we understand that you have a com-
mitment.

Dr. SINAI. Yes. Thank you very much. I want to- thank my col-
leagues and the Senators.

The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate your being here.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you for coming.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Senator Moseley-Braun, I guess I would make

three suggestions to your comment. No. 1, 1 think the chances of
reclassification, trying to reclassify your income fr-om ordinary in-
come to capital gains, are less today than they have been in the
past because of some of the changes in the tax shelterngSeao
Monian, in 1986, passive losses, and so on, and so fot.So you
will not have that problem.

No. 2, 1 would suggest that if you do a capital gains tax cut to
keep it simple, that it be broad-based and you not try to target it
here or target it there. But there is this conflict between fairness,
simplicity and an economically sound tax bill. When I was here last
2 years ago we talked about spousal IRAs. I strongly favor them,
but some people might suggest it is another complication.



The CHAIRmAN. Thlank you.
Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I just want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for

this enormously helpful hearing. You cannot imagine how helpful
you are to us. You come in here and teach us and put up with us.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not easy.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is not easy.
Just one general question. Am I right in thinking that the index

number theory has made some very considerable advances in re-
cent years and we are getting a -hold on it that was rather ten-
tative, say, 30 years ago. Dr. Auerbach?

Dr. AUERBACH. Well, I am not sure it is; simply the theory. The
theory has been developing over the years. I think it is as much
the application.

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
Dr. AUERBACH. The fact is that we can do a better job of measur-

ing increases in the cost of living than we did in the past.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Right. And you were talking about indexing

art. You can imagine how to do that now. I mean, I can remember
a time-perhaps age is showing-when the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics would announce the _monthly unemployment rate, and in-
stantly the AFL-CIO would say it is too low, and the Chamber of
Commerce would say it is too high, and nobody believed it.

We had very elaborate committee structures to figure this out,
because sampling was new. I think our first unemployment rate
was 1948. We used to take the unemployment rate with the Cen-
sus. We took it in April 1930 and April 1940, and there was no De-
pression. But there are advances ,in theory and practice which
make things possible that previously were not. Would you like to
comment, Mr. Bloomfield?,

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Yes. I would agree. I do not know if you re-
member Jim Wexler, when he was here.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Jim Wexler and Mr. Archer obviously crafted

a wonderful indexing proposal for capital gains. I do not know if
you remember Eddie Cohen. Eddie Cohen, one of our best lawyers
who wanted everything perfect, had some concerns about whether
it would work or not. Of course, the answer is, you do your best
bet, and then later on you fix it.

So, obviously you have to draw lines, as the Senator was saying.
But I think it is fundamentally a policy decision about whether you
want to go that route on capital gains and/or address the concerns
that many raise about just indexing that part of capital assets and
only those capital assets.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We can agree, can we not, that setting an
index number is not setting an atomic weight or the speed of light,
you do it once and it is done. I mean, it is a judgment within a
range of high probabilities.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Senator, can I just add one thing. I read about
your comments on IRAs that got some press in various places. The
only thing I would suggest is that a capital gains tax cut really is
a free lunch.

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
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Mr. BLOOMFImD You do not increase the deficit. It has some
argina positive imnpacts. For example, under DRI you would have

$50 bilion more in GDP in the year 2002, and I would take afind-
ers fee and collect that, gladl ta sanc oeo hc oed

Senator MoYNIHAN. IMU thtisancenteo hihtoed
Thank you both, gentlemen, -very much.

The CHAIItmA. Yes. We appreciate your very helpful testimony.
The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11:47 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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Robett D. Burch Professor of Economics and Law
Director, Burch Center for Tax Policy and Public Finac

University of California. Berkeley

March 13, 1997

Mvr. Chairman and Members. of the Com~mittee:

I appreciate the opportunity to give my views about the probable effects of reducing the

capital gains tax At present there ame many proposals unde consideration that would alte the tax

~enetof capital gainL Somne of the proposed changes target particular kinds of capital, such as

dtht provide more favorable treatment of gains and losses on owner-occupied housing or small-

business equity investment. Other changes would apply to capital -asss more generally, increasing

the exclusion of gains. indexing gains for inflation, or both. In my testimony, I will touch on each

of the differet approaches and consider their relative merits, focusing on provisions that affect

individual taxpayers.

At the outset, it is important to point out that capital gains already receive favorable tax

treatment under a variety of provisions. First, gains generally are taxed only upon realization, which

provides a deferra advantage. Second, gains on capital assets escape taxation permanently at death

- a benefit not provided other assets with deferred tax liabilities, such as Indvidual Retirement

Accounts. third, long-term gains are taxed at a maximum rate of 28 percent, which is substantially
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below the marginal1 Income tax rates to which they would be subject as ordinary income. Fourth

pains on owner-occupied housing may be rolled over if a house of at least equal value is purchased

within two years and receive a one-time exclusion of up to 125 thousand dollars once an owner

reaches age 55. Fifth, since 199, qualifying gains on small business equity receive a 50 percent

exclusion.

Thus, the question is not whether capital gains Amoul receive favorable tax treatment - they

already do. Rather, we must ask whether this treatment should be more favorable tha it is now.

More importantly, we must ask whether a piecemeal approach to lowering capital income taxes,

whether through broad-based capital gains tax reductions or targeted reductions for housing or small

businesses, is better than a more comprehensive change, such as a shift from income taaton to

consumption taxation as the primary source of federal revenue.

My general conclusion is that capital gains tax reductions particularly those that are broad-

based and retroactive (rather than prospective) are a poor tool for achieving what I take to be their

main goal encouraging saving and capital formation. Let me stres that my diffculty is not with

the goal of encouraging saving; there is good reason to be concerned about the very low U.S.

national saving rate. The problem is that capital gains tax reductions will not induce significantly

more saving. There is no empirical evidence that saving would increase, and compelling theoretical

support for the belief that capital gains tax reductions might reduce saving and increase consumption.

Broad-Based Caitl Gains Tax Reductionm

There are several arguments offered for broad-based reductions in capital gains but, as I will

explain. I find them generally unconvincing.
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Rewnuae Effcts

A capital gains tax reduction would lessen dhe distortion of the "lock-in' effect that

discourages investors from realiring their capital gains. As a result, it would lead to mome frequent

turnover of capital assetsand hence more capital gains being taxed. Some argue that the increased

tax bose would more than offset the reduced tax rate, leading to increased revenue. Unfortunately,

there is little empirical support for this argument.

While there is convincing evidence that investors time their capital gain realizations to take

advantage of lower tax rts-as they did at the end of 1986 to avoid the impending tax increase -

ther is no evidence that realizatons increase permanently by enough to raise revenues in the long

run. Inde4d as I have illustrated in previous research, such a long-rn increase in realizations would

require an implausible speeding up of transactions and reduction in assets passed through-estates. I

The most recent studies of investor behavior confirm that, while realizations are extremely sensitive

to temporary tax rate variations, they are far less responsive to more permanent ones - not nearly

responsive enough to raise revenues.' Hence, cuts in capital gains taxes do lower tax revenue', and

must produce other social benefits to offset the revenue loss.

Increased Capital Formation

Proponents argue that capital gains tax reductions will lead to more capital formation and.

as a result, generate further revenue gains as well as more saving. However, while reductions in

Wan I. Auerbach, "Capital Gains UTawon and Tax ReforM" National Tax Journal 42, September 1989. 391-40 1.

2Leonard E. Burmn and William C. RAndolph. "Measuring Permanent Responses to Capital-Gains Tax Changes
in panel Data." American Economic ReviIZ 84, September 1994,794-809.



capital gpins taxes (or other *Axes on captal incme) lower the cost of capital, therebyenoagg

saving - through what economists call the substituteo efc - they affct saving in a second way

as well. By raising the after-ta incom of households -- through what isimkown as the "income

ect- capital;icm tax reductions encourage consumption. Saving will. uxes only- if the first

effect outweigh the former. A retroactiv capital gains tax reduction, like the one being proposed,

provides large additional windfalls to the owners ofexisting assets. Such windfalls are an additional

spur toward increased consumption and reduced saving.

At best, the impact of a capital gains tax reduction on the incentive to save wil be relatively

small. There are several factors that attenuat its effect First, sinc capital gains already receive

favorable tax treatment (they are taxed only upon realization at a maximum of 28 parent and ame

not taxed if tranferred through a estate) the effect of anew rate reduction would be muted. Given

my past estimates of the advantages of deferra and basis step-up at death, the curen 28 percent

mmdmrmi rawe translate into an effective rate of about 10 percent Based on the same assumption,

the introduction of a 50 percent exclusion would reduce this to about 7 percent, yielding a roughly

3 percentage point reduction in the effective tax rate on capital gains. Capital gains taxes primarily

affect the cost of equity-financed investment, to the extent that equity returns are received in the

form of capital gains and are received by taxable investors. As a rough estimate, if 1) two-thirds

of all finance is through equity, 2) half of all equity returns are in the form of capital gains, and 3)

threefourths of all equity is held in taxable form (rather than through pension funds and other tax-

exempt entities), then the effective tax rate reduction is itself reduced by a factor of three-fourths,

3AMa J. Auerbach, "Capital Gains Taxation and Tax Reform," QR. it
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to about .8 percentage points. For a nominal, before-tax rate of return of 10 percent, this would

provide an increase of at most 8 hLAs points in the rate of return to saving, if none of the benefit of

the tax reduction were passed on to businesses in the form of a lower before-tax return. To the extent

that the before-tax return fell the increase in the after-tax rate of return would be even smaller.

Even if savers did receive the full benefit of the tax reduction and increased their saving in

response, the resulting increase in output over time would be quite modest. As the appendix to this

testimony shows, the increase in output afker five years might be perhaps 1.4 billion dollar - a rise

in GDP of .02 percent. The logic is straightfor ward: a small increase in the after-tax rate of return

leads to a small nicrease in saving, and an even smaller increase in output. Based on this calculation,

I believe that a reduction in the capital gains tax would not increase output more than a modest

amount. In fact, the calculation probably overstates the output increase that actually would occur.

for two reasons. I

First, any increase in saving that does occur will be attenuated by the presence of foreign

investors who do not benefit from a reduction in capital gains taxes. Additional saving by domestic

investors, to the extent that it drives down the available rate of return to foreign investors, will

"crowd out" foreign sources of funds for domestic capital investment. The more open is the U.S.

-economy, the less impact a tax incentive based on the domestic supply of saving will have on the

level of domestic investment

Second, and p e ha ps- even DM important, domestic saving is likely to increase by even less

than the small amount indicated above, and perhaps even decline. In addition to its increase in the

incentive to save, a retroactive tax cut on prior appreciation of existing assets bestows a windfall that

will increase consumption. Roughly speaking, the size of this windfall equals the reduction in the
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effective capital gains rate, again about 3 percentage points, times the total curren value of

unrealized gains held by taxable domestic investors. The extr consumption this windfall generates

will offset the smail reduction in consumer spending potentially induced by the rise in the after-tax

rate of retun. Also, the elimination of the lock-in effect may in itself reduce personal saving, a

those investors whose wealth is tied up in appreciated assets will suffer a Smaller penalty from

selling those assets for the purpose of consumption."

Thus, as currently structured, the capital gains tax reform would inceas capital formation

and output by at most a very small amount, and even has the potential to increase consumption and

reduce saving. This unfavorable outcome could be mitigated somewhat by reducing the windfal

to existing assets. One move in this direction would be to require sale or constructive realization. of

existing assets in order to qualify for any indexin or rate reduction. Ti~s provision would have the

additional benefit of increasing realizations and tax revenues in the short rn.L

Promoting Venture Capital Investment

An argument often made in favor of reductions in capital gains taxes is that they are needed

to promote investment in risky enterprises and new businesses that yield much of their return in the

form of capital gains However, venture capital represents a minut fraction of the assets that would

typically quaif for long-term capital gains tax I ? 13enL Thus the vu:nture capital argument does

not apply to broad-based changes in capital gains taxation. Moreover, a provision targeted Precisely

toward this oltjective is already in fot=: the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 introduced

4See Alma!L Auerb, "a *On e Design and Reform of Capfta Gan Taan," 82,ev
May 1992, 263-267.
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a 50 percent exclusion for newly issued equity in small busiess Adjustments to the 1993

provisions to increase their scope and coverage might deseve consideration, pending an evaluation

of the impact of the 1993 changes themselves.

!nudlig Gains from Injianon

The tax system generally measures income on a nominal basis, ignoring the fact that some

retuns merely compensate asset owners for decline in the real value of their assets due to inflation.

This distorts the measurement of income and raises the effective tax rate on asset returns. While a

capital gains exclusion has sometimes been justified to compensate for this overtaxation, this is not

the best way to alleviate the distortion of nominal taxation. A simple exclusion cannot account for

differences among asst in the exKtent to which inflation has contributed to gains, even if the rate of

exclusion is allowed to vary with respect to holding period. Further, if one did attempt to base the

leve of exclusion on holding period to compensate for inflation, then (for a constant rate of return

and a constant inflation rate) the appropriate exclusion wouldfail with the length of holding period.

in contrast to various proposals that would increase the exclusion with holding-period length.

Uhile t"xis indexing is the right way to protect capital gains from inflation, there is no

reason to single out this one form of capital income when indexing. Since capital gains already

receive favorable tax treatment, the inflation tax weighs less heavily on them than on the return to

MblY taxed capital income such as payments on interest-bearing assets. Failure to index interest not

only leaves out an important class of assets, but also keeps in place the benefits that inflation

provides to iftterest deductions. Given that borrowers are likely to be in higher tax brackets than

lenders, this means that, under the indexing provisions, borrowing to invest in capital assets will

7



actualy be encouraged by higher inflation. While indexing Is desirable I mee no Justification for

limiting It to capita gains, particularly When capital gains are already tac-favored and about to

become more so. ,We should remember that lie an exiclusion indexing acts to reduce the pordion

of nominal capital gas'subject to tax

Catal ~inLQH oni

Owner-occuped housing already receives very favorable tax treatment relative to other

Capital inviestaients. Hoewesae exenpt from all tax on the imputed rent from their dwellings,

even though they can deduct mortgage interest and property tae. Only a few percnt, of capital

gains realized on the sales of home are avertaxed, as a result of the rollover and one-time exclusion

provisons already dissed At first blush, then itniakes lite sense to argue for further tax benefits

for housing. Certainly, ecuaiginvestment in housng won't help reallocate capital to socially

more productiv assets But, with so little, revenue at stake, the benefit of eliminating the distortions

of current law might justifyv the policy nonetheless.

At present, a homeowner is supposed to file a special form each time aaw is sold, and,

in principle keep reords from each house sale in order to justify the basis being carried over from

one house to the =et But given that few gains on housing ultimately we taxed (because of the

rollover and one-tim excusion and also the general step-up in basis at death) we could save

taxpayer considerable compliance costs with relatively lite revenue loss. Such a change is better

though of as a tnical correcton to the tax system than as a significant change in policy.

Another proposed chang in the tax treatment of housing makes less sense, in the current

enoment. Given that such a small share of housing capital gains are subject to tax, it is hard to



support an arginent for allowing an immediate deduction for capital losses on housing without also

moving to more complete taxation of housing capital gains.

Can't We Da Better'

The analysis above suggests that a broad-based, retroactive reduction in capital gains taxes

is a poor policy tool for stimulating economic growth. Indeed, I have argued that such a policy

might encourage consumption rather than saving. There are two directons in which one could move

to improve the proposed change in policy. One would be to modify the capital gains reduction so

that it performs better. The other would be to turn to alternatives.

If the choice is among competing capital gains proposals, then a first step to provide a

stronger incentive to save is to eliminate the large windfalls associated with retroactive capital gains

reductions. There is no justification for providing such windfalls. Targeting venture capital or a

more specific class of investments might represent as second step, although one would have to make

the case that the targeted provisions introduced in 1993 are inadequate. Beyond these two

modifications, eliminating the current practice of taxing gains only upon realization and not at al

if transferred through an estate could sharply reduc the lock-in effect that represents one of the

significant problems with the current treatment of capital gains.

An alternative approach to encouraging saving, of course, would be to shift the tax base from

income to consumption. I have testified before this committee on the subject of one such approach,

the Flat Tax.' While there are considerable transition problems to be overcome in moving

'"Flat Taxes: Some Economic Consideranons." Testimony before the Committee on Finance. April 5. 1995.

9
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succeuflily to a consuzuptiou tav such a policy could encourage saving and has the potntial to

elimint many of the difficulties of the current tax system, as typifed by the Iealent of capital

Suppose a capital gpins tax reduction raises the rate ofretuto saving by 8 basis points. For

a real, after-tax return of 4 percent, this amts to a 2 percent increase in the after-tax return to

saving. which will raise output to the ex tent that it leads to more capital accumulation.

For an elasticity of net private saving with respect to the after-tax return equal to .4, a value

geawraily viewed by economists as at the very high end of plausible estimates, a 2 percent increase

in the real return to saving Uwaslates into a .8 percent increase in private saving, or roughly 3.6

billion dollars a yea. Afer five years of such investment the capital stock would be higher by about

18 bifion dollars. For a real, before-tax return of 8 percent, this would increase G3DP aft five year

by about 1.4 billion dollars - roughly .02 percent of GDP.
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ACCF
AmMRCAN COU~Nil FOR CAPITAL FORMAToIN

Mark Bloomfleld President
American Council for Capital Formation

before th~Coiniue on Finiance of the United SttsSenate
-March 13, 1997

Executie SuEMas7

1. OVERVIEW. We commend the emphasis Chairmani Roth has placed on the impact of capital gains taxation on
tbe cost of capital, saving and investment and comic, growth. A capital gains tax cut will, if enacted, help reduce
the burden on capital formation imposed by current U.S. tax policy.

2. TRENDS IN U.S. CAPITAL FORMATION. Slow growth in the United Stae over the past two decades can
be partly attributed to low levels of investmentL A recent international comparison by the World Bank suggests that
countries with high levels of investment gTow faster than countries with relatively low levels of investment

3. TAX POLICY AND ECONOMIC GROWFH. To those who favor a tnal "level playing field" over time to
encourage individual and business decisions to save and invest, stimulate economic growth, and create new and better
jobs, capital pins (and othe forms of saving) should not be taxed at all. This view was held by top economists in the
past and by many mainstream economist today.

4. CAPITAL, GAINS ISSUES RAISED BY THRE FINANCE COMMTEE.

" Macroeconomiac Imp=c of Capital Gains Tax Reductionsl According to authoritative economic studies,
substantial reductions in capital gains taxe for individuals and corporations would increase jobs-and economic
growth, encourage entrepreneurship, promote U.S. saving and investment, and raise federal tax receipts.

" Inexin Cotal sset fo Inf~imIndexing would provide an exact adjustment for the effects of inflation,
provide an incentive for entrepren eurship, help protect small investors and homeowners, and reduce the cos
of capital. However, it would make the current tax system more complex.

" Sliding Scale Capital Gaiins Tax Reductionr A sliding scale for capital gains would help increase the after-tax
rate of return on investment, reduce the cost of capital somewhat, and help offset the impact of inflation on
capital gains. However, it would have a smaller impact on capital costs than would a single rate for capita]
gains.I

* Broad-Based Capital Gains Tax Reductions: A broad-based capital gains tax reduction would have a more
powerful impact on the cost of capital and on the efficiency with which capital markets operate than would
a targeted approach.

5. CONCLUSION. A soundly structured, broad-based cut in tax rates on capital gains would significantly benefit
all Americans. By reducing the cost of capital, it would promote the type of productive business investment that
fosters growth in output and high-paying jobs. By increasing the mobility of capital, it would help assure that scarce
saving is used in the most productive manner. By raising capital values, it would help support values in capital asset
markets in general and the stock market in particular. By increasing the availability and lowering the cost of capital.
it would aid entrerneurs in their vital efforts to keep the United Stae ahead in technological advances and translate
those advances into products and services that people need and want. By reducing taxes on their savings, it would treat
faily those thrifty Americans who must bear heavier tax burden than the profligate. And, because of the combined
impacts of unlocking and macroeconomic feedback, a broad-based capital gains tax cut is likely to increase federal
revenues.

1750 K Street, N.W, Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20006-2302
20293-5811; 202/78548165 FAX; info@acc.org t-mAn. - http-//www.wacd-org
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AmERIcA COU~nIM O CA"MAL FORMATION

Statinmatis

my name is Mark Bloomfeld. I am president of the Americrn Council for Capital
Formation (ACCP). I am accompanied by Dr. Margo Thorning, our senior vice president and
chief eonomist.

The ACCF represents a broad cross section of the American business community,
including the manufacturing and financial sectors. Fortune 5W0 comanies and smaller firms,
invesaltors, and association f-om all sctors of the economy, Our distinguished board of directors
incbudes cabinet members of prior Republican and Democratic administrations, former members
of Congress, prominent business leaders, a&W public fiance experts.

The American Council for Capital Formation has led the private-sector "Capital Gains
Coaition" since 1978. when the first major post-World WarUH capital gains tax cut was enacted.-

The Coalition brings together in support of capital gains tax relief diverse participants from all

sectors of the business commsunity-venture capital, growth companies, timber, farmers, ranchers,

small business, real estate, securities firms, and the banking and insurance industries.

This testimony begins with a discussion of trends in U.S. capital formation and

productivity growth, and the impact of tax policy on economic growth. Then we specifically
address the issues raised by this Committee:

* The macroeconomic effects of capital gains tax reductions;
* The effect of indexing capital assets for inflation;

* The sliding scale approach to capital gains tax rate reduction; and
* Broad-based versus targeted capital gains tax reductions.

We conclude our testimony by set fth three criteria that a good capital gamns tax cut

should meet: it should make economic sense; it should be fair; and it should be fiscally

responsible.

We commend the emphasis that Chairman Roth has placed on the mt of capital gan

taxaton on the cost of capital, saving and investment, and economic growth. A capital gains tax

cut will, if enacted, help reduce the burdens on capital formation imposed by current U.S. tax

policy. That tax policy must be revised if real wages for U.S. workers are to increase, living

1750 K Sto, L'4W. Suite 400, Washingmo, D.C 20006-2302
202/293-5811; 202/7854-165 FAX; Ln@ccforg I-MAIL -httpwww-aCdf.O(
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standards are to advance at a faster pace, and the United States is to maintain the economic
strength necessary to sustain its leading role in world affairs.

Trendls In U.S. Capital Foratilon, Productiit Inceases, and Economic Growibi

Slow growth in the United States over the past twenty years can be partly attributed to low
levels of investnenL A recent international coruparisontby the World Bank suggests that countries
with high levels of investment experience faster growth than countries with relatively low levels
of investment. This relationship is clearly demonstrated in Table 1 and Figure 1.-
Internattional ccomparisons aside, even more disturbing Is the fact that net annual business
investment in this country has in recent years faMen to only half the evel of the 1960s, and 1970s.
As shown in Table 2. that rate dropped fromn an average of 8.9 percent of GDP in the 1960s and
1970s to 4.8 percent in the 1990s.

Harvard Professor Dale W. Jorgenson, one of the nation's foremost public finance
economists, emphasizes the overwhelming importance of investment in plant and equipment for
economic growth in his recent volume, Prodcsfty-Psmw U.S. Econoic Growt*h. Profesor
Jorgenson's study analyzes economic growth vetween peaks in the business cycle over the 1948-79
period. Allocating increase in output to three sources-growth In the capital stock. labor supply.
and multifactor productivity-he found that increases in the capital stock had the strungest impact
on growth in output.

Studied by University of California Professor J. Bradford De Long and Deputy Secretary
of the Treasury Lawrence H. Summers also conclude that investment in equipment is perhaps the
single most important factor in economic growth and development. Their research provides
strong evidence that, for a broad cross section of nations, every one percent of GDP invesed in
equipment is associated with an increase in the GDP growth rate itself of one-third of one percent
a very substantial social rate of return.

Tax Puilcy and Economic Growth

To those who favor a trly 'Leel playing field* over time to encourage individual and
business decisions to save and invest, stimulate economic growth, id! create new and better jobs,
capital gains (and other forms of saving) should not be taxed at all. This view was held by top
economists in the past and! is held by many mainstream economists today.

This is primarily because the incom tax hits saving more, than once-first. when incom
is earned and again when interest and dividends on the investment financed by saving are
receved, or when Capital gains from t invemstn are realized. The playing field is tilted away
from saving an! investment beca= the individual or company that saves and invests pays more
tes over tme then if alncm were consumed and no saving took place. Taxes On income that

is saved raise the capital cost of new productive investment for both individuals and corporations.
thus dampening such fivestment. As a result, future growth in output and living standards is
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A cosumpon~dtax sysfam, under which all saving and investment would be exempt
from tax, would be more favorable toward capital formation and economic growth than is our
current income tax system, according to analyses by top public finance scholars over the past
decade and a half. Studied by Stanford University's John Shoven and Lawrence Goulder,
Harvard's Dale Jorgenson, the University of Texas' Don Fullerton, and Joel Prakken of
Macroeconomic Advisers have used macroeconomic models that incorporate ftfeedback* and
dynamic effects In simulating the impact of adopting a consumption tax as a ful or partial
replacement for the income tax. These studies, which use different types of general equilibrium
models, conclude that U.S. economic growth would be enhanced if we relief more on
consumption taxe, or replaced the income tax with a fundamental tax restructuring plan similar
to those proposed by several prominent members of the U.S. Senat and House of Representatives
in recent years.

In addition. at a recent forum on dynamic revenue estimating sponsored by the Joint
Committee on Taxation, the majority of the economic modelers concluded that if the United States
switched from the existing income tax to a broad-based consumption tax, the rate of economic
growth would increase significantly.

Macroeconomic Impact of Capita Gains Tax Reductlons

in their search for methods of stimulating saving, investment, and economic growth,
policymakers should give strong consideration to lightening che ta burden on investment through
a significant capital gains tax reduction.

Low capital gains taxes not only treat savers more fairly but also help hold down capital
costs. Public finance economists refer to the tax on capital gains as a tax on retained income. It
is retained income that funds; a large part of business invesftment The higher the capital gains tax,
the more difficult it is for management to retain earnings (rather than pay out dividends) for real
investment in productive projects.

Although the short-term outlook for the U.S. economy is favorable, worries about the
futur appear to be multiplying. For example, many public finance experts such as Professor John
Shoven conclude that this country's long-term strength and economic Stability depend On
increaing saving and investmnt= to ensur that the retirement of the baby boom generation does
no sink the economy into a sea of red ink. A cut in the capital gains tax to a top marginal rate
of 15 to 20 percent would by no means act as an economic panace. However, it would surely
help encourage saving, help maintains the values of capital assets (e.g. real estate and stocks),
promote investmnt by both maure and new businesses, and more fairly tax individual savings.

Substantia reductions in capital gains taxes for individuals and corporations would have
important economy-wide consequences:
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* InceaseJobs and Economic Growth

Dr. Allen Sinai, president and chief global economist at Primark Decision Economics and
a highly respecte economic forecaster, will provide the results of his new capital gains tax
analysis In his testimony today. I expect that his new study will demonstrate, as did earlier
research, the highly beneficial impact of a significant capital gains tax rate reduction for the
economy.

In addition a new study by the prominent economic analysis firm DRI/McGraw-HiUl (l)RI)
concludes that S. 66, a broad-based capital gains tax proposal introduced by Senators Hatch,
Orassley, Breaux. and Lieberman, would have a beneficial impact on the U.S. economy. S. 66
would provide a 50 percent exclusion for individuals, a 25 percent corporate capital gains tax rate,
capital loss treatment for the sale of a residnc, and a targeted incentive for investment in certain
small businesses. DRI concludes that S. 66 would reduce the cost of capital (defined as the pretax
return required by investors) by three percent and increase investment, GDP, and productivity
growth (see Table 3).

Reduced capital costs lower the 'hurdle rate" for new business investment and induce
increases in the rate of growth of capital formation, investment, productivity, GDP, and
employment. Lower capital gains taxes support the value of equities as well as other capital
assets. A capital gains tax reduction would also tend to shift the financing of business activity
fromn debt to equity, and induce portfolio allocations by households toward equity to take account
of changes in expected after-tax returns on stocks and bonds.

* Benefit Middle-Class Taxpayers

Investments in capital assets are widely held by the middle class. According to data
compiled by the Investment Company Institute, almost 60 percent of households with income of
$50,000 or less own mutual funds. A 1996 Congressional Budget Office (CBO) draft report also
documents the widespread ownership of capital assets among middle-income taxpayers.
According to the CBO report, in 1989 31 percent of families whose incomes were under $20,000
held capital assets (not including personal residences) and 54 percent with income between
$20,000 and $50,000 held capital assets.

Middle- and low-income taxpayers also hold a significant share of the total dollar value
of capital assets, even when personal residences are excluded. The CBO study shows that 30
percent of the dollar value of such assets (excluding housing) was held by families with incomes
of $M0000 or less in 1989.

* Encourage Entrepreneurship

Capital gains taxation has a particularly powerful impact on this nation's entrepreneurs.
These individuals are a major driving force for technological breakthroughs, new start-UP
companies, and the creation of high-paying jobs. Starting new businesses involves not only
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entrepreneurs but as informal investors, venture capital pools, and a healthy public market. All
taxable participants are sensitive to after-tax nots of return, which is why the level of capital gains
station Is so Important

Formost is the entrepreneur. lIfthe tax on potential capital gains is a higher rate, either
the pool of qualified entrepreneurs will decline or taxable investors will have to accept a lower
raise of return In either case, the implications for the U.S. economy are clearly negative. To be
successful. the eukerw needs capital. Fledgling sart-up -een heavily on equity financing
frtwn fiamiy, frinds, and other informal sorcs Professors William. Wetzel and John Freear of
the University of New Hampshire, in a survey of 284 new companies undertaken in the late
1980., found taxable individuals to be the major source of funds for those: raising $50000 or INS
at a time. The point to be stressed is that individuals providing star-up capital for these new

companes pay capital gains ta and are sensitive to the capital gains tax rate.

Small businesses and entrepreneur face higher capital ctsthan Fortune 500 companies.
For them, a sIgaificant capital gains tax differential can make a big difference in their decisions

aecigjobs and. growth.

0 Raise Tax Receipts

Critics of lower capital gains taxes argue that such cuts will reduc federal reverres and
thus add to the budget deficit, absorb national saving, and raise interest rates and capital costs.
Both economic analysis and experience effectively refute this view.

Scholars have researhed and debated two element affecung capital gains tax revenues,
the lunIocking* of unrealized gains and the macroeconomic inm-~-t of a low tax on capital gains.

Revenue estimates Iused in congressional and Treasury Departnmt analyses ignore
macroeconomic impacts but do incorporate an *unlocking* or "behavioral* response on the part
of taxpayers to changes in capital gains tax rates. Estimates of unlocking are extremely sensitive
to assumptions about the elasticity of taxpayer response. Very nti-r differences ju assumptions
can result in large difference in expected revenues.

In the lafte 1980., experts at the prestigious Nationa Sureat of Economic Research
(NBER) examined the question of the revenue-maximizing capital pains tax rate: At what point
is there sufficient "unocking' to compensate for the staticeo revemwu loss resulting from a
reduction in the tax? The NBER study by former Harward Professor Lawrence: Lindsey (a
recently retired member of the Board of Governors of tba Federal Reser've), which was based on
academic models of the repniveness of taxpayer to changes in the capital gains tax rates, found
that the revenue-maximizing rat ranged betwe-.n 9 and 21 percent. The NBER study did no take
into account the additional revenue stemmwig from the positve macro consequences of increased
employment and growth which result trom. a significant reduction incapital gains tax rates.

Although government ri-werie estimtes do not facor in the macroeconomic consequence
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of lower capital gals tax rame on U.S. capital consts, investment, and economic growth, previous
research indicates these effect can have a favorable impact on overall tax revenues. In addition,
the new dynamic analysis by DRI shows that the government would gain revenue from the capital
gains tax reductions in S. 66 (see Table 3).

Actual experience also indicates that lower capital gains taxes have a positive impact on
federal revenues. The most impressive evidence involves the period from 1978 to 1985. During
those years the top marginal federal tax rate on capital gains was cut almost in half-from 35
percent to 20 percent-but total individual capital gains tax receipts nearly tripled, from $9.1
billion to $26.5 billion annually.

* Promote U.S. Saying and Investment

Our international competitors recognize the contribution a lower capital, gains tax rate can
make in promoting capital formation, entrepreneurship, and new job creation. The United States,
on the other handl, taxes capital gains more harshly than almost any other industrial nation. A
survey by the OECD of twelve industrialized countries shows that the U.S. capital grins tax rate
on long-term gains on portfolio securities exceeds that of all countries except Australia and the
United Kingdom, and these two countries index the cost basis of an asset (see Table 4). Germany.
Japan, and South Korea exempt or tax only lightly capital gains on portfolio stock. Not only do
virtually all industrialized as well as developing countries tax individual capital gains at lower
rates than the United States, they also accord more favorable treatment to corporate capital gains
(see Figure 2).

It is important to note that most of the countries shown in Table 1 have had higher rates
of investment as a percentage of GDP than the United States over the past two decades. This fia
may in part reflect the encouragement of saving and investment due to their lower capital gains
tax rates.

Other Capital Gains Tax Policy inse

* Indexing Capital Assets forIlnflaton

Some of the capital gains reform bills introduced in the 105th Congress index the cost basis
of assets for inflation. For example, if an asse were purchased five years ago for $1,000, and
prices increased by 25 percent since then, the purchasing power of the original $1,000 is
equivalent to $1,250 in current dollars. Indexig would adjust the basis upward by 25 percent to
$1,230, and any gain or loss would be reckoned relative to the inflated basis. As a CBO report
notes, the benefits of indexing include:

* Providing an exact adjustment for the effects of inflation;
* Providing an incentive for entrepreneurship and risk-taking (in part by sheltering

investors from the risk of inflation);
* Helping topec small investors and homeowners;
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* Reducing the cost of capital and the double tax on corporate equity and-nor& dvien distributions.

These advantages make indexing of capital gains a worthwhile goal. However, it should
be noted that indexing: would also make the current tax system more cosnpltx. In addition,
indexing alone would not reduce the cost of capital as significantly as would a substantial
reduction in capital gains tax rates.

* Sliding Scale Capital Gains Tax Reduction

Some of the capital gains tax reform proposals reduce the tax rate for individuals according.
to the length of time the asset. is held. This type of reform would help increase the after-tax rate
of return on investment reduce the cost of capital to some extent, and help offset the impact of
inflation on capital gains. However, the sliding scale concept has a much smaller impact on
capital costs than would a single tax rawe for capital gains (with the current law one-year holding
period) because the full rate reduction under a sliding scale would be delayed until some point in
die future. In addition there is a real question as to whether the after-tax rate of return on long-
term investruerts should exceed that of short-term investments, many of which produce relatively
high social rates of return.

* Broad-Based Vers Targeted Capita Gains Tax Reductions

A broad-based capital gains tax cut that inclue all capital assets will have a more
powerful impact on the cost of capital and on the efficiency with which capital markets operate
than would a targeted approach. Although it would have beneficial effects, a targeted approach,
whether limited to awt of small firms or to taxpayers in certain income classes, would Mo
pt rduce the significant macroeconomic Wymacts of a broad-baised capital gains tax reduction shown
in the DRI study and is unfair to holders of ineligible assets. With its lagging investment and slow
productivity growth, the United State should adopt a capital gains tax reduction that will have
the greatest impact in terms of unlocking old capital and stimulating new investment.

Conclusion

A soundly structured, broad-based cut in tax rates on capital gains would significantly
benefit, all Americans. By reducing the cost of capital, it would promote the type of productive
business investment that fosters growth in output and high-paying jobs. By increasing the
mobility of capital, it would help assure that scarc saving is used in the most productive manner.
By raising capital values, it would help support values in capital asset markets in general and the
stck market in particular. By increasing the availability and lowering the cost of risk capital, it
would aid entrepreurs in their vital efforts to keep the United States ahead in technological
advances and translate these technological advances into products and services that people need
and want. By reducing taxes on their savings, it would treat faily those thrifty Americans who
must bear a heavier tax burden than the profigate. And, because of the combined impacts of
unlocking and macroecowmiuc feedback, a broad-based capital gain tax cut could increase federal
revenues.

Mr. Chairman, the case for an early broad-based cut in capital gains tax rates is
exceedingly strong. We urge this Committee and both Houses of Congress to enac such
legislation at the earliest feasible time.
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PREPARED STATEMENT oF HON. CHARLEs E. GRASSLE

I am a proud original cosponsor of the Senate's bi-partisan Cap-
ital Gains tax bill introduced by my friends, Senator Hatch, Sen-
ator Breaux, and Senator Lieberman. Its principal provision is a
50% reduction in the effective rate of taxation of capital gains
across the board. You will remember that Congress passed this pro-
vision in 1995. But it was subsequently vetoed by the President. I
think the Senate 'must again act in a bi-partisan manner to provide
capital gains tax relief. It is vital to my state of Iowa.

A disproportionate amount of farmland is held by older land-
owners. Studies in my. state of Iowa show that 42% of farmland is
held by persons over 65 years old.

Last year, Iowa State University conducted its annual farm life
survey. It found that in the next 5 years, 21 percent of Iowa farm-
ers are planning to retire. This highly rate of those exiting farming
raises important questions about who will be the next generations
of Iowa Farmers.

Some of those farmers who retire will want to hold onto the land
and maybe rent it out. Many others want to sell the land, move to
town, and be fully retired. However, the capital gains tax has
locked them on the farm. A 65 year old farm couple may have
bought their farm over 45 years ago. This means that they have
a basis for capital gains from 1952 as low as $200 per acre. Aver-
age farm prices in Iowa today are closer to $2,000 per acre. This
looks 'like a capital gain of $1800, but it is not. Most of the $1,800
gain is 45 years of inflation. Therefore, a 50% reduction, as in our
bill, is barely fair. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan re-

cently said that the optimal capital gains tax rate is zero percent.
I am inclined to agree. But I think that bi-partisan legislation is
a good down payment on fairness.

Now, there will be some people who will hesitate at the price of
capital gains tax fairness. And make no. mistake, I support a bal-
anced budget.

However, I also think that it is unfair to penalize the most frugal
of American families. Congress is at fault for being wasteful, and
for running up the national debt. It is not the taxpayers' fault. Tax-
p ayer need and deserve relief. By keeping their tax burden too
hgh, we're in effect blaming them for our mismanagement. They

should not have to bear the responsibility for our lack of respon-
sibility.



STATUS MENT OF SENATOR ORRIN 0. HATC~f
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Senate Committee on Finance
March 13, 1997

HEARING ON CAPITAL GAINS TAXATIN

Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased that you are holding this hearing today. I have long
been an advocate for reforming the tax treatment on capital gains. I am pleased to be joined by
Senator Liebentnan as well as our colleagues on this committee, Senators Grassley, Breaux,
D'Amato in introducing legislation to cut the capital gains tax in half.

During the last Congress, Senator Lieberman and I offered a bipartisan capital gains tax
reduction bill. The Hatch/Ueberznan bill, S. 959, contained a 50 percent deduction for capital

gan as well as an enhanced incentive for investments in newly issued stock of small
corporations. This measure was supported by 45 senators, and we were pleased that its
provisions were included in the Balanced Budget Act of 1995 that passer the House and Senate
during the last Congress.

This year our bill, 8. 66, is substantially the same. Our bill combines two important
elements of capital gains relief - a broad based tax cut and a targeted incentive to give an extra
push for newly formed or expanding small businesses. Our bill would allow individual
taxpayers to deduct 50 parent of any net capital gain. This means that the-top capital gains tax
rate for individuals would be 19.8 percent Also, it grants a 25 percent maximum capital gains
tax rate for corporations. Our bill also includes an important provision that would allow
homeowners who sell their personal residences at a loss to take a capital gains deduction.

In addition to the broad-based provisions listed above, our bill also includes some extra
capital gains incentives targeted to individual s and corporations who are willing to invest in
small businesses. We wee this add-on as an inducement for investors to provide the capital
needed to help small businesses get established and to expand. Nearly 75 percet of our job
growth comes from small businesses.

In particular, th ee :ecial incentives should really make a diffrence in the electronics
biotechnology, and other hi gh tech industries that are so important to our economy and to our
ffutre. The software and radical device industries in Utah are perfec examples of how thesa1
industries have tranformed our economy. While these small business provisons are not limited
to high tech companies by any mea these are the type of businesses that are most likely to
use them because it is so hard to attrac capital for these higher risk ventures A capital gains
tax cut will give investors an incentive to flid the high risk research companies of tomorrow.

Mr. Chairman. our economy is becoming more connected to the global marketplace
every day. And, it is vital for us to realize that capital flows across national boundaries very
rapidly. Therefore, we need to be concerned with how our trading partners tax capital and
investment income.



Unfortunately, the U.S. has the highest tax rate on individual capital gains of all of the G-
7 nations, except the U.K. And, even in the U.K., individuals can take advantage of indexing to
alleviate capital gains caused solely by inflation. For example, GJermany totally exempts long-
term capital gains on securities. In Japmn, investors pay the lesser of 1 percent of the sales price
or 20 percent of the net gain. I think it is no coincidence, Mr. Chairman, that Germany's saving
rate is twice ours, and Japmes is three times as high as ours. In order to stay competitive in the
world, it is vital that our tax laws provide the proper incentive to attract the capital we need here
in the U.S. Why should U.S. taxpayers be at a disadvantage to our competitors?

Mr. Chairman, we are aware that some of the opponents of capital gains tax reductions
have asserted that such changes would inordinately benefit the wealthy, leaving little or no tax
relief for the lower and middle income classes. Nothing could be fwuther firm the truth. In fact,
capital gains taxation afteacs every homeowner, every employee who participates in a stock
purchase plan, or every senior citizen who relies on income from mutual funds for their basic
needs during retirement A capital gains tax cut is for everyone.

It is interesting to note how the current treatment of capital gains only gives preferential
treatment to those taxpayers whose incomes lie in the highest tax brackets. Under the Capital
Formation Act of 1997, the benefits will tilt decidedly toward the middle-income taxpayer. A
married couple with $30,000 in taxable income who sells a capital asset would, under our bill,
pay only a 7.5 percent tax on the capital gain. Further, this bill would slash the taxes retired
seniors pay when they sell te assets they have accumulated for income during retirement.

Mr. Chairman, I also believe there is a misperception about the term "capital asset." We
tend to think of capital assets as something only wealthy persons have. In fact, a capital asset is
a home, a piece of land, a savings bond, some stock your grandmother pg-ve you, a mutual fuind
share, your frm, your 1964 Mustang convertible, or any number of things that have monetary
worth. It is misleading to imply that only "the wealthy" would benefit from this bill.

I want to elaborate on this point. Current law already provides a differential between
ordinary income tax rates and capital gains tax rates for upper income taxpayers. The wealthiest
among us pay up to 39.6 percent on ordinary income but only 28 percent on capital gains.
Certainly, income tax rates are too high. However, for middle-income taxpayers in the 28
percent income tax bracket, there is no difference between their capital gains tax rate and their
ordinary income tax rate. Thus, current law provides no tax incentive for middle income
taxpayers to invest in assets that may have capital gains. Our bill would correct this problem and
give the largest percentage rate reduction to the lowest income taxpayers. For example, the rate
for high income earners would change from 28 percent to 19.8 percent - a 8.2 percentage point
reduction. Whereas, a middle income taxpayer - who is getting no benefit under current law -
would be taxed at 14 percent - a 14 percentage point reduction.

Franly, passing a reduction in the capital gains tax couldnt come at a better time than
now. Congress is in the midst of formulating a plan to balance the federal budget. The elements
of this plan will have consequences !a beyond this year or even beyond 2002 when we hope to
achieve our balanced budget goal. Crucial to the achievement of a balanced budget is the
underlying growth and strength of our economy. Small changes in the behavior of the economy



can make or break our ability to put our fiscal house in order. Thus, especially now, we can ill
afford to have our economy slow down and create an increased fear of fiuur job insecurity.
Both Republicans and Democrats alike can agree that the creation of new and secure jobs is
imperative for a vibrant and growing economy.

This is where a reduction of the capital gains rate can be so important By stimulating the
economy and spurring job creation, a cut in the capital gains rate can help increase private sector
investment to replace any reduction in government spending. This will make for a more efficient
tax system and a more efficient economy.

Furthermore, many Americans have expressed concern about the wisdom of a tax
reduction while we are trying to balance the budget. However, this bill is a change that will help
us balance the budget The evidence clearly shows that a cut in the capital gains tax rate will
increase, not decrease, revenue to the Treasury. During the period from 1978 to 1985, the tax
rate on capital gains was cut from almost 50 percent to 20 percent. Over tht'same period,
however, tax receipts increased from $9.1 billion to $26.5 billion. The opposite occurred after
the 1986 Tax Reform Act raised the capital gains tax rate. The higher rate resulted in less
revenue.

Mr. Chairman, the capital gains tax is really a tax on realizing the American dream. For
those Americans who have planted seeds in small or large companies, family farms, or other
investments, and who have been fortunate enough and worked hard enough to see them grow,
the capital gains tax is a tax on success. It is an additional tax on the reward for taking risks.
The American dream is not dead; it's just that we have been taxing it away.

The benefits of a broad-based capital gains tax cut speak for themselves. The prominent
economic analysis firmn DRI/McGraw-Hill studied the effects of a 50 percent reduction in the
capital gains tax. They conclude that our bill would increase GDP by 1.4 percent, increase fixed
investment by 5. 1, create an average of 150,000 additional jobs per year, reduce the cost of
capital by 8 percent, and increase federal tax revenues by almost $12 billion.

I believe a capital gains tax cut offers a solid plan to help us achieve our goal of a
brighter future for our children and grandchildren. When it comes down to it, jobs, economic
growth, and entrepreneurship are not parties issues. They are American issues
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TFsTimoNY BEFonFE
THE US, SENATE CommrEE ON FINANCE

THE TAx TREATMENT OF CAPiTAL GAINS
MARCH 139,197

By
o JACK KEMP

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for inviting me to testify today on the tax treatment of capital
gains and losses. A tax on capital gains is economically unsound and imposes unnecessary and
unacceptable burdens on the economy and on individual taxpayers. The federal tax on capital
gains is a paramount example of what in general is wrong with our current tax system

THE PROBLEM WrrH THE CuRRENT TAx SYSTEM

The preeminent question legislators must answer in levying an income tax is how income
Is to be defined. There are two basic, internally consistent ways to define income over a given
accounting period: 1) money earned but not saved plus net capital accumulation (the "accretion"
or Haig-Simons definition of income), and 2) money earned but not saved plus any reduction in
existing savings (the "economic" or "yield" definition of income). Only the latter definition is
economically sound. The former mistakenly trePats the value of expectedfiture income (capital)
as current income and counts it twice--both currently and then again in the future

By double counting, the accretion definition of the income-tax base necessarily leads to
the double taxation of money used for saving and investment. The economic-income or yield-
income definition of the tax base does not. Hence, for purposes of taxation, only economic
income is compatible with maximizing long-rn economic performance since use of the
accretion income-tax base penalize saving and investment relative to consumption. Under an
economic-income definition of the tax base, capital gains are not considered "income but rather
capital accumulation and thus would not be taxed as current income.

The current federal tax code begins with the accretion definition of income but it does
not'in the end rely on an unadulterated accretion-income tax base. Recognizing the economic
Inefficiency produced by double taxing saving and investment, Congress has deviaed from a
pure Haig-Simon definition of the income tax base. Throughout most of the income tax's
history, for instance Congress has taxed capital gains at a preferential rate (usually by
subjecting only a fraction of capital gains to taxation under the income tax rate) in an ad hoc
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effort to mitigate somewhat die deleterious economic effects of double taxation. Likewise,
Congress has periodically adopted devices such as an investment tax credit or variations of

aclerated depreciation as cumbersomne attempts to lighten multiple taxation of investment.
Since 1986, however, Congress has eliminated many of these provisions. For example, the 1986
Tax Reform Act eliminated the capital gains exclusion and now taxes capital gains as any other
income. Yet, even in this rare obeisance to the pure accretion-income concept, Congress still
felt it necessary to cap the capital gains tax rat at 28 percent.

Ad hoc adjustments to the accretion definition of income, while legitimate and necessary
for the health of the economy, have had two unfortunate side effects. First, while such
adjustments may mitigate one type of distortion in the tax code, they fr-equently create
inconsistencies in the definition of the tax base that give rise to new distortions. By their very
nature, ad hoc adjustments are cumbersome and inefficient.

For example, if capital gains are granted a preferential rate compared to other types of
income, taxpayers have an incentive to reclassify income for tax purposes to pass it off as capital
gains. In my opinion, taxpayers' ability to actually accomplish such a reclassification of income
is vastly overstated by the opponents of capital gains tax cuts. The real question for legislators
is the relative magnitude of this potential distortion comparted to the current penalty on saving
and investment. I believe the record is clear that any distortion that might be caused by a
preferential rate is by far die lesser evil.

Second, ad hoc deviations from the pure accretion definition of income for legitimate
economic purposes invites politicians to use the tax code as a political trading ground for all
manner of politically motivated tax preferences that have no legitimate economic rationale (what
economists refer to as "rnt seeking"). One of the biggest problems with the current tax code is
the high multiple tax rat that are necessitated by the plethora of illegitimatde tax breaks created
for no other reason than to subsidize politically favored activities, penalize politically incorrect
behavior and redistribute income.

The National Commission on Economic Growth and Tax Reform, which I was pri vileged
to chair, found that our current income tax system is economically destructive, impossibly
complex and overly intrusive. High marginal tax rates weaken the fink between effort and
reward, depres productivity and kill jobs. Multiple layers of taxation on work, saving and
investment dry up new capital, retard entrepreneurial activity and stifle creation of new
businesses. Is it any wonder? Income is taxed once as wages and salaries. Then if it is
invested, it is taxed twice as income at the corporate level; a third time if dividends are paid out;
a fourth time when the asset is disposed of and a capital gain declared; and a fifth time at death
under the esat tx
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THE FUTILITY OF PARTIAL TAx REFORM

Attempting to alleviate distortion and multiple taxation of income under fth current code
only invites a political firestormn. The problem is that tax code has served for too long as a major
political market place. Politicians now find it difficult to distinguish between economically
legitimate, albeit complicated and clumsy, deviations from a pure accretion-income concept and
unjustified, special-interest tax breakks. In a spasm of reform, Congress is likely to do great
economic damage in the name of "simplification" and 'loophole closing." In the heat of
political competition among interest groups, provisions that have been placed in the tax code
explicitly to mitigate multiple taxation of saving and investment may become tainted.
"Reformers" characterize these provisions in derogatory terms (such as "corporate pork"), and
Congress unwisely eliminates them from the code.

This happend in 1986. Not only did Congress raise the cost of capital by increasing the
capital gains tax, it also did so by extending asset lives while simultaneously repealing the
investment tax credit; ,devastated the real estate market by enacting new real estate provisions
that abruptly collapsed real estate values; weakened American firms' international
competitiveness with the adoption of new foreign tax provisions; and adopted an alternative
minimum tax that only magnifies and exacerbates the worst anti-growth aspects of the current
tax code--all in the name of "base broadening," "loophole closing," and "fairness."

In the President's budget this year. he has proposed some $80 billion in tax increases,
largely by changing provisions of the tax code that he characterizes as subject to "abuse"' by rich
people. In fact many of the provisions he targets comprise perfectly legitimate deviations from a
pure accretion method of taxing income that are in the code to alleviate some of the anti-growth
characteristics of a pure Haig-Simons income tax.

In large part Mr. Chairman, we are here today at the end of another "tax reform" cycle.
deliberating about how to fix the damage Congress creted the last time it "fixed" the code.
Which brings me to a major thesis of my testimony this morning. The curt tax code is
I-redeeinably flawed. It Is unlxzable. We should throw It out and start over from scratch.

The single biggest step we could take toward a revival of economic growth in America
would be to completely overhaul the tax code to make it fairer, flatter, simpler and eliminate the
double, triple and quadruple taxation of saving and investment income. I would urge going
farther and eliminating the quintuple taxation of income, which occurs at death, by repealing the
estate and gift tax altogether. Recent empirical analyses of the dead-weight burden of the
current tax code reveal that fundamental overhaul of the tax system could raise long-term growth
by one full percentage point or more.
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PLACING IIIE CURRENT TAX CODE

There are numerous plans under consideration that would completely overhaul the tax
system. Most of the plans under discussion-ilustratted by the proposals of House Majority
Leader Dick Armey, Ways and Means Chairman Bill Archer, Congressmen Schaefer and
Tauzin.,Senators Dominici and Lugar--reject the Haig-Simons, accretion definition of income
and adopt instead an economic- or yield-income definition of the tax base. Consequently, any of
these plans would eliminate the multiple taxation of income and have the great virtue of
dramatically increasing the incentives to work, save and invest.

In common parlance, economic or yield Income can be thought of as the money
people use for consumption over the accounting period. Therefore, it is not unusual to hear
people describe tax systems that rely on this definition of the income tax base as "consumption-
base taxes." In fact, the three primary candidates currently under consideration as replacements,
for the current federal income tax-variations of the Hall-Rabushka Flat Tax, the Bradford
ConsumedA Income Tax and a Retail Sales Tax-all rely with minor modifications on such a
"consumption base." Any of the three would be a vast improvement over the current system and
far preferable to a "reform"' in the opposite direction that would take the current code closer to a
pure Hair-Simon (accretion) income tax.

Let me give the Committee a sense of the degree to which any of these plans would
improve economic performance. History informs us that reductions in marginal tax rates on
income from wages and capital atraslate directly into lower costs of doing business. In the early
1960s, President Kennedy's tax cuts reduced the marginal cost of expanding output by 4.5
percent. Twenty years later, the Reagan tax cuts lowered it by 3.2 percent. In both cases, the
economy responded with a substantial increase in output capacity.

After the Kennedy tax cuts, real GDP growth was more than double the 2.5 percent
average of the 1950s for a substantial period of time. Likewise, average annual growth in the 7
years after President Reagan's tax cuts took effect more than doubled that of the preceding 9
years. Bach of the major tax overhaul plans now on the table has the potential to lower marginal
business costs by 10 percent to 15 percent - two to three times the effects of the Kennedy and
Reagan cuts.

The stakes are enormous, and therefore I look forward during the next couple of years to
exploring with this committee how we should proceed to write a new tax code for the 21 st
Century. I would like to begin right now. I wish President Clinton would jump in and help us in
this endeavor, and I know that the Republican Congressional Leadership has written him a letter
urging him to do just that

I hope the President rises to their challenge to send the Congress his best shot at
overhauling the tax system Frankly though, I doubt that the President is prepared to make the



kind of coirehensive overhaul to the tax system that you, Mr. Chairman, and I know are

Although 1997 may not be the year we remake the federal tax system, them is no reason
we cannot make progress this year. Leading the list of 'doable" tax cuts this year should be at
least major reform of both the capital gains tax and the estate and gift tax if not outright repeal of
both. I also hope you are able to expand IRMs this year as well. I will elaborate specifically on
capital gains but first please allow me to digress momentarily to talk about the politics of tax
cuts this year.

THE POLITCS OF TAX CUMs CIRCA 1997

There appears to be a growing consensus that some kind of capital gains tax cut and
change in the death tax on inheritances is doable this year. The challenge is to make sure that
what is doable isworth doing. In my opinion, any capital gains tax cut worth doing must be
broad based. The reason is simple. The point of making incremental changes to an
irredeemably flawed tax code is to begin the journey toward fundamental overhaul of the system
in the hopes of gaining momentum. Targeted tax cuts are counterproductive since they only
serve to increase vested interests in maintaining the tax system as a means of political subsidy,
punishment and redistribution.

Second, a capital gains tax cut this year must not take back in technical changes (such as
the President's proposal to require the use of average-cot basis or burdensome depreciation
recapture provisions) what it gives in rate reductions. It should not exclude or discriminate
among asset classes such as real estate or assets held by corporations. It should not lengthen
holding periods or make the rate reduction conditional on the length of time an asset is held.
which would seriously attenuate any beneficial economic impact of cutting the tax. It must fix
the Alternative Minimum Tax problem that stands to obliterate any beneficial results of cutting
the tax for many taxpayers. Finally, any capital gains tax cut must also provide for inflation
indexing--prospective indexing of all futre gains at a minimum but I also believegan
temporarily should be indexed retrospectively to the date of the asset's acquisition.

Mr. Chairman, you asked specifically whether I would favor some kind of sliding-scale
rate reduction tied to the length of time an asset is held. For the reasons specified above, the
answer if no. The only conceivable reason to incrase holding periods would be out of a belief,
unfounded in my mind, that people will not of their own volition invest sufficiently in long-term
investments. It honestly alludes me who is better positioned to determine how long to hold an
asset than the investor himself. But, even if one grants the premise that the tax code should take
some positive step to encourage long-term investing, which I do not, there is a simple and
effective way to do so without an intrusive sliding scale: Inex'all capital -9 for inflation
which will remove the single biggest obsacle to investors holding assets long-tem.



Before I proceed Mr. Chairman, let me offer a suggestion on how to think about
incremental changes to the tax code in 1997. The tax system has become so internally
inconsistent and jerry rigged that any incremental change to the code will create distortions of its
own and create ripple effect that seem problematic. For example, virtually any suggested
change in the taxation of capital gains will generate somec problem in the abstract.

As long as the top income tax rate remains in the neighborhood of 40 percent, for
instance, -any substantial reduction in the capital gains rate could theoretically be argued to
encourage reclassification of income and "sheltering" behavior. But my response to this kind of
criticism is, "yes indeed, it is not tidy. And that's the result of having to operate within the
.confines, of a very untidy tax code." The solution to this particular problem is not, in my
opinion, to keep the capital gains tax rate high but rather to lower all tax rates, the sooner the
better. Thei fastest way to get about the business of reducing all tax rates is to begin where we
know it will have a powerful and demonstrable beneficial economic effect, with the capital gains
tax.

Finally, the scuttlebutt around town is that advocates of estate tax reform are prepared to
abandon a capital gains tax cut if necessary to achieve significant reform of the death tax. I hope
these rumors are false. It is unnecessary, indeed counterproductive, to abandon a worthwhile cut
in the capital gains tax under the misguided impression that watering down capital gains tax
reform somehow leaves money on the table to "pay for" reform of the death tax. Not only are
capital gains tax cuts and repeal of the estate tax not mutually exclusive or antagonistic, repeal
or significant reform of the estate tax may well depend on cutting and indexing capital gains
taxes.

THE CASE FOR REPEALING THE CAPIAL GAINs TAx

Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan-a man not known for sounding "irrationally
exuberant"!-makes the case for repealing the capital gains tax. In testimony before the Senate
Budget Committee in January, he said: "The appropriate capital gains tax rate is zero." He went
on to say-before a group of hard-nosed budgeteers mind you-The net effect of reducing the
capital gains tax, as it impacts total revenue-corporate income taxes, individual income taxes,
and such-could very well be a positive. I view the capital gains tax as a poor means of raising
revenue' . and I certainly do not think it effectively functions for any other purpose."

The Fed Chairman then hastened to make the even more critical point that he does not
believe "the issue of capital gains taxation is a revenue question.... it is an issue of the extent to
which it affects entrepreneurial activity." If we are interested in improving economic growth,
Chairman Greenspan said, the real question is one of how to increase "productivity-increasing
investments" which we should be seeking to "foster as best we can."



The smartest thing President Clinton did during his first term was to heed Chairman
Greenspan's advice on inflation and the dollar. I hope the President continues this practice
during his second term and takes Alan Greenspan's advice on taxe. I think he will if Congress
puts its full legislative weight behind Greenspan's advice. Therefore, I urge the Congress to be
bold and show true leadership by repealing both the capital gains tax and the death tax on
inheritances.

If the President resists outright repeal of the capital gains tax, Congress should do the
next-best thing and send the President a bill cutting the rate and allowing investors to unlock
their current investments and roil them over into new investments without facing capital gains
taxes. The President already has embraced a near-universal rollover provision for personal
residences. In my humble opinion, he would be well advised to extend his universal rollover
concept to apply to all assets not just homes. If Congress and the President insist on maintaining
a capital gains tax, investors should only have to pay it once-when they finally cash out their
investment and consume it-not every time they simply move their investment funds from one
asset to another.

THE CAsE FOR CUTING TE CAPITAL GAiNs TAX IN HALF
AND INDEXING IT FOR INFLATION

If the votes are not there for complete repeal of the capital gains tax or universal rollover,
Congress at a minmum should cut the capital gains tax rate in half--to 14 percent for those in
the highest tax brackets and to 7.5 percent for those in the 15 percent tax bracket--and to zero
for urban enterprise zones such as the District of Columbia; index all future capital gains for
inflation; and for two years, index back to the date of acquisition of the asset those capital gains
that already have been accrued.

Anyone who does not avail themselves of the opportunity during the grace period to pay
the accrued taxes should have to pay taxes when they finally sell the asset on all inflationary
gains accrued between now and date the asset was acquired. (In order to avoid upsetting
portfolios, owners should not actually have to sell their assets to take advantage of the
retroactive indexing provision. All they should have to do is declare the new, inflation-indexed
basis-0mark to market"-and pay the taxes clue on the accrued gains sometime during the two-
year window.)

If Congress were to adopt these reforms to the capital gains tax it would then be able to
repeal the death tax outright because the additional revenue generated by reforming the capital
gains tax would more than replace the death-tax revenues.

These reforms would liquefy capital markets with a flood of investment, unlocking an
estimated $5 trillion in capital gains (about three-fourths of which are purely inflationary gains).
Owners of these assets currently are sitting on them because they refuse to sell the assets and



face the exorbitant and confiscatory inflation tax which amounts to about one trillion
dollars--an average tax rate of about 80 percent on the real, inflation-adjusted gains. The
situation is even worse for corporate stock. In the mid 1980s, the Treasury Department
acknowledged that total inflation swollen, nominal capital gains on corporate stock exceeded
real, inflation -adjusted gains. In other words, the average real capital gains tax on unrealized
capital gains from corporate stock was greater than 100 percent.

Most Democrats and Republicans agree that taxing inflated gains is unfair but neither
party seems to appreciate the extent to which it is also self-defeating. Both parties are trapped
by their delusion that the trillion-dollar, inflation-swolien bonanza of accrued capital gains taxes
eventually will materialize as revenue. It won't. It is a trillion dollar will-o'-the-wisp. People
simply refuse to pay the high toil-sometimes. a toll of more than 100 percent--to go through
the tax gate so they sit on assets that they really would rather liquidate and reinvest in other
types of assets.

While every special interest in Washington, and all the budget balancers, keep their eyes
fixed on the trillion dollars of accrued capital gains taxes, they not only miss the great economic
potential that could be unleashed by removing the inflation tax, they also deny governments at
all levels an immediate increase in revenue--both capital gains tax revenues and, as Mr.
G3reenspan iiointed out, revenues from all other sources as well. Unlocking ol* he magnitude
one might expect from cutting the i-te in half and temporarily Indexing gains for Inflation
back to the date of the asset's acquisition would Increase federal revenues by an estimated
$150 billion.

The Federal Treasury is not the only public treasury that would benefit; so would the
states and just at a critical time. Last year, Congress and the President took the first tangible step
toward a devolution of power and responsibilities to the states by enacting the historic welfare-
reform legislation. Real capital gains tax reform would help make welfare reform work by
generating economic expansion that will bolster states' capacity to take on these added
responsibilities and guarantee the creation of more jobs, which ultimately is the real solution.

RETROSPECTIVE INDEXING OF CAPrrAL GAINs PROVIDES
OPPORTMIUT' To REPEAL THE DEATH TAX ON INHERITANCES

The death tax on inheritances raises very little revenue for the federal government and in
fact probably costs the government and the taxpayers more in administrative and compliance
fees than it raises in revenue. In reality, Congress should just repeal the tax and not worry about
the consequences of so-called "lost revenue."

I recognize, however, that for this year at least Congress remains stuck with a
dysfunctional tax-scoring system that prevents you from looking at secondary consequences of
tax policy. Whatever else you do therefore, please change this system before the 105th



Congress comes to an end. But that is the subject for another occasion. I reluctantly accept that
you remain stuck with this totally irrational system for this year's tax bill. Therefore, it is
important that capital gains tax reform and repeal of the death tax on inheritances be considered
in tandem, as compliments, not as antagonists.

For many asset owners under current law, the decision of when to realize capital gains
becomes intimately intertwined in the estate-planning process. Today, if asset owners hold onto
their assets until they die, they avoid paying capital gains taxes. Their heirs, however, must pay
the death tax based on the current market value of the assets, which forces some heirs to sell off
all or part of their inheritance just to pry the death tax. When the heirs sell the assets, they
calculate their capital gains based on the market price of the asset at the time it was inherited, not
the original acqui 3ition price. This arrangement leads many asset owners to hold onto assets

-longer than they tL -sire just to avoid the inflation tax, possibly even preventing some of them
from selling or marking their assets to market during a retropective indexing grace period. At
the same time, this arrangement forces many heirs to sell their inherited assets sooner than they
desire.

The simple solution to these problems is to eliminate the death tax on inheritances
altogether along with its attendant step-up-in-basis provision. The $17 billion annual revenue
loss would more than be made up for in additional revenues from freeing up locked-in gains and
revenues from other taxes generated by future economic growth.

UNFOUNDED CRITCISMS OF CAPITA GAINS TAx CUTS

Unnecessary. I was amazed several weeks ago to see the President's budget chief
quoted in The Wall Street Journal saying that with the stock market already at record levels "it's
hard to see what the problem is to which the solution is to cut the capital-gains tax." I wonder if
the 0MEB Director has looked recently up the street a few blocks from the White House where a
major commercial district of the Nation's Capital is crumbling from lack of entrepreneurial
effort. I wonder if he has looked beyond the President's feel-good campaign rhetoric to the
empirical record of the 1990s which tells the story: Since the end of the 1990-91 recession, the
American economy has experienced the slowest economic expansion in more than a century,
growing a mere 2.3 percent a year as compared to a 4.4 percent average annual growth rate
during the preceding five economic expansions.

The problem is simply stated: If we have any hope of reversing the slowdown in
productivity growth that afflicts our economy and revitalizing our urban areas, it can only come
about by expanding capital stock we put at the disposal of our workers and the increasing the
flow of capital available to those at the bottom of the economic pyramid. I can't believe that this
President would concur with the implications of his budget director's comments that somehow
we have enough or even too much capital at work in our economy.



Ineffective and Counterproductive. Another frequent criticism heard against cutting
the capital gains fax is that it won't do anything to increase investment or even that it will cause
the stock market to decline. Just a week ago on national television, Secretary Rubin fell into this
fallacy again when he claimed a capital gains tax cut "would probably have very little effect on
the savings rate" and therefore "will contribute very little to economic growth."

To the contrr, any cut in the capital gains tax rate will immediately raise the real after-
tax rate of return to capital, thereby raising the value of existing assets and thus the stock market.
While the official, incorrectly measured "saving rate" may not rise, people's wealth will, and it
is -rising wealth and greater incentives to put that wealth at risk that matters if there is to be more
investment. If we assume a stable price/earnings ratio in after-tax terms to the shareholder, a
three percent inflation rate and a continuation of investors' historical requirement that they
receive a 3 percent real yield after all taxes, it is possible to estimate what the effect of cutting
and indexing the capital gains tax would be on asset values and the stock market.

Under these reasonable assumptions, if the capital gains tax rate on all assets were cut
from 28 percent to 14 percent and all future gains were indexed for inflation, one could expect
assets to appreciate on the order of 19 percent to 20 percent which should reflect itself in more
than 1300 points on the Dow Jones Industrial Average. The DJIA, now at 7000, is already
discounting a capital gains tax cut but passage of this proposal made retroactive to the first of
the year still should mean a Dow approaching 8000.

The mistake made by those who predict a decline in the stock market and no effect on
economic growth is that they forget that for every seller with new incentives, there is also a
buyer with new incentives. It is true that people who own assets at the time of the tax rate
reduction will suddenly see the after-tax value of those assets increase and thus could be willing
to sell the asset for less than the pre-tax-cut price. But for every seller now willing, to take less,
who may offer the market down, there are potential buyers willing to pay more than the current
market price and bid the market up because the after-tax value of the asset is now also worth
more to them than before the capital gains tax cut occurred.

But Mr. Chairman the point of eliminating or cutting the capital gains tax is not to raise
stock prices. More important than the appreciation of existing assets that are held at the peak of
the economic pyramid is the increased capital flow that suddenly will occur at the bottom of the
pyramid. An entire universe of new and expanded enterprises, which formally were not
economically viable because they faied to yield a sufficient after-tax return to entice investors
to put their money at risk~ suddenly will be able to generate adequate after-tax return to attract
investors. Like more wild catters lured into the drilling fields by highe oil prices, the higher
after-tax rate of return on capital will draw more investment capital into the market, more
enterprise will be undertaken, more jobs created and faster overall economic growth will be the
result And, ownership will be expanded at the base of the pyramid.
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Revenue Loser. This brings me back to the biggest fallacy regardig capital gains
which is that repealing the lax or cutting the rate and indexing it for~ inflation will "lose
revenuE.- Let me relatean Ma-&cdoCC -t'o £it iIiirtmwte iisupthe box we hav-g-tn
ourselves into with respect to revenue estimating.

During the last Congress, after the Joint Committee on Taxation (JI') pronounced that
the Contract-With-America capital gains tax cut proposal would lose substantial amounts of
revenue, a number of House Members, including Majority Leader Dick Arnney, Congressman
Jim Saxton and Senator Connie Mack, were so perplexed by the estimate that they inquired of
the JCFI how the staff kept coming up with such large revenue loss estimates. In response, the
i%..rf gave selected Members of Congress a private briefing on how its staff arrived at their
revenue estimates. After the briefing, Dick Armey commented, "I know I have just been snowed
but I don't have a clue how.-

There is probably not a one of us here this morning who understands the inner workings
of the Joint Tax Commidttee's little black revenue-estimating box sufficiently to criticize it.
Thus, it is easy for us to be "snowed"' if we do not get outside the confines of the box.
Fortunately, we retain our common sense, and the JCT revenue estimates on capital gains taxes
simply do not pass the common sense test. Le me explain why.

The capital gains tax currently brings in about $30 billion a year, roughly. In fiscal year
1996, federal receipts from all revenue sources excluding capital gains taxes amounted to $1.42
trillion, approximately 19 percent of our gross domestic product (GDP) of $7.49 trillion.
Therefore, if Congress were to repeal the capital gains tax completely, GDP would have to
increase by only about $158 billion (19% of $158 billion equals $30 billion), or 2 percent, to
leave the federal government with the same amount of revenue it raised with the tax on the
books.

The Joint Tax Committee assumes absolutely no increase in economic output will result
from eliminating the capital gains tax. Everything we know about economics tells us that is an
outlandish assumption. If the capital gains tax were repealed, the value of assets would increase
by almost one-quarter. Investment would rise. Output would increase.

How much of an increase in output is likely? Is a 2 percent increase plausible? It
certainly is. Numerous highly respected private economists have estimated that merely redacini;
the capital gains tax rate from 28 to about 19 percent without indexing for inflation would roaise
the level of total GDP anywhere from 1.5 percent to 2.3 percent.

Ultimately, the best test of what will happen if we cut capital gains taxes is the historical
record itself. Consider what happened when the capital gains tax rate was cut in 1978 by almost
45 percent from 35 percent to 20 percent. Total individual capital gains tax receipts nearly
tripled from $9.1 billion in 1978 to $26.5 billion in 1985. Conversely, when the capital gains
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tax was raised to its current level in 1986, Congress was assured that capital gains realizations
,-.--and revenues-would increase substatially. Instead, they fell.

Administrative Complexty. Finally, one hears a great deal of concern from the
Treasury Department that indexing capital gains for inflation would be "convoluted." Deputy
Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers says Mr. Clinton's Treasury Del -'tment has "been
implacably opposed to indexing on the grounds of administrative feasibility and complexity."
Whenever this Administration-the same Administration that drearmi up the world's most
convoluted and complex national health care scheme-gets misty eyed over administrativee
complexity," you know for a certainty that they are shedding crocodile tears.

The reality is, asset owners already must maintain all of the records they need to do the
indexing calculations. Don't forget, under the unindexed capital gains tax and depreciation
rules, people must keep track of the date they acquired and the price they paid for every single
share of stock, every building, every piece of machinery, every head of cattle and every parcel of
real estate. The only additional piece of information they need to index their gains is the
inflation factor which the IRS could easily provide taxpayers in a table going back as far as
necessary.

Besides, indexing one's capital gains for inflation is totally voluntary. If any taxpayer,
Assistant Secretary Summers for instance, finds it too onerous a task to adjust his capital gains
for inflation, he may simply report his unindexed gains and pay the higher tax. What is the
problem? There is none.

The best proof that America can index capital gains is the fact that Great Britain does so
without difficulty. In fact Mr. Chairman if I may, I would like to submit for the hearing rword a
simple taxpayers'-information guide put out by the Inand Revenue Service of the Uaited
Kingdom and a sample of the inflation-factor table provided to English taxpayers.

CONCLUSION

For too long, too many investors on Wall Street and too many politicians at both ends of
Pennsylvania Avenue have labored under the myth that the economy cannot grow faster than
about 2.5 percent a year without producing inflation. They thought they heard the Chairmant of
the Federal Reserve Board confirm this myth every time he repeated the Fed's refusal to use
loose monetary policy to artificially stimulate the economy above its current 2.5 percent pace.
Listen agin I

Mr. Greenspan has never said the economy cannot grow faster than 2.5 percent a year
without creating inflation, nor does he threaten to snuff out growth above 2.5 percent if it is
sustainable growth resulting from policy changes, such as capital gains tax cuts, that improve the
economy's long-run growth capacity. Today's 2.5 percent ceiling on growth is artificial, created
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by oppressive tax, spending and regulatory policies. What the Fed Chairman has been
_,aaem into get across to Cogress and the President is that it is up tthm, not him, to raise

long-rpm-gowth. Th Fed cannot use monetary policy to stimulate faster growth without
igniting inflation. But that does not mean Congress and the President cannot. You can. You
must

Chairman Greenspan made it clear before the Senate Budget Committee in January that
he would be perfectly happy to see Congress adopt policies such as capital gains tax reform, that
will increase "productivity-increasing investments," that in turn spur entrepreneurial activity and
fae growth. In his parting remarks to the Committee, he said, "The last thin we [the Fed]
want to do is to inhibit economic growth." The only thing inhibiting growth now are policies
such as excessively high capital gains taxes that are perfectly within the ability of Congress and
the President to correct.

I urge Congress to act with dispatch to pass a broad-based capital gains tax cut with
indexing this year. And if you find yourself in a blizzard of revenue estimates that defy
common sense, reject them. Rely on your common sense and experience. Had Congress not
abandoned experience and common sense in 1986 when it raised the capital gains tax, we would
be a lot better off today economically and considerably closer to a balanced budget.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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We produced wide range of free ledets each
designedd &plali a dfferen aspect .f tt taxW
system In plan Engls. Some you it f&n
useulam listedt below.

CGT4 -- Capital gains tax. Owner-occu 'e
hose

CGT6 - Retirement relie on disposal of a
business

canI 1 - Capital gains tax and small buinesses
cain6- Capital gains tax. Indexation

allowance. Disposals after 3 April 1988
1R37- Appeals against tax
Ift45 - What to do about tax when someone

dies

In addition. -e have produced the following
ledlets on Self Assessment.

SA/li- SeW Assessment - A general guide
WABC2 - SeW Assessment - A guide for the

SA/8K3 - Self Assessment - A guide to keeping
records for the self-em& oe

SA/3(4 - Self Assessment - A general guide to
keeping reords

You can order leaflets about Sel Assessment
from our special Self Assessment response line.
Ring 034S 16 15 14.

Our leaflet IRIZ 2'You and the Inland Revenue'
tells you more about the standard of service you
can expect from us. It also tells you the steps you
can take lf you want to make any comments on
the service you receive, or complain about the
way your tax affairs hav been handled.

Our IR Us? 'Catalogue of leaflets and booklets'
gives further Information about our publications,
most of which you can get from any Tax Enquiry
Centre or Tax Office. Addresses are in your local
phone book under 'Inland Revenue'. Most
offices are open to the public from 9.3Oam to
4pm, Monday to Friday. and some are also open
outside these hours.

Your local library or Citizens' Advice Bureau may
also hav copies of our leaflets.

*lD. ~
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* It does not cover t fm o coMe sitjations.

If~ youed *whrfnnaio as* your Tax

Whet hs cpta em tat?

CT is payable when you make a chageabl
gain. A chageabl gain arises wfes soetn
you own (an asset)

0 is give awa, exchanged, sold'or Fpse
of (see pape2 WigtIs a disposain' in any
edw way, NW

0 Its Value has Increased since you acqukre it.

CCT Is not charged on the asset Itself, but on its
gain In value. Chageabl gains can be made on
many tlns for example stocks and shame,
lan, an business assets. if you receive less for
an asset when you dispose of ft Ohan It cost you
to acquiIt the los can usually be se against
gains in the sam Vtx year (which begins on
6 AP and ends on 5 April In the folowing
Year). If losses are rror an gains of the samne
year, the excess can be set against gains of late
Years. (See page 12 'How are losses deaft
with?-'.)

Usualy, the gain Is the dfferene between the
sale price and the cost of the asset, ater
deduction of allowable expenditure and of an
amount to take account of inflation. However,
assets do not Am"lwayae a buying or selling
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-.ll For euanipk yu may iNiw assets or the
wcW don asse may gin Ktaw~. It s, wve

N W nto fh t ee nt Asse i. i w
at the time of acquiiton or disposal. The market
v.1mk also generally wsed Instead of any sale
price when assets pas between you and a
connected person. (See page 13 NHow Is an
asset Value.)

If someone dies and les assets, there Is no
charge on any gains up to the date of death.
Our llet IR45 - 'Wa to do about tax when
someone ins'give more deteat

Who is liabl to pay CGT?

Anyone who is resident or ordinarily resident In
the United Kingdom for tax purposes has to pay
tax on chargeable gains In excess of the annual
exempt amount (see page 11), wherever the
assets ame situatedl.

What is a disposal?

Uiablity to car may arise on gains from
disposls of assets and on certain capital

You make a dlspdsa of an asset whenever the
ownership of part or all of an asset Is transferred
to another person (except on death). This
includes sales, exchanges, or gifts of assets.

There is also a disposal when you receive a
payment relating to the asset. for example,
when insurance -rced are received -olwn
the loss of an asset Sums which are chargeable
to income tax are not also chargeabl to Ca.-

Do I a/wys have to pay CGT( #Igt an nsso

The transfer of an asset to your husband or wife
willrnot be taxable Imnmediately if you are liin
togther (see page 14, 'Husbands and wives'.

In most other circumstances, CGT will be
charged immediately where an asset Is given
away.

However, In certain circumstances a CGT charge
may be deferred or 'held-oer until the person
receiving the asset disposes of it Askc your Tax
Office for more details.

Is CGT payable on the diposal of all asses
Some disposals of assets and other receipts are

disregarded for CGT purposes, including

" private motor vehicles

* personal effects and goods each worth
£6,000 or less when you disposed of them

" Savings Certificates, Premium Bonds and
British Savings Bonds

" certain shares in Venture Capital Trust
companies and shares issued after 18 March
1986 on which Business Expansion Scheme
Relie has been given and has not been
withdrawn

" gains made within a Personal Equity Plan
(PEP)

* bonuses from Tax Exempt Special Savings
Accounts (TESSAs)
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-,- 9S IlflOn alCyfwfywctw% oryour
famiy's pera use

" No assurance poice and defied -wA
contracts unless purchased from a third party

" NationW Lottery -d and bett in -
" SAYE (Save-AsYou-tam) teminal bonuses

" - hi "ycompnanion

" private hiomeis, subject to certain conditions
set out I ouir leaflet CQ;T4 'Capital gains tax.
Ownrmup4ed house'.

What expendhwfe cOn Iuta gabWna gain

The following expenitur may be set agis
the aunt received or doe value of an asset on
disposal I calculating the gain or loss, but this
does not Include any expenditure which may be
taken Into account I computing your hicome.

The cost of acquisition

This Is the amount which you, or someone
acting on your behal, gave wholy and
excklusvel for the acquisiton oldihe asset. I
somet case, the true vau ofldie asset may be
substituted for the amount actually paid. It also
includes die incident Costs Of acquirin thie
aSet (See page 5).

i the case, of an asse which was noot acquired
but created (for example copyvlgh or the
goodwill ofle business bulk up from nothin)
any expenditure which you hiorre wholly and

ichub* I cveadngorprwwdig die ase Is
k a tnhe cog of acquiuition, of diet asset.

VWr you owned t is asse on .31 March 1962
die value oldihe asstoan diet date Is usually
taken a the cost of acqu~stion (see page 8).

This is expfdle r which you, or someone
acting on your~bha, hicurrd wholly and
exclusivel for die purpos of enhancin the
vau oldihe assit. The expenditure must be stiff
reflected I the state or nature odite asset at the
time of dsposa. This does not hIcude
expenditure on normal maintenance or repairs.

Ask your Tax Office for details. .,

*The Incidental cost of waquring or
dAsosing of the asset

Such expenditure has to satisfy two tests before
it is allOWabl,

- It has to be wholly and excluskivIncurred
for acquisition or disposal of the asset

and

-It must take the form of fees, commission
or remuneration pai for professional

or

I t nms represent the cost of transfer or
conveyance.

Advertising costs to find a buye or selle are
allowable and so are costs of any valuation or
apportionen nede to calculate die capita
gain or loss onea disposal.

--
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*was"ngauuteb

- noukg-M 1 em allowable i I anft]uvaon
dhsposa of waste assets that Is assets with a
pFirlcbe Beef less than SOyears. Ask your
tax office for details.

6 Part dbsposab,

Ityou dispose of only past of an asse, only part
of the expenditure Incurred on that asset can be
set against the amount receivd for the disposal.

An asset cost £30,000 and some years later a
part of that asset was sold for £ 12,000 when the
market vau of the remainder of the asset was
£36,000.

The gain on the part disposal (Ignoring
Incidental costs andl Indexation allowance - see
'calculating gains and losses' on page 7) is
worked out as follows.

Disposal prced

cost of asset x A
X+B

(Asa sale price of pO'A sold)
(B = market value of remained)

that Is - £30,000 x £ 12,000
L4&000

Chargeble gai

L12,000

C gkk 13 Ol4d M 0
In general orlyalnsor losses sln&e 31 March
19112 are taken Ito acco&t There Is also an
adfustient for Ifation calld ksndexatlon
allowances. This adjustnsentIs made using the
Retai Prices Index (liM) published each month
by the Central Statistica Office. The Inlan
Revenue issues a monthly Press Release giin
details. Your Tax Office can give you the
Information.

You work out the gain or loss by deducting the
cost, any allowable expenditure, and then the
Indexation allowance from the net sale proceeds.

Indexation allowance cannot be usedto create
or increase a loss if the disposal is made on or-
after 30 November 199 3 (but there was a
transitional allowance Mor 1993-94 and 1994-95
-see pagel12).

If there is a gain after deducting costs from the
net sale proceeds, but a loss after deducting
costs and indexation allowance you are treated
as making neither a gain nor a loss.

£7,500

£000

The balance of the cost £22,500 (£30,000-
£7,500) is carried forward against any future
disposal of the remainder of that asset

.9
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NV, Onse disposed d wasacqdred after
31 March 19U 2p k~stlo ailchm is based
an the Increase kv,# APN beween the dmat@-mudinm ad isposat

ftample 2

Asset aquked 4 P*41963 for
Asset disposed cflan
6 Januay 199S for

TMe ga* Is aladatd asfollaws

Disposa proceeds
IA acquisiton cost
LUindxed gain
Lass indexatlon allowance
(I£10,000 xO0.712) restricted to
Gargiamblis Gain

I3mIe 3

x1 Moch 1960 for
Miallet iskas
31 Mauch1962
AsMe ipoased of
an 31 July191 for

The gsn Is cacated as Folows

Lass acquisition cost
(taken as 31 March 1982

Ltldedgain
L.as Iidexation allowance

March 1962 to I'4 1991
£20,00 x 0.684km

Cw bkgain

£1000

£16,000

L16,000
0£1000
L6,000

£AO00*

Th " P~iwO0.712 is 11 A id the
kAbd Arvenue &rs US=m fth toed
&Kdezton oilowrice o 1,120 (if10,000 x
A.712) Is ratrktedt te ewnt £u6,000,

~ *hw no gak or Ams

AUM aWW Wm I AO 1982

It te asset disposed of was acquired bofor
I AMn 1962, Its codst taken as Its marluevalu
at 31 March 1982. tidexation allowance bs
based an te Increas in On AMI between thast
date and em dat of dispsal

The rnmsng of 'madtvaie Is explained in
'Hom s anasmet vaksedrp 13).

£110,000

£20,000

M6000

£60,00

£40,000

£1 3,680
£26,320

*h igur SwIs obbked from the Inland
Revenue Press Ads=

There arm special mn to ensure

" that the indexation allowance Is calculated on

te n oria acquisition cost, if this Is to your

" OWatthe gain orIosince 1982Isnot greater
than thes gain or loss over the whole period
you have owned the asset.

* I -
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31 March 1982
ASse disposed of

The gain bs ecalated -s follows

Disposal proceeds
Less acquisition cost

(original cost as this Is,
greater than 31 March
1962 market Value)£
Unindxe gain

Less Indexation allowance
march 1982 to July 1991
£ 10,000 x 0.664'

Chargeable gain

9 Vyou
10,000 the ta

L5,000 ogt

40,000 Ana

Thea

40,000 9)i

Ifthe

10,000from
above
forwa

*Thks figfenIsbfoinedlkm the hinlnd
Revenue Pres Relamse

You con elect for these special rules not to apply
and If you do thee is then no need to calculate
the gain or loss over the whole period of
ownership. You only calculate the gain from
31 March 1982.

it you do make such an election It cannot be
withdrawn and will normally apply to aNl assets
which you owned on 31 March 1982.

The election must be made I writing within
two years of the end of the tax year In which.
you first disposed ofan assetheld on 31 March
1982. (For displsafter 5 April 199-6 see page
16.)

Ask y
givs

uorklsse
have mnO :WA9tn ne osn

year, AM your gaIs &d loss a dcid
etto Arrive atyour net galU or loses.

exempt amoun

annual exempt amount (£6,000 f6r 1995-
snt against any net gins.

exempt amount exceeds ft net gains, no
spayabl. Nf the net gains exceed the
amount any losses brought toward

an earlie year can be st against the gains
the exempt amount. If the losses brought

rd are not enough to cover these gains
will beea charge to CGT.

xar Tax Office for our IR (Insert) which
the current annual exempt amount.

How, is CGT worked out?

Assessments are made for a tax year beginning
6 April on the total gains in the year after
deducting losses in that year and any unaliowied
losses of earlier years.

The net gains are treated as the 'top slie' of
income and charged to CGT at income tax rates.

Unused income tax reliefs and allowances
cannot be set against chargeable gains (but see
page 13'Income losses).

E6,840
11160
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Txywar99S4tweoldfor

indivdual's taxbl mincm
(After reSis and atamces)
Chwgase g*w
(atar annual eumtammmQn

£24.300

£15,000

£2%000

TheCGTb o bswred mmasfollows

£9300 x 2S% (unuwed bai rato band) £232S
£10,M0 x 40% (hghe rat) £4,280
CGT I

These rules aremodfe n If you hav dMdend
income. Ask yawTax Office for dets

How air es deal& wish

The compuaotion of Ailwabl losses fomw that
of chargeable grns

*Kiexatln allowance c~nnobe used to croe
or increase a los if the dispoa Is made on or
altar 30 November 1993. There was a
trniitiona allowance for disoal made
between 30 Noveber1993 and 5441995 ".
Ask your Tax Offic for detaiL.

Mel for losse is given flrst against any gains of
the -wn tax yam

Myr net losse of the year may be carried
foward and aet agans gain of late years
Lose may not be canted back and set -pns
gain of eaer Yeom except for net base
inred by an indWdua In the year of death

Certain awble losss arisin on the disposal
of share in an un quted r trading company may

beitaguklnyos incme AdtyowTucO~te
Fordstal Oldw-bo inbl loa m nbe
atagainedw pveborino .

For 991fl nd ate yers nco ex trading
la whkch cannot be absobe by othe
incme maybe set against chageabl gains Ask
your Tax Ofie for detil

Howb A" aawed?

In catain clrcanstances an ae is treated as
having been disposed of (and acurdby Its
new oywe or re-acquied by the original owner)
aft market vau at the date of disposal.

The 'market te' Is geneal used instead of
anysalk price when -u pasbn we you and
ap cocted persa Exonamofo ontcs
peSSdnS

" yoawrelatves or yow husban~s or wifes
ab4

" your business -ww and their rekaovk-wo husbads and wive

" any company that you control, eite alWone or
with connemtd penm

There ar ec- now for transaction between
pne wh hwolve businea ssel Ask yotv
Tax Offic for details.

The 'mard* vaue rmy also be required In othe
circumstances for examnple where an ma
acqulrd bedore 1 9 Apl Is said.

4 -. 5..



For al of these purposes 'marke value means the
pricewhichthe sssmighteMaonably be

In the case of shares securities quoted on the
London Stock Exchange, for example, the market
value is taken to be the lower of

a figure one-quarter up from the lower of the
two prices In the quotation for the relevant
day, anid

*the figure half-way between the highest and
the lowest prices of recorded bargans for that
day.

If you inherited the asset and Inheritance tax was
chargeable on the death in question, then you
are treated as having acquired the asset at the
same value as was used in calculating the
inihefritne tax. Our leaflet IR45 'What to do
about tax when someone dies' gives more details.

Husbands and wives

For the tax year 1990-91 and later years a
husband and wife are taxed separately on their
gains and losses. Each has his or her own annual
exempt amount and the rate of tax charged
relates only to his or her own income,

The transfer of an asset between husband and
wife is not taxable Immediately if they are living
together. Any gain or loss Is deferred until the
asset is disposed of by the partner who receives
it. He or she is normally treated as having acquired
it for the original cost to the transferring partner.
plus indexation allowance up to the date of
transfer.

Special rules apply where the asset was acquired
by the transferring partner before 1 April 1982.
Ask your Tax Office for more details.

Whabonty bmufu nsw?

Speda reWe may be available on business assets
whten yIob retire from your business or when you
reafI

See our leaflets CGT6 'Retiremewnt reie on
disposal ofa business' a COTI)I 'Capital gains
tax and small businessest.

Reponlinggairi

If you receive a Tax Return you must complete
the section askong for details of gains and losses.
YOU May become liable to Interest and penalties
if you do not submit your return within 30 days
of the date on which it was issued or, If later, by
31 October following the end of the tax year in
which the gain arose.

If YOU do not receive a Tax Return for a tax year,
and have not already been asked for details of
your gains and losses In that year, you must
report them to your Tax Office if the gains
exceed the annual exempt amount. In this case,
if YOU do not report gains within twelve months
of the end of the tax year In which they arose
you may become liable to interest and penalties.

You must tell the Tax Office about changes
which could affect your tax position, If you do
not, you may pay more than you should or find
that you owe tax.

55-2S7 9-
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Propsal were Induided i di e nnce 1U
folowing die Budget on 28 November 1993
which afec disposals made after 5 April 1996,
that Is In the tax yewr 1996-97 andi ate years
The time Sowed In which to make some dlims
and elections is reduced front two year to one
year and ten months. Such dilms and elections
will have to be made by 31 Januasy which Is one
yea and ten months ate the end of10w year of
assessment i whlchyou morde the relevant
dsa.

So, lbr disposals made In 19"6-970 dh lim or
election must be made by 31 January 1999.

These notes do not cow evay pon but any
Tax Office or Tax Erulsy Cai* wi be pleased
to hewp you. They can also glve you any ofldie
odin leaflets mentioned. You may also consult
the Inand Revenue Capta GaInts Mantual at
these offIces.

Their address Is in your loA phone bokundetr
'Inland Revenue'. Most offices are open to the
publk from 9.30am to 4pmn Monday to Friday,
and some are also open outside thes hours.



Statement 9f Senator Connie Mack

I commend the Chairman for holding today's Senate
Finance hearing on the tax treatment of capital gains. For many
years now, there has been a large and growing consensus among
economists, lawmakers, and taxpayers that our tax system has
become a tremendous obstacle to economic growth and our
standard of living. Therefore, Pm glad to see bipartisan support
for balancing the budget while also providing needed tax relief--
including capital gains tax ghanges. If the "era of big
government" is over than the era of big tax burdens must be
reversed as well.

Our current tax, system punishes saving and investing and is
-unfit to carry us into the 21 st Century. By punishing investment
and capital formation, we are jeopardizing a better future for
ourselves, our children and grandchildren. Examining pro-
growth tax policies could not be more timely or important to the
welfare of all Americans. Despite slow and steady economic
growth, the latest Census Bureau data reveal that real family
income is lower today than in 1989. We can and must do better.
Regardless of how high tax rates have been raised, the federal
government has historically collected around 19 percent of GDP
in revenue. What this tells us is we need to focus our energies'

~ inreaingeconmicgrothnot tax rates.

If we are truly interested in improving economic growth
and the standard of living of all Americans, we must stop
punishing productivity-increasing investment. We know that the
best way to ensure higher wages is to improve productivity.
Therefore, we need capital to invest in the research, technologies
and equipment that will make American workers the most
productive and competitive in the world. The punitively high
capital gains tax has diminished our chances of achieving our
greatest growth potential. Also, in today's global economy, we
must be sure our tax policies are competitive with other
industrialized nations, which often have more favorable tax
treatment of savings and investment.



The current capital gains tax represents punitive double
taxation, and taxes illusory gains due simply to inflation. It is
ironic that the Treasury Department just issued inflation-indexed

--- bonds to protect investors from inflation but still levies an
inflation tax on capital gains '. This obvious policy conflict must
be corrected by at least indexing capital gains for inflation. We
must put an end to the practice of taxing people on "phantom
income" due solely to inflation.

Cutting the capital gains tax rate and indexing it for
inflation would promote, not punish, economic growth. That is
why I am introducing a bill that would cut the capital gains tax
rate, (especially for small businesses), index for inflation, and
allow a capital loss deduction on a principal residence. In recent
years, major tax hikes have taken their toll on economic growth
and the American family. It's now time we begin rewarding
-saving, investing, and the entrepreneurial spirit that made this
country the world's economic leader.

To ensure capital gains tax relief becomes a reality, the
politically motivated "rich vs. poor" class warfare must stop,
and the defenders of the status quo must make way for positive
change. Capital gains arei~ just for the "rich." According to
IRS tax return data, '56 percent of taxpayers reporting capital
gains have incomes below $50,000 -- meaning more than 8
million households earning less than $50,000 would likely
benefit from capital gains tax relief. More than 83 percent of
capital gains are reported by households with less than $100,000
in income.

Simply stated, a large and growing number of ordinary
middle-income Americans are directly or indirectly invested in
the stock market. They invest directly by buying shares
themselves or indirectly through savings in mutual finds, IRA
accounts, or pension plans at work. The proportion of families
who own stocks has increased dramatically from 32 percent in
1989 to 41 percent by 1995. Cutting, capital gains taxes would
encourage families to save even more and make it easier for.
them to buy a home, prepare for retirement, or pay for their
childrens' education.



And let's not forget that capital gains taxes are largely a
voluntary tax, since investors decide when they sell the ir assets.
According to analysis by the Joint Economic Committee, there
is more than $1.5 trillion in "locked-up" capital in our economy
due to the steep capital gains tax rate. Investors should be
allowed to freely move their money into new investments
without paying punitive capital gains tax rates. Reducing the
capital gains tax rate and indexing it for inflation will unleash
greater investment opportunities, create jobs, boost growth and
government revenue to the benefit of all income groups.

New entrepreneurial activity that boost economic growth
takes money, and the demands for capital are the greatest they
have been in decades. New technologies are opening the door to
greater productivity gains and new products. We must ensure
that the adequate savings and investment needed to fuel new
technologies and productivity gains are available. A more
productive workforce will increase incomes and our standard of
living.

No doubt the typical static income distribution and
revenue models used to trumpet the so-called tax "winners"'
and "losers" will be used in an attempt to scare US into
preserving the status quo. However, to date these models do
not encompass the real essence of capital gains tax relief--its
potential to make everyone better off through economic
growth and to increase incomes across all classes.

I believe providing capital gains tax relief is one of the best
pro-growth measures we can give to the American family this
year. It would make the U.S. more competitive by reducing
capital costs, prevent the unfair taxation of inflationary gains,
increase the mobility of investments, and foster greater savings
and entrepreneurship.
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Capital Gains Tax Reduction and the Economy
by Alien Sinai*

After six year. of an extraordinary business upturn and now an economy near Mil employment,extending and preering the expansion without accelerating price inflation has become th"aor
chalng for economic policy.
Against this backdrop, changes in tax policies. that increase sai&,dce pouctive investmentand capital formation, raise productivity grwth, increase the r force and jobs, and raisepotential output should be considered. Given the need to balance the fedealbdtan
eventually run a surpus in times of crsety, any new tax reductions must be balancedlagainst
the costs in lost revenes and oo Mg reductions in outlay. with the best tax reductions
those that produce the biggest "bang-for-a-buck" in supply-sides potential at the lowest cost.
Whatever net reduction in tax receipts midght occur from any tax reduction must be ofietbyoutlay reductions in order to maintain a balanced budget. Tax policies that stimulate consumption
rather than saving; or investment, with little significant payfinpttalwhadlrgcos

in ostta reeipsare not appropriate at near Rill employmet unles euivalent outlay
reductions can be found. The political and economic costs of such outlay reductions can bie
prohibitive.

19,the question of reu1 gcptl an ae eesrcrig
Of the various criteria for judging caital gistax reductions-fairrness or e uity; distortions in
relative prices or tax efficiency; the cost of capital; international competitiveness; too heavy
taxation of capital i a grwing economy;, and the effects on growth and economic performanc-
the one relating to gt and economic performance has received relatively little attention.
Most studies of capital gains tax reduction have been microeconomic in nature, with fewperformed on the ful scale of macroeconomic effects. Most have focused on sma segmnts Ofthe economy, isses related to reveues from "unlockino," questions narrowly related to finance,
or topics dealing with. the specific details of capital gains. Only a few have tried to asses the
overall macroeconomnic effects of capital gains tax reduction, although the intuition and
framework of many would suggest that lower capital gains taxes should stimnulate the economy,jobs, capital formattion, new ventures, and raise the maiximumn sustainable rate of economic

This statement discuss the macroeconomic effect of caital gin tax reduction, reporting on
compue smltons wiha lre-scae macroeconometrc moe ofteU0 .ta plae heavy

emhss on finance and interctons with the real economy, certain su ply-side efcsfrom
chne in taxation, as well as incorporating expectational efects on fiacal markets from
various policies and changes in the economy.'I

P~M mi ChW OhMi W 5c IMa bm~ Dem~ift EasinMu, W4 Cbe( Ohhe Emoaid lb1 WEPA Cksmy VuIkhg A4=4~
Nhbeecdfftaaw sed rowi bmWe deb hiwy.

Esmooe ftftmee. SEmis A~mhe ism. a irn Swim, ft 37. OdAff 1990 ad 5evt "d 1v~ s 12 a M
s.phmw 3.ueur *@ Cseeect MAineom Tax kededsm, CONAMN M WeIu md UMM - 1710. Ofe dRWOU6911 Hwb Neh
Tax rev m to i Cmwcs PM Aawtc^ imeap 24.19M.lnb h doamemdee 4de Mode cash b td is A.Sisal. fdei MA

RM MbMqw - ~ V& It N&, 1i. Me I . s



Capital Gains Tax Reductio, and the Economy
Over the years, various program to reduce Capital gains taxes have been proposed.
Currently, ongoing research is being udraetoxmieheaceonmic effects ofcurrent
capital gs tax proo sals, including reutosi fective capital gistax rates for individualsandl corporations, indextig capita] gain for inflation and more pelc, targeted capital gains taxreduction proposals.
By-ard-g, work with a full system mnodel of the U.S. economy, which includes numerouschcptlgains taxes affect financial markets, the cost of caital economicactivity, entrepreneurip %uply-side potential and feedback on tax receips fm changes ineconomic activity and the stoc market, produces the following. 2

Capital gains tax reduction increases savings, capital spending and capital formation, economic
growth, jobs, productivity and potential output. The increases relatve to what might havehapj~enedotherwse are deintely significant, butt small to modest in magnitudes. The costs of theCapital gistax reduction, in terms of lost revenues, vary dependingowhte the calculatedrevenue los is static or ex-ante ~. the initial cost of the tax reduction; include macroeconomicfeedback -on tax receipts at federal state and local government levels; include realizations as aconsequence of Change in economic ai the stock market and new capital gisortakeaccount of 4 unlockin~ previously unrel Capital gains because of the change in capital gainstaxation.

Capital gains tax reduction is' unique among tax policies in its financial market effects andgeneration of capital gains, which in tun, can provide additional tax receipts at the new lowercapital gains rate, along with additional funds fom unlocking to be spent or saved by individualsand corporations.
All taxes that stimulate economic activity produce additional tax receiin r"spnse; none caninduce additional tax receipt from hiS economic activity that wil fg pay for the ornal taxcut. However, because of drect et1icts on equity' market prices and new tax receipts frmtheunlocking of unrealized capital gins capital gains tax reduction has the graetchance ofminimizing the loss of tax reepts that arises when a tax reduction is put into place.
Capital Gains Tax Reduction: Some Preliminary Quantitative Results from CurrentProposalt
Tables 1-3 show some estimates of the macroeconomic effects from capital gains tax reductionsfor individuals and corporations-a program of a 50/,o exclusion of long-term capital gains forindividuals and a 25% capital gains tax rate on the long-term capital gains of corporations. Theseresults are prefrliary and subject to change in subsequent work, but provide the general thrust ofthe macroeconomic effects that have been determined in ongoing research.
The reduction in capital gains taxes raises the aftertax return on equity to shareholders andreduces the aftertax weighted average cost of debt and equity, leading to a somewhat higher stockmarket as individuals shift investments toward equities, increased household net worth or wealthincreased consumptiongetrbsns capital outlay on eq ient and plant and hige rtaGDP'. New business incorporations nise as well, a supply-side entrepreneurshlip effect. Jobs areincreased, along with earning and corporate jyoflts, leading to increased consumption andgreater economic activity. The increased activity induces more spending on consumption and

ivsmn,icrease expected future earnings growth and stock market valuations, reducnfurther the cos ofcpital, inducing more entrepreneurial effort, spending, orders, production, jobsand business activity.

2 Oftcoues it em be noe th" sconomirio eode simulatons we NwAM if liit'at ve ulyses oedieion upon the UNIying astmions, ona. stucur orta economy as modeled Any palicular remit a reported iscoly con na iitribuice of puasle outcome. for a siven policy chanowa =onie ea.dUAtrion ea.., mo e.. bt ~notlobo take. iterally a aaslefigue oak tqinoodacicn Econometric mode.rpme hiceY.provieleg no mors nor lea. tlhas b ou cqteure an hidorical dais and the procemee thOW underlie a. phmn1- icoepora ndw oa economy mda. mcod at &ti h. aee ia policies fiscal or nmnaty. cm iapeot an a. economnys stuci sootig up fore. tha make for a new stautur-oioe withv the old making tho remsls obtained in smuslatic only approxhuiom
to a. can of toapin - ub taainuemn csmhavs, ocaimd over a. poau pajo so itould be rernudreasnambwl in tho6forcal data To the enet tha mkab cbatilly eliecounk fMas eveot, the MMde used reflects thw phenomonceo a. 6 only largsecelmodels tha attemipts to use modd-cosidnit mpectatiom a ftanlss mLe., ... th projotionwa mod al~ kof asnw ipnto hi. iancial uekatrecieau, thresl a quick &ccaaing olfiaere %v wo i e nab.. etinwet and ast price.
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The increased economic activity induces additional tax receipts at the federal and state levels,
from individuals and corporations, on income, saeeceadscaecurity to an extent

o the static7 or "ex-ante cogt of the captain gain tax reduction. 6 ver tinmeh
Thr s exceed any rise in the labor force, ing bu a loweruneployment rat.

e ha~g n rieinflation ie the =os naure of th nraein aggregate
demad an som na in productivity growth and in potential GDP.

The s dilation. reported in Table 1 shows a rise in real ODP, compared with the Baseline, of 0.5%
at its peak~a nraeo 0. 1 percetae points per year in real eomic gowth, and a long-run
decline in the unemploymt rate of 0. percentage pons h nras fjb ek at around
400,000 t' iree to four years after the tax change before diminishing somewat to a permanent
200,000.
National savings rises with cptal gains tax reduction, a consequence of increased personal and
business savings and a rise inth.e personal savings rate (Table 1).

In pn, he reatr svins is generated by the increased income of a stronger economy in
response to the reductions in the capital gains tax, but also is due to the increased flows-of-ffinds,
from higher capital gains realizations, especally at the individual level, some of which go back to
government at the new lower capital gains tax rate but most of which are available for spending or
saving by individuals and, for corporations, on new investment or in cash flow. The additional
savings generated by increased realizations, both "unlocked" and because of a higher equity
market are assumed to be mostly saved rather than spent, in a pattern different fr-om the
consumption and saving out of current disposable income.3
Capital spending also is higher, the result of a lower rental price of capital, increased economic
activity, and a shift toward capital formation from 'current outlays because of increased
entrepreneurship activity.
Although the magnitudes ofe change are not large, they are significant. And, from a
microeconomic point of view, an average of $33 bilon per year of increased real GDP, 400,000
new jobs after three or four years, 0. 1 perc~ae pints higher average hourly compensation. and
greater new business incorporations averaging 1,000 per year would be notable.
The rise in saving that occtirs~helps keep interest rates from rising in the face of the increased
economic activity, in1 turn promoting some ccipia formation as well. And, the 0. 1 percentage
point rise in productivity growth and somewhat higher potential GDP provides supply-side help to
the economy, even though the ipagnitudes are relatively small.
The ex-ante, or static, revenue loss calculated from the program totals nearly $150 billion over the
next six years. Increased realizations, as estimated by Prinark Decision Economica (PDE), and
macroeconomic Wcivity feedback effects on taxes reduce the net cost of the ca pitall gains tax
reduction to only $8.4 billion by 2002 compared to the Baseline and total $56 billion for the six-
year period.

Dpnigon the unlocking that occurs at the new lower capital gains tax rates and increased
relztosthat generate new tax receipts at the lower capital gais tax rate, the overall flill

expost cost of the capital gistxredfuction could be very small or even positive. Previous
estimates by the ICT and0 TAmare used in Table 3 to provide a rough approximation.'

What safly can be indicated is that capital gains tax reductions will be substantially less costly
than the initial estiniatbd revenue loss because of macroeconomic feedback, increased realizations,
and unlocking of unrealized capital gains, the latter a unique feature of this particular tax.

More than any other tax policy, capital gains tax reduction has the best chance at mninimiizing the
loss in tax receipts, net, relative to the gains in economic activity, entrepreneurship, productivity
and potential output.

3The kegrim (1m4.bw yaw) nwghel PrOPWAky so COAMe (I4CU wwldpeM maca .6114 in e Model %..1 OA for A realized an
VVpi m21 k~ed M A Use w Wl r"0e44 to Ue (MP5) is bibw for hgh 600me Om and Wood realized capital ph. eccas
So hamsboo UsnMeeM amcpciAa M eenpiifie Cap#ta ph. rma am m ry be vwed ns wKWO AM% n. w MPC Would be

4 Newwwmiedokioag a. om~w proposal .d amcc ane unA u aweeza apita -~j wit reelil have na bees palmed
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Some Further Observation
The program analyzd, which is indicative of most capital gains tax reduction proposalssol
raise the personal sains rate, in part because of increased income from greater economic activity
but also the additionasavings realze from increased caitlgan realiations on the lower
capital gains tax. Some of Mhe increased realizations wouTl bei response to a higher stock
market; some should occur from the unlocking of previously unrealized caital gins taxed at a
lower capital gain tax rate. The increased realizations mnrae additional tax receipts at the
federal anid state levels because-of highe income, greater es and, more earnings subject to social
security. But, not all of the iit~nd aized frm the increased realizans are siphoned to
government. Most become available for spending or savin b idividuals and corporations. The
additional flids that are saved tend to be reinvested in the eqWty or other financial markets, may
be used for puchse of bis-ticket items, and also can hlp reduce indebtedness. For
corporations, te ieaed cash flow thaZ comes from higher realizations also are spent or saved,
on capital goods or in hiring, saved in tht, form of debt reduction, used in strategic business
initiatives or invested in financial assets.
The results shown in Table 1 indicate an average 0. 1 percentage pit rise in the personaing
rate over a six-yer period, much higher in Year I and HI when capital gains realizatns aethe
highest and low thereafte.
Capital spending in equipment and plant is enhanced through a lower weighted average cost of
debt and equity, in turn a reduction in the rental price of capital, which, along with increased
output and e=ane cash flow leads to new capital formation. The lower cost of capital, or
discount rate. raises fljndimenta valuations of equities.

The jobs created in the process, increased income and higher household wealth stimulate
cosmto spending and economic activity benefits from it, the increase insaigndmr

capital spending Capital gains tax reduction also stimulates entrepreneurial effort through
increased new business incorporations, adding to productivity pgowth and the potential output of
the economy. Increases in the labor force and the stock of capital also raise potential output.

The broad-based effects of reducing effective capital gains taxation thus are many including the
balance sheets of households, business and the government sectors, and generally is widespread
acoss the economy in its effects.
More targeted capital gains refef for example an increase in the capital gisallowed on home
sales or a change. in the rule requiring the purchase of higher-priced homes within 18 months of
the sale of an exidsting home, also should stimulate economic activity in similar ways to broad-
based capital gains re4e but nowhere near as much in magnitude and scope.

Capital gains relief for home-selling and home-bu 4ng would certainly increase housing activity,
the turnover of sales, probably raise the price of homes, therefore increasing household net worth
and consumption.
But, much less benefit would accrue to savings, in general, capital formation, productivity and the
maximum sustainable rate of eqonomic growth. Entrepreneurship, except in te housing and real
estate area, would not benefit fiom such a measure.

Other proposals on capital gins tax reduction should qualitatively show simiar results to those
analyzed int this statement

Capital gans rate which slides lower as the holding period of the asset lengthens would likely
stimulate savings, capital spending jobs and the economy, but be spread out much more over timfe
and be much smaller in magnitude. The cost of such a program would be smaller than that of the
broad-based capital gains tax reduction indicated, however.

Indexing capital gaim for inflation is desirable in any situation because of the stimulative effect on
theecoomyand enhanced economic prformance,- but also to remove a distortion in relative

prices of eputy and debt, along with tehige cost of saving and capital formation in current
time given the effective inflation-adjusted cost of capital.
in any circumstance,. because qf the distortions in relative prices currently and over time in the
taxation of the inflation component of capital gains, indexing capital gains for inflation would be
desirable.
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Although potentially difficult in administration, inflation adjustment to the basis of assets for
purposes of determining gain or Ioss on the disposition of assets should be legislated.
ConclusonsI
Broad-based capital gains tax reduction should be undertakenn.
Based on large-scale maroconometric model simulation of a 501% exclusion on tong-tern capital

gisfor individuals and a lower 25% long-term capital gains tax rate for corporations, the Sinai-
Boston Model indicates a higher natona and pesnal sings. rate, increased investment in
equipment and plant, higher econmc growth an leIes of economic activity, increased jobs, and

alwrueployment rate.
Of the criteria for judging tax reductions, reduction of effective capital gains tax rates fbr
individuals, and corporations Is desirable on almost all--on the basis of distortions and relative
price tax efficiency, on the basis of reductions in the cost of capital, on the basis of teveling the
playing field on inernational competitiveness; on the basis of too heavy, in some case triple,
taxation of capital in the U.S. economy-, and on the basis of the effects of capital gains tax
reduction on economic growth'and economic performance. Only on the dimension of firness or
equity can a persusive case be made for not reducing capital gains taxes.
Ca ital *an tax reduction would stimulate both the suppty- and demand-sides of the economy at
relative little cost intlost tax receipts. Depending, on unlocldng the net loss on tax recs,

eseilyin eaiiy years, would be minimal, and could event bepsitive, reqwnng er
o0btn redAuctions of government outlays to balance the federal government budget. Such a

poicy is desirable for an economy like the United States that is near ful employment and where
the ain policy challenge is to extend and preserve the expansion without an increase in pnice

inflation,
The tax policies that should be undertaken ought to have the greatest chance of raising the
maximum sustainable rate of conic growth through increased saving capital formation,
productivity, and jobs. At a tiewhen achieving a balanced budget is an absolute necessity, any
tax reduction should be of minimal cost in lost tax receits an the required offsetting reductons
in outlas carfing with it maximum benefit on potentil upy

Capital aistax reduction has all of these features, uniquely exhiubiting an additional possible
fedakof tax receipts and additional saving because of the unrealized capital gains that would

be realized on a reduction in the effective capital gains tax rate.
There is little disagreemnent on the notion of increased capital gain realizations from a reduction
in the capital gains tax; any disagreements are mainly over the mfagnitudes, time form of response,
and permanence of the increae realizations relative to a situation without any capital gains tax
reduction.

On these grounds and others, it is time for Congress to enact the broad-based capital gains tax
reduction thtnow is appropriate for the U.S. economy.
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STATUIENT OF PAUL A. VOLCKR
before the_

COMMITTEE On FINANCE
of the

UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON, DC
MARCH 13, 1997

Mr. chairman and Members of the Committees

As I understand it, you have invited me today not as an
expet on all the intricacies of capital gains taxation but
am one who night reflect a common sense' viev from the
perspective of appropriate public policy. No doubt, you will
be reminded this morning that what is "common sense' may lie
in the eye of the beholder. But it is also true that there
is little generally accepted empirical (or even theoretical)
'truth' in this area. Moreover, approaches that seen
conceptually sound on economic -grounds may clash with
administrative realities and concepts of equity.

An you debate what to do, Il do think it relevant to.
remind you of aspects of the economic background about which
there can be little debate. The American economy is in one
of its longest periods of expansion, with low unemployment
and strong job creation; it is indeed performing better than
any other major industrialized country. The stock market has
been rising to the point that some question has been raised
as to whether its exuberance might be irrational. Business
innovation is flourishing. venture capital is in strong
supply, certainly more than in other countries. The adaptive-
and risk-taking instincts -of our capital markets have become
the envy of the world.

All that has happened while we have had among the
highet capital gains tax rates in the world, effectively at
2.5 percent or more over most of the post-World War 11
period. Indeed, the 1986 Act,, as it reduced marginal income
tax rates, eiinated almost all special capital gains tax
preferences. Wile the tax rate for long-term capital gains
was capped (appropriately in my view) when marginal income
tax rates were raised in the 19901sm, the 28 percent Federal
rate (with more added by important states) remains high by
world standards.

I an not about to claim cause endeffect -- that high
capital gains taxes are responsible for the good economic
and financial performance.-But it is demonstrable that
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capital gains taxation has not dragged economic activity or
financial market performance below their C~azrent, potential.

Surely, there is no general case for fiscal stimulus
right now; quite the contrary is true. And in the particular
area of capital gains taxation, the issue doesn't strike me
as pressing.

The question is the longer run. Productivity gains have
slowed appreciably in the last quarter century. As a nation,
that is a major concern that needs to be addressed. We do
need to consider carefully whether lower taxes on savings
and investment in general, or on capital gains in
particular, Eight make a significant contribution toward
improving the performance over time. At the same time,
questions of tax equaity and administrative complexity and
feasibility also arise.

A central element in our growth and productivity
potential must be our rate of national savings, which in
turn bears upon our ability as a nation to invest. rn
contrast to our performance in creating jobs and fostering
consumption, the United States is at the bottom of the world
league in savings. We sustain our investment -- which itself
is relatively low -- only by heavy borrowing from abroad. A
central priority for economic policy should be to increase
domestic savings as a basic ingredient in investment and
productivity.

The surest approach toward that result -- and an
approach directly controllable by the Government -- is to
balance the budget and to move beyond balance into a
structural surplus. In other words, we should stop public
borrowing, at the expense of future generations, and move to
greater saving. Consequently, especially with the economy
already close to or at its current potential, there should
be a clear bias against proposals for tax changes that would
reduce revenues.

The structure of taxation as well as its level can
also bear on private behavior -- how much people and
business enterprises choose to save and how much to consume
from current income. There is general agreement, I think,
that our present tax structure bears particularly hard on
savings in general and on equity investment in particular.
Those considerations point, it seems to me, to much more use
of consumption taxes, and to reduced emphasis on personal
and business income taxes, as we move toward budgetary
balance and surplus. But where do capital gains taxes fit
in?

Reduced capital gains taxes should influence the
composition of private savings. Broadly, flows into equity -
- common stock, real estate, and private businesses --
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should be enhanced relative to interest-earning asset.
However, the effect on total savings seems to me highly
uncertain. Moreover# as a matter of relative priority, any
effect should be judged in the light of other tax benefits
afforded retirement savings and changes that might be made
in-that area.-

So far-as budget balance is concerned, scenarios can
easily be envisaged in which a capital gains tax reduction,
so long as the reduction is significant but not too large,
would actually raise revenues for a year or two as existing
investments are "unlocked". (That effect would,, of course,
be maximized if the reduction was thought to be temporary,
but uncertainty about the sustainability of a reduction
would surely undermine its economic effectiveness)..
Consequently, a reduction could help the immediate budgetary
situation, but- what will really count for total savings, and
ultimately for investment, will be the medium and longer-run
revenue effects.

In that perspective, it seems to me to require strained
assumptions (no matter how "dynamic" you want to make them)
to assume a sizable reduction in capital gains tax rates
will generate a significant ag~inl increase in capital
gains tax revenues. The more likely result over time from a
reduction large enough to affect economic behavior would be
some loss of such revenue. That would surely be the case
with very large reductions; it would be certain if the rate
approached or reached zero as some have proposed.

The potential effects of a capital gains tax reduction
on productivity and long-term economic growth (and thus
general tax revenues) will need to depend heavily on whether
such a reduction will provide special stimulus to new
ventures, innovation and risk-taking nd that greater risk-
taking will,, at the margin, have an exceptionally large
economic pay off. Instinctively, it is easy to be
sympathetic to the view that some entrepreneurial activity
would be encouraged. However, it also seems clear that the
impact on the economy and productivity would be gradual and
long-term. many other factors -- notably the trend in total
savings -- will probably swamp the effects.

Moreover, as I suggested earlier, venture, capital seems
in good supply today and apparently is more and more
provided by non-taxable investors. Consequently, the
favorable but limited impact on risk-capital and
productivity would need to be balanced off against the cost
-- budgetary and economic -- of a loss of revenue. There is
another cost as well of a sizable cut in capital gains
taxes: that is the rekindling of tax arbitrage and tax
shelter activities that do not contribute to economic
growth.
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Considerations of that kind suggest the potential
attractiveness of "targeted" capital gains tax reductions
aimed particularly at venture capital and now enterprises.
The trouble is such targeted reductions require rather
arbitrary distinctions, add greatly to administrative-
complexity, and generate essentia 'lly unproductive efforts to
artificially meet the favored tax criteria.

As a practical matter, I suspect that it would be
difficult to confine "targeted" capital gains cuts to areas
that objectively seem most promising from the standpoint of
efficiency and productivity. Surely, the most popular target
for favorable capital gain tax treatment is housing (and
real estate generally), areas with large social and
political appeal but with limited or nonexistent rationale
from the standpoint of economic efficiency.

on both economic and equity grounds, the clearest
conceptual case for capital gains tax reform arisen in the
context of an inflationary economy. A rising price level
over time means that taxation of nominal increases in
capital value may cut into real gains to a much greater
extent than intended. In extreme cases, real losses can be
inflicted on the asset holder. For that reason, many
economists argue that, logically, capital gains should be
deflated by an acceptable price index before being taxed.

frmI am not among them. The'temptation. to seek insulation
frmthe pernicious effects of inflation by indexing is, I

suppose, natural. But limited indexing is itself distorting
and if inflation persists will almost inevitably lead to
demands to insulate other sectors. in the end the process is
clumsy and self-defeating. The present controversy over how
to accurately measure prices increases is only a small, but
nonetheless telling, part of the problem.

In the area of taxation, how can we reasonably insulate
capital gains while we make no allowance for the
inflationary component in interest? That is not simply a
question of equity and avoiding economic distortion. There
is a potential administrative nightmare in drawing up, and
enforcing, rules against directly or indirectly borrowing
(with interest fully tax deductible) to hold capital assets
(with gains partly tax exempt).

The way to deal with the adverse impact Of inflation on
capital gains, as on so many other aspects of economic life,
is to achieve and maintain reasonable price stability. As a
nation, we have now gone a long ways in that direction after
the unprecedented inflationary episode in the 1970'8. Over
almost all of our national history, inflation has not been a
major problem in peace time. This is no time to sound a note
of accommodation or retreat.
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The suggestion has been made that capital gains tax
rates be progressively reduced as the holding period is
extended. As a practical matter, such an approach would
relieve much of the concern about the erosion of real values
by gradual inflation. At the same time, it would reward
"patient* capital, arguably of particular significance for
innovative entrepreneurs and new ventures.

Such an approach would raise additional issues of
complexity and administration, requiring more record-
keeping. Moreover, the distinction, from a conceptual
standpoint, would create new arbitrary elements in decisions
about when to buy and sell assets, distorting markets.
Theoretically at least some of the sought-for benefits for
-productivity and efficiency would be offset.

My own instinct is that "f ine tuningw downward
adjustments year-by-year' may create more complications than
benefits. Nonetheless# I would welcome careful exploration
and debate about the potential advantages of a staged
reduction beyond the one-year point in present law, say
after a five year holding period.

Such an approach would presumably be welcomed by home
owners, real estate investors, family businesses and
farmers. Presumably such a change would be loe costly than
a large general reduction in the capital gains rate.
Moreover, it would relieve -he pernicious *lock-in" effects
of the favorable treatment of capital gains at death.

To summarize, a near-term reduction in the capital
gains tax rate from present levels does not strike me as a
pressing mattqr, especially given the current performance of
the economy and the medium and longer-term budgetary
prospects. Looking further ahead, I do believe we have long
taxed savings and investment too heavily. Mainly for that
reason, but also because of the adverse effects of even
gradual inflation, the practical decision to cap capital
gains taxes below high top-bracket income tax rates strikes
me ail sensible. However, a very large across the board
reduction in capital gains taxes poses serious problems of
equity and complexity, of revenue loss and of distortion of
decision-making. Efforts to compromise the issue by highly
targeted reductions also pose enforcement and effectiveness
problems.

if public policy is to make a serious effort to raise
the level of savings and investment, and do so equitably,
the priorities seen to me clear. We should move as fast as
we can toward a surplus in the Federal budget. we should
also move in the direction of a consumption tax, reducing
the weight we place on both personal and corporate income
taxes. In that context, the idea of a limited reduction -in
existing capital gains tax rates -- with particular emphasis

on longer-term holdings -- could be explored. But I must
conclude with a word of warning. To the extent the debate
on capital gains taxation is permitted to detract attention
from th. larger budget and tax priorities I have emphasized#
the result will be counter-productive.
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STATEMENT oF THE AMERicAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION

The American Bankers Association (ABA) is pleased to sbm this statement for
the record in connecton with the March 13, 1997 hearing before the United State Senate,
Coawnime on F1inance, on the ta treatment of capital gains anod losses.

The ABA brings together al1 elements of the banking community to best represent
the interests of this rapidly changing inusatry. Its membership - which includes community,
regional, and money center banks and holding companies, as well a savings associations, trust
companies, savig banks and tift - makes ABA the largest banking trade assocaion in dhe
country.

At dhe outset, we would like to comm'end Chairman William Roth (R-DE) for
introduction of dhe "Amietican Family Tax Relief Act", S. 2, and ?,inonety Icade Tom Dasche (I)-
SD) for introducing dhe ^argeted Investment incentive and Economic Grow&h Act of 1997", S.
20, which would,howak~reduc capitalgains wesnd prdemicenave fr corporat nvestmt
in entrepreneurial smell business. We particularly comzr end Senators Orrin Hatch (R-tfl), John
Brmax p-LA). Charles Grassely, (R-IA), and Joeseph Leberman P-Cl) for introducing the
*Capital Formation Act of 1997", S. 66, which would provide a broad-based capital gw ain ucut
along with much needed impovmets to ecisutng small business stock investment tax incentives.

BROAD-BASED CAPITAL GAINS

ABA is pleased that the subject: of capital gains rate reduction has garnered bi-
partisan support We Muly support the enactment of tax legislation which incorporates; targete
investment incentives. foe small busin along with a brood-based capital gains cut.

The current tax regime eosentially discourages investment in the most efficient,
highest: return opportunities. A broad-based capied gains rate cut would reduce the cost of capital
onid encourage the wse of equity financinaher than debt, for business activities It would benefit
wide variety of income groups and economic sectors, including retirs, iddeicm aiis
large and sall investors, businesses, farmers, and entreprenmrs According to die 1996
Congri-*o! Budget Office report, in 1989, thirtyone percent of fismilies with incomes under

$20,000 owned capita assets, not including thei personal residences. For families with incomes
between 820,000 and $50,00 tie figure was fifty-four percent. Also, according to the Investrent
Company Institute, approximately sixt-percent of households earning $50,000 or less own mutua

6~dinvestments.

Capital gains too relief is necessary in order to increase capital formation, stimulate
saving and, investment, raise domestic wages, anod to boost domestic economic growth. Accordingly
a broad-based tax cuttwould impact viruway every sector of the American economy.

VENTURE CAPITAL

Under the present law, ventur capital investment of corporations is effectively
taxed at *are level (1) the eamingpi of die ruait of the capital wre subjec to die regular
corporate income tax (9 di e me by die venur ed~a subsidiary are subec to the

r a m income tax and (3) distributions to individual stockholders of the investing corporation
or the bank holding company parent =r once sai und. Reducing the capital gains to rate is
expected to "unloWk capital assts lower inaves1 run. and spur the economy, resulting in risin

(111)
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federal revenes it would also encourage venture capital investments by financial institutions by
lowering the excessively high cost of capital.

The banking industry is actively involved in the venture capital business and is a vital
source of venture capital funding. Banks represent a stable source of venture capital tha has
provided a cushion during periods when other sources of capital have contracted. By obtaining
funds from the parent holding company, banks provide consistent, long-tet. support for the
venture firms. Bank venture capital subsidiaries -are also less subject to the fluctuations of the
availability of venture capital funds and may also diversify their portfolios across industries and
geographic regions to reduce risk.

Many of the larger U.S. commercial banks have non-bank venture capital
subsidiaries which obtain funding from a parent bank holding company. In recent years,
commercial banks have provided between 6 and 13 percent of all new venture capital invested eac&
year, amounting to more tha $5 billion. Bank venture capital investments have crated
approximately 80,000 new jobs over the last ten years.

Generally, investment in the stock of young entrepreneurs firms is'among the most
productive of investments. According to the Small Business Administration, a new job is created
for every $17,000 of venture capital invested. These high risk, innovative and usually highly
techniical enterprises often must rely on investor purchase Of stock to finance their operations.
Most venture companies have little or no operating history -and virtually no sales. A very large
percentage of them produce losses or Fail However, successful venture businesses are among the
fastest growing domestic companies. A reduction in the rate of capital gains tax on corporate
venture capital investments is not only appropriate but sorely needed to stimulate continued job
growth and development.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we support legislative efforts to reduce the tax rate on capital gains.
We believe that -any capital gains tax cut should be fiscally responsible, should provide benefits to all
sectors of the economy and should reduce capital costs, prevent taxation of inflationary gains,
facilitate move ent of capital and promote entrepreneurship. Although we support the
Administration's proposal to eliminate station of capital gain on the sale of certain principal
residences, we are disappointed that the proposal is limited in scope and does not provide for a
broad-based capital gains tax cut. We urge you to include provisions to provide broad-based and
targeted venture capital tax relief in the revenue reconciliation portion of the fiscal year 1998
budget.

Thank you, once again, for allowing us to submit this statement. We look forward to
working with you on these and other important issues.

The American Bankers Association
March 13, 1997
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Farm Bureau supports repeal of capital gains taxes. Until repeal is possible, Farm Bureau
supports cutting the rate to no more than 15 percent. It is wrong to tax earnings twice. In
addition, the tax interferes with the sale of farm assets and causes asset allocation decisions to be
made for tax reasons rather than business reasons. The result is the inefficient allocation of
scarce capital resources, less net income for farmers and reduced competitiveness in international
markets.

Farmers need capital gains tax relief in order to ensure the cost and availability of investment
capital. Access to affordable capital influences agriculture's ability to compete with overseas
production. Most farmers and ranchers have limited sources of outside capital. It must come
from internally-generated funds or from borrowing from financial institutions. The capital gains
tax reduces the amount of money available for reinvestment by farmers and ranchers. Financial
institutions look closely at financial performance, including the impact of the capital gains tax on
the profit-making ability of a business.

Capital gains taxes affect the ability of new farmers and ranchers to enter the industry and expand
their operations. While :nany think of the capital gains tax as a tax on the seller, in reality it is a
penalty on the buyer. Older farmers and ranchers are often reluctant to sell assets because they
do not want to pay the capital gains taxes. Buyers must pay a premium to acquire assets in order
to cover the taxes assessed on the seller. These higher costs for asset acquisition negatively
impact the ability of new and expanding farmers and ranchers to make a profit and compete in
international markets.

Proceeds from the sale of many agricultural commodities including timber, Christmas trees, and
breeding livestock such as dairy cows, horses, sheep, and hogs are subject to the capital gains tax.
The extended production cycles of these commodities rightfully merits capital gains treatment
but it is unfair to0 tax the proceeds from the sale of trees and breeding livestock at ordinary rates.
Farmers and ranchers who produce slow maturing commodities must wait for years to recover
their investment and do so at high risk. This is justification for a capital gains tax rate that is no
more than 15 percent.

Farm Bureau supports adjusting capital gains for inflation so that only real gains in the value of
assets would be taxed. Under current law, many farmers and ranchers pay an effective tax rate
that is extreme and sometimes end up paying more in capital gains taxes than the increase in the
real value of the assets. Farmers and ranchers are reluctant to sell land and farm assets and
reinvest in other assets, even when that may make the best business sense. For assets held for
long periods of time, adjusting their value for inflation is a matter of fairness.
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Farmrland provides a good example. Farmers and ranchers on average hold farmland for about 30
years. In 1966, farmland in Missouri was selling for an average of $142 per acre. In 1996, the
average was $948. A farmer who bought 300 acres of land in 1966 for $42,600 and sold it in
1996 would have a taxable gain of $241,800 and owe $67,704 at a 28j-rcent tax rate. Average
prices in the U.S. economy are now 4.26 times what they wera 30 years ago. This means that the
real increase of value on those 300 acres was $ 102,924, making the effective tax rate on the real
capital gain 66 percent.

Farmr Bureau'supports allowing receipts from the sale of farm and ranch assets to be placed
directly into a pre-tax individual retirement savings account (IRA). Withdrawals would be taxed
at the regular applicable income tax rate. Farm and ranch assets accumulated over a lifetime are
often the "retirement plan" for farmers and ranchers. Allowing these funds to be placed into a
pre-tax account would treat farmers and ranchers in the same manner as other taxpayers who
contribute to IRA- throughout their working life.

Farmn Bureau also believes that the current once-in-a lifetime exclusion of $125,000 on the sale
of a primary residence by a taxpayer over 55 years of age should be increased to $500,000 and
expanded to include farms and ranches. The exclusion should not be limited to a single use by a
taxpayer over age 55 and, if not used, should be added to an individual's estate tax exemption.

American farmers and ranchers are the most productive in the world, producing 16 percent of the
world's food on just 7 percent of the land. Farm and ranch productivity allows U.S. citizens to
spend only 9.3 percent of their income on food, the lowest percentage in the world.

.Agriculture and related industries provide jobs for more than 21 million people. Nearly 3.5
million people operate farms or work on farms. Another 3.6 million produce the machinery and
inputs used on the farm or process and market what farmers produce. More than 14 million work
in whole.,ale or retail businesses helping get farm products from the farm to consumers.

In order for farmers to continue this high le~veI. of productivity, reform in capital gains tax laws is
needed without delay. Thle results will benefit farmers, consumers and the economy.
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Statement of the
National Council of Fanner Cooperatives

Submitted to the
Senate Committee on Finance

March 13, 1997

Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, and Members of the Committee. We

appreciate the opportunity to submit our statement to this Committee concerning

the impact of capital gains and other taxes on farmers and cooperatives.

The National Council of Farner Cooperatives is a nationwide association of -

cooperative businesses owned and controlled by farmers. Its membership

includes nearly 80 'major fanner marketing, supply and credit cooperatives, plus

31 state councils. NCFC members in turn, represent more than 4000 local

fanner cooperatives across the nation, with a combined membership of nearly

1.6 million farmers.

These fanner owned-businesses handle almost every type of agricultural

commodity produced in the U.S., market these commodities domestically and

around the world, and furnish production supplies and credit to their farmer

members and patrons. NCFCs mission is to develop and support national

policies and programs which protect and promote the economic well-being of

farmer cooperatives and their members.

Fanner Cooperatives Are an Important Self-Help Tool for Fanners - and are

extremely important to their well being and livelihood. Given the changes in

the recent farm. bill and continued budget pressures, it has become more

important than ever for farmers to be able to join together in cooperative efforts:
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*to better manage the risk inherent in agriculture;

*to achieve the necessary economies of scale;
*to capitalize on new market opportunities, including value-added; and
*compete more effectively in the global marketplace.

We believe, the elimination or, at least, a Reduction in the Current Capital
Gains Tax would benefit farmers and cooperatives alike.

Farming is a capital-intensive business. The current tax policy in this country
does not encourage the transfer of assets from one generation to another, or the
intra-generational transfer of assets. This policy hinders cooperatives. The
current capital gains tax structure serves as a disincentive to invest in many
farmer-owned cooperatives.

Farmers are independent individuals who work hard to create their own
opportunities and to create their own personal financial safety net. In order for
farm families to become financially secure over the long haul and into their
retirement years, it is necessary for farmers to make money while farming, and
to set aside income or assets for future use. Changes to the current capital gan
structure are needed so that farmers are not penalized because of their capital-
intensive investments. The elimination or reduction in Capital Gains would

address this issue, and would help attract needed capital, and encourage

investment, to help farmers and their cooperative make the necessary
improvements to meet environmental challenges, enhance their competitiveness

and capitalize on new market opportunities.

Any gain from the transfer of the equity stock among producers in a cooperative
is subject to capital gains tax. This tax is a substantial hinderance for farmers

who would like to transfer their stock in a cooperative to a prospective member
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of the cooperative. This hinders not only the farmer but also the cooperative,

because it limits. the cooperative's ability to create incentives which raise new

capital through new membership in the cooperative. Again, for all these

reasons, we urge Congress to eliminate or, at least, reduce the capital gains tax

rate.

Furthermore, We Support Eliminating Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT)

Liability for Farmers Who Use Deferred Payment Contracts. The Senate and

the House recently introduced legislation to achieve this, (S. 181) and (H.R.

426). NCFC strongly supports this legislation and applauds the efforts of all

the Senators and Representatives who have worked tirelessly and in a bipartisan

manner in support of this legislation, especially the Members of this Committee.

In closing, we encourage the Senate Committee on Finance to recognize the

self-help tool cooperatives provide farmers by endorsing tax changes that

encourage and strengthen cooperative efforts. Cooperatives are extremely

important to the well-being and livelihood of farmers across this country.

NCFC urges this Committee to support proposals that aid farmers in joining

together in cooperative efforts. In addition, NCFC supports many of the tax

changes advocated before this Committee by the agricultural industry that would

lessen the tax burden on farmers. These include reinstatement of income

averaging, liberalization of estate tax laws, 100 percent deductibility of health

insu rance premiums, and creation of an environmental tax credit for farmers.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman -- NCFC and its members look forward to working

with Congress to achieve these objectives throughout the coming year.
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STATEMENT
on the

TAX TREATMFMT OF CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES
for submiassomn to the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
for the

U.S. Chamber of Commerce
by

Willim T. Sinclaire
Senior Tax Counsel and Director of Tax Policy

March 13, 1997

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce appreciates this opportunity to express its views
on the tax treatment of capital gains and losses. The U.S. Chamber is the world's largest
business federation, representing an underlying mebrhpof more than three million
businesses and organizations of every size, sector, and region. This breadth of
membesi places the U.S. Chamber in a unique position to speak for the business
community.

Introduction

The U.S. Chamber believes thut public policies should not only improve our
current economic environment but also ensure our future prosperity. The key to a
stronger economic future is simple to define, i.e., a high rate of economic grow th, but
difficult to achieve. It is strong economic growth that will allow us to maintain our
position of world leadership, increase our domestic standard of living, and meet the
daunting demographic challenges that will begin to present themselves early in the next
century.

But economic growth does not occur by accident Just as our farmers do not rely
on good luck for bountiful harvests,_peither can we rely on chance or the momentum of
the past to propel us in the future. The seeds of tomorrow's economic success must be
planted today, and so, when evaluating economic policies, we must ask how they would
cultivate long-term economic growth.

By definition, economic growth is simply the product of growth in the labor force
(e., the number of hours worked) and growth in productivity (I.e., output per hour).

With growth in hours worked largely determined by demographics, sensible economic
policy must emphasize strong productivity growth.
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This is a crucial issue because productivity growth has been languishing for the
past quarter-cetuzy or so. Aft expanding at a healthy 2.7-percent rate during the
196(Ys, for example, productivity growth has slowed to an anemic one percent rate so far
in the 1990's. With growth in hours worked hovering a little below 1.5-percent, long-
term economic growth is thus limited to 2.5-percent - well below the average of the post-
World War II era.

While measurement problems related to productivity have expanded with the
growing share of the economy devoted to service-producers rather than goods-producers,
the decline in economic growth over the same period confirms that we are suffering a
decline in the underlying growth rate in productivity. The question then becomes: What
can we do to raise productivity growth?

Like the farmer who sows the seed corn and cultivates the soil, households and
businesses must also prepare for the future. Virtually all economists agree that this is
done by saving and investing in capital - both human capital (education) and physical
capital (plant and equipment). Thus the issue of long-term productivity growth and, in
turn, economic growth becomes one of fostering additions to, and improvements in,
capital. Consequently, the U.S. Chamber believes that today's economic policies must be
targeted toward improving economic growth by fostering saving, investment and capital
formation. Only through such pro-growth policies can we lay the foundation of
prosperity and security for our children into and beyond the 2 1st century.

To boost productivity, the federal government must end its misdirection of
resources and curb its appetite for borrowing so that national savings and investment can
be increased. This will yield stronger productivity growth, which in turn will propel the
economy on a higher growth track. Besides balancing the budget, other policy elements
that would aid long-term economic growth include overhauling our regulatory and tort
systems, enhancing education and job training programs, reducing the tax burden, and
reforming the tax code.

The Need for Capital Gains Tax Reform

Vibrant healthy economies require resources to be allocated to their most
efficient, or productive, uses but high tax rates on capital gains impose a barrier to the
efficient flow of capital. Lower capital gains taxes would spur investment activity, create
jobs and expand the economy, which would benefit individuals of all income levels.

Many investors and businesses are unwilling or unable to sell their capital assets
due to the high rate of tax that would be imposed on the 'gain" of such assets - much of
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which can be due to inflation, rather that real appreciation. This creates a "locking
effect! of capital. asset which prevents investors and busine.3ses from allocating their
resources to more productive capital or business ventures. Scarce capital, therefore,
remains tied up in suboptimal uses, to the detriment of economic growth.

Bold capital gains reforms should be implemented to boost capital formation and
mobility. These reforms include reducing capital gains rates on individuals and
corporations, indexing the bases of capital assets for inflation, providing capital loss
treatment for sales of principal residences and expanding the preferential capitalgan
treatment for small business stock.-

Current Treatment of Capital Gains

Gain or loss reflected in the value of an asset is generally not recognized for
income tax purposes until a taxpayer disposes of the asset On the sale or exchange of a
capital asset the net capital gain is taxed as ordinary income, except that a net capital
gain of a noncorporate taxpayer is subject to a maximum marginal tax rate of 28-percent.
Capital losses are generally deductible in full against capital gains, and, in the case of
noncorporate taxpayers, losses may be deducted against ordinary income up to a
maximum of $3,000 per year. In addition, noncorporate taxpayers may carry forward
capital losses in excess of the foregoing to future years indefinitely, but may not carry
them back to prior years. Corporate taxpayers may generally carry back capital losses
three years and forward five years.

A 50-percent exclusion of the gain from the sale of stock in certain small-business
corporations is permitted. For a taxpayer to be elgilte for the exclusion, the small-
business stock must be held for at least five years and it must have bee 'n acquired at-
original issuance when the corporation had aggregate gross assets of not more than $50
million. In addition, the amount of gain eligible for the exclusion is limited to the greater
of 10 times the taxpayer's basis in the stock or a $10 million gain from stock in the
corporation.

Gain is not recognized on the sale of a principal residence if a new residence (at
leat equal in cost to the sales price of the old residence) is purchased and used by the
taxpayer as his or her principal residence generally within two years before and two years
after the date of sale of the old residence. The basis of the new residence is reduced by
,the amount of any gain not recognized (because of this rule) on the sale of the old
residence. Furthermore, an individual, on a one-time basis, may exclude from gross
income up to $ 125,000 of gain from the sale or exchange of a principal residence if the
taxpayer has attained age 55 before the sale, and has owned and used the property as his
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or her principal residence for at least three of the five year preceding the sale. However,
a loss on the sale or exchange of a principal residece is treated as a nondeductible-e~aa loss.

Capital Ga&W Reform Proposals

Ther are several capital gains reform proposals introduced in the 105th Congress
which the Chamber supports, including:

American Family Tax ReliefAct (Tide II of S. 2) - introduced by Senator Roth (R-
DE) and others - would permit individuals to exclude SO-percent of their net
capital gains from tax, subject corporations to a maximum capital gains tax rate of
28-percent; permit taxpayers other than C corporations to index certain capital
assets for inflation, allow taxpayers to treat losses on the sales of principal
residences as deductible capital losses, and modify the rules relating to sales of
certain small-business stock.

Capital Formation Act of 1997 (S. 66) - introduced by Senators Hatch (R-UT),
Lieberman (D-Cl, Grassley (R-IA), and Breaux (D-LA) - would permit
individuals to exclude SO-perent of their net capital gains from tax, subject
corporations to a maximum, capital gains rate of 25-percent, and modify the rules
relating to sales of certain small business stock.

Capital Gains Reform Act of 1997 (S. 72) - introduced by Senator Kyl (R-AZ) -
would provide individuals with a 70-percent capital gains exclusion, and a

maxiumn capital gains tax rate of 22-percent for corporations.

There are other proposals which the Chamber believes move in the right direction
but need to be expanded including:

Presidents Clinton's Fiscal Year 1998 Budget Proposal - Under his budget
proposal, a taxpayer would generally be able to exclude up to $250,000 ($500,000
if married filing a joint return) of capital gain realized on the sale or exchange of a
principal residence no more fr-equently than once every two years. (No other
capital gains provisions were included in his budget package.)

Targeted Investment Incentive and Economic Growth A ct of 199 7 (S. 20) -
introduced by Senator Dascble CD-SD) and others - would allow a taxpayer to roll
over the gain on the sale of the stock of an eligible small-business investment;
permit ordnay loss deductions for individuals up to $ 150,000 ($300,000 for joint
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reurn) from the loss an the sale or exchange of eligible small-businsso rodinvstens.amend the eligibility and other rules for small-busines tokprvid
an exclusion up to $250,0000(500,000 if married filing a joint retur) of capital

gai realized on the sale or exchange of a principal residence, and allow
individuals owning a 50i-percent or greater interest in a farming business and
materially participating in that business for five or more years to roil over capital

gnsfrom the sale of the assets used in the active conduct of the business to an
individual retirement account

Family Retirement Equity Act of 1997 (S. 80) - introduced by Senator Kohl (D-
WI) - would allow individuals owning a 50-percent or greater interest in a farming
business and materially participating in that: business for five or more years, to roll
over capital gains from the sale of the assets used in the active conduct of the
business to an individual retirement account

In addition, there are several other capital gains relief bills which the Chamber is
currently evaluating& including:

Long-Term, Investment Act of 1997 (S. 252) - introduced by Senator Gregg (R-
NH) - would retain the current 28-percent tax rate for individuals but would
provide a 5, 10, and 20-percent deduction for assets held more than two, three, and
four years respectively. In addition, a surcharge of 5.6 and 2.8-percenit would
apply to assets held six months or less and between six and 12 months,
respectively.

S. 306 - introduced by Senator Ford (D-KY) - would reduce the current 28-
percent individual maximum capital gains tax rate for assets held more tha two
year on a sliding scale down to a 14-percent maximum rate for assets held more
than eight years.

Conclusion

Our long-term economic health depends upon sound economic and tax policies.
Today, we are critically shorchanging ourselves and, more importantly, our children, as
we commit too many of our scarce, resources into current consumption and away from
prudent investment Our tax system encourages wat, retards savings, and punishes
capital formation - all to the detriment of long-term economic growth. As we prepare for
the economic challenges of the next century, we must orient our current fiscal policies in
a way that encourages more savings, more investment, more productivity growth, and,
ultimately, more economic growth.

Ile U.S. Chamber believes that substantive capital gains reform is needed in order
to spur business investment and productivity growth. Short of repeal, capital gains rates
should be reduced for both individuals and corporations, capital assets should be indexed
for inflation, and losses on personal residences should be treated as deductible capital
losses.I


